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Preface

is book contains a selection of fi een CESNET technical reports out of a total
of thirty that were published in the year 2010. All technical reports are available
for downloading from the CESNET web pages1, and they are also now available
in the EPUB format for portable e-book readers.

e contents are divided into the following four parts which represent the
main areas of CESNET research and develepment:
— Part 1 – CESNET2Network – provides an update on the configuration of the

IP/MPLS backbone network.
— Part 2 – Optical Network Technology – presents new members of the Czech-

Light family of optical devices as well as the initial design of a network in-
terface for the 40/100 Gigabit Ethernet, which is planned for development in
2011.

— Part 3 - Network Monitoring and Security – consisting five chapters. Four
chapters describe new monitoring and security applications utilizing pro-
grammable hardware. e remaining chapter in this part deals with an o -
neglected aspect of network security, namely the security of IP telephony sys-
tems based on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP).

— Finally, Part 4 – Middleware and Applications – covers the recent develop-
ments of the MetaCENTRUM (the Czech national Grid infrastructure), and
also a proposal for a new packet format for low latency video transmissions.
On 6March 2011, the CESNET association celebrated 15 years of its existence

as the Czech National Research and Educational Network. At about the same
time, CESNET concluded a significant re-organization, which reflects the new
financing model that became effective commencing at the start of the year 2011.
In the newmodel, the CESNET network becomes a large infrastructurewhosemain
purpose is to provide advanced data communication as well as computational and
storage services to the academic and research community in the Czech Republic.

We wish to use this opportunity to thank the authors of all the CESNET
technical reports which have been published since 2001 for their valuable contri-
butions, and to wish them continued success in their future work.

15 April 2011 Ladislav Lhotka and Pavel Satrapa, Editors

1 http://www.cesnet.cz/doc/techzpravy/
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Part I

CESNET2 Network





CESNET2 Network BGP Design and
Optimization

V N

Abstract
e paper deals with the design and implementation of the CESNET2 IP/MPLS

backbone BGP routing topology and its optimization. e current BGP routing
design of the CESNET2 backbone doesn’t match the recent network architec-
ture, topology and technology changes. is document will cover the main BGP
protocol features (IPv4/IPv6 unicast and multicast families) currently used by
backbone routers. e main objectives are to improve the CESNET2 network
stability, iBGP protocol convergence time, simplify BGP configurations, and to
increase network services availability for customer networks connected to CES-
NET2.

Keywords: routing, BGP, MPLS, DWDM, multicast, MSDP

1 Current CESNET2 BGP Network Design

e IP/MPLS CESNET2 network layer follows the optical transmission topology
based on DWDM technology. In the core GigaPoPs (Praha, Brno, Olomouc and
Hradec Králové) are located ROADM nodes of the main DWDM ring together
with the core P routers and edge PE routers of the IP/MPLS network layer (P
routers are marked as red in Figure 1). In the other GigaPoPs we operate edge
PE routers only (marked as blue), which have dual connections to the neighboring
core P routers.

CESNET2 runs a hybrid unicast IPv4/IPv6 using PE/6PE technology in the
dual-stack mode. e IPv4 and IPv6 multicast topologies are not congruent with
their unicast counterparts (unicast packets are MPLS-switched whereas multicast
packets are transported as pure IP). CESNET2 network supports EoMPLS and
VPLS services as well.

e current CESNET2 physical topology is shown in Figure 1. e main
GigaPoPs Praha and Brno are distributed into two separate locations in these cit-
ies (Praha I, Praha II, Brno I and Brno II). A typical backbone circuit capacity is
10 Gbps with intra-PoP 40 Gbps connections in Praha and Brno. Only 10GE LAN
PHY are used, while the 40 Gbps connections are POSOC-768/STM-256. Jumbo
frames up toMTU 9202 are configured and supported on all backbone interfaces.

e majority of core P and edge PE routers are Cisco OSR7609 and 7606 series
running the 12.2(33)SRE2 IOS version. In GigaPoPs Praha I. and Brno II., the

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies V: Selected Technical Reports, p. 3–15
© CESNET, 2011. ISBN 978-80-904689-1-7



4 V N

new terabit routing systems Cisco CRS-1/16, supporting Secure Domain Routers
(SDRs) technology, have been installed. Using the SDR, we divided single phys-
ical routing systems into multiple logical routers. ere are core P and edge PE
logical routers configured (core P routers R119 and R122 and edge PE routers
R118 and R121). All CRS-1/16 logical routers run IOS-XR version 3.8.1.

As the IGP routing protocol for the IP/MPLS core, CESNET uses OSPFv2
and OSFPv3 . e backbone traffic is controlled by an OSPF metric assigned to
backbone interfaces. A rapid (sub-second) convergence of IP/MPLS core using
the BFD (Bidirectional Forward Detection) protocol for OSPF/LDP sessions is
implemented there.

Olomouc

Zlín

Ostrava

Pardubice

Plzeň
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Budějovice
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Praha II

CRS-1/16
R121

Brno II

Akamai

Figure 1. Current CESNET2 physical topology.

IPv4 multicast is distributed directly by the underlying IP network, i.e. out-
side the MPLS layer. PIM-SM (PIM Sparse-mode) is configured on all network
interfaces. IPv4 multicast uses the Anycast RP (Rendezvous Point) concept, with
two RPs configured on the R115 and R98 routers. e RP IPv4 address prefix
/32 is announced by the internal OSPF200 process. e Multicast Source Dir-
ectory Protocol (MSDP) is configured between both RPs so as to announce re-
gistered multicast sources to these RPs. On all P and PE backbone routers there
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is an iMGBP (internal Multiprotocol BGP) instance configured (BGP address-
family ipv4 multicast section) to provide Unicast RPF (Reverse Path Forwarding)
check for PIM messages. e internal backbone is default-free and there is no
unicast IPv4 default-route sent to the core P routers (core P routers don’t run the
IPv4/IPv6 unicast BGP). To ensure correct RPF check on edge PE routers we con-
figured a higher administrative distance for the iMGBP. e following distance is
configured for the BGP address-family ipv4 multicast section:

distance bgp 15 150 150

for external routes to AS, internal routes to AS, and local routes, respectively,
which means that multicast routes are preferred over BGP unicast routes for mul-
ticast sources.

IPv6 multicast is distributed analogically to IPv4 multicast in the IP/MPLS
network topology. IPv6 multicast BGP sessions (BGP address-family ipv6 mul-
ticast) are configured between dedicated IPv6 loopback addresses of all core P
and PE routers. IPv6 multicast topology uses an embedded RP based on RFC
3956 [3].

1.1 Commodity IP connectivity

Commodity IPv4/IPv6 connectivity is provided by an upstream provider Telia IC
(AS 1299), see Figure 2. e main connection is a 10GE line (rate-limited to 3,6
Gbps on the Telia IC side) terminated at R118 internet peering router. e backup
10Gbps connection to the second Telia IC router is connected to the R114 internet
peering router. AS 2852 is prepended once for all CESNET2 outbound routes and
local preference is set to 50 for inbound routes. Telia IC announces global routing
tables to CESNET2, e.g. about the 329 000 IPv4 BGP routes. ey are exchanged
between the internet peering routers R118 and R114 only, and not distributed into
the CESNET2 backbone. e full BGP internet routing between the internet
peering routers R118 and R114 needs a very good BGP protocol tuning for better
routing convergence and stability. e IPv6 unicast connectivity is provided on
the backup connection only. ere are about 3 000 IPv6 unicast routes. e IPv6
backup unicast is provided by the connection to the GÉANT3 network.

In addition, the inbound routes are marked by the BGP community 2852:111.

1.2 NIX.CZ peerings

Both the R118 and R114 peerings routers run peerings with the NIX.CZ (Czech
Internet Exchange Point). ere are main and backup IPv4/IPv6 unicast BGP
peers with each peering partner configured on these peering routers there. We
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Figure 2. CESNET2 external BGP routing and policy.

have configured up to four BGP sessions with some ISPs (which operate two peer-
ing routers as well). MED is used to control inbound traffic and to load balance
between bothNIX.CZ 10GE access lines. NIX.CZ peering with the IPv4 and IPv6
addresses 194.50.100.x and 2001:7f8:14::x:y is being used. e inbound routes are
marked by the BGP community 2852:666 and a higher local-preference of 150.
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1.3 GÉANT3 connectivity

Currently, GÉANT3 (a pan-European research network) connectivity is realized
via the 10GE LAN PHY local connection on the R115 peering router. ere are
IPv4/IPv6 unicast and multicast BGP sessions configured. Inbound routes are
controlled by BGP community filters based on GÉANT3 community tagging (see
RIPE1, AS 20965). All GÉANT3 inbound routes are tagged with a higher local-
preference of 150 to be preferred by CESNET2. e backup connection is termin-
ated on the R118 peering router with a lower local-preference of 50.

1.4 TWAREN peering

e direct 1 Gbps connection to TWAREN (Taiwan research network) is termin-
ated on the R115 peering router. is L2 connection is limited to 622Mbps. ere
are BGP IPv4/IPv6 unicast and IPv6 multicast sessions configured. TWAREN
inbound routes are tagged by the BGP community 2852:888 and a higher local-
preference of 150.

1.5 AMS-IX peering

e 1 Gbps direct connection to AMS-IX (Amsterdam Internet Exchange Point)
terminates on the R115 internet peering router. Inbound prefixes are tagged by
a higher local-preference value of 150 and the BGP community 2852:777. Only
BGP IPv4/IPv6 unicast sessions are configured.

1.6 CBF (Cross-Border Fiber) peerings

e CESNET2 network operates optical lines equippedwith the CL (CzechLight)
DWDM technology to Austria (ACOnet NREN), Slovakia (Sanet NREN) and to
Poland (Pionier NREN), see Figure 2. Dedicated 10Gbps channels for peerings
with these NRENs are terminated at the peering routers R98 in Brno and R96 in
Ostrava. All the private peering participants share access to the national peering
centers (NIX.CZ, VIX, SIX) as well via peering partners. e CESNET2 net-
work announces ACOnet, Sanet and Pionier IPv4/IPv6 BGP routes to NIX.CZ.
CESNET2 routes are announced to VIX, Sanet and Pionier peering partners in
Poland. To simplify routing policy, we negotiated BGP community tagging for
inbound prefixes:

— from NIX.CZ 2852:666
— from Sanet 2607:2607

1 http://www.ripe.net/
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— from SIX 2607:666
— from ACOnet 1853:1853
— from VIX 1853:1119 and 1853:1120
— from Pionier (academic networks) 8501:1011
— from Pionier (commercial peers) 8501:1013, 8501:1014, 8501:1015, 8501:1016,

8501:1130

Internal CESNET2 prefixes are tagged by the BGP community 2852:2852
and prefixes of other NRENs to be announced to NIX.CZ by an additional com-
munity 2852:1666. All the inbound prefixes from NRENs are tagged by higher
local-preference 150. ere are more BGP communities for Pionier peering, based
on their private peerings in Poland. Unlike other countries, there is no Internet
Exchange Point (IXP) in Poland.

1.7 CESNET2 internal BGP (iBGP) peering

e CESNET2 network operates IPv4/IPv6 unicast and multicast iBGP (internal
BGP) instances on all edge PE routers (see Figure 3). ere are three independent
route reflectors (RR) with a unique BGP cluster-id:

— RR1 on the R118 peering router, cluster-id 1
— RR2 on the R114 peering router, cluster-id 2
— RR3 on the R98 peering router, cluster-id 3

Other edge PE routers and P routers are configured as RRC’s (route reflector
clients). ere is no redistribution from IGP processes to iBGP on edge PE
routers. We use static network statements in BGP processes tagged with the
community 2852:2852 only. ere is no global routing tables announcement to
the CESNET2 backbone. e internet peering routers R118 and R114 sends the
default-route to internal neighbors (with a different metric for backup). Inbound
routes from other peerings are distributed to other edge PE routers.

CESNET2 has to announce the following AS 2852 prefixes to external peers:
78.128.128.0/17, 92.122.240.0/20, 146.102.0.0/16, 147.32.0.0/15, 147.228.0.0/14,
147.251.0.0/16, 158.194.0.0/16, 158.196.0.0/16, 160.216.0.0/16, 193.84.32.0/20,
193.84.160.0/20, 193.84.192.0/19, 195.113.0.0/16 and 195.178.64.0/19.

e major university and metropolitan academic networks use the private
autonomous system numbers 65xxx assigned by CESNET2 and run eBGP against
CESNET2 routers. CESNET2 prefixes aggregations are generally provided by
edge PE routers. Other prefixes are aggregated by internet peering routers R118,
R114, R115, R98 and R96. Because of the prefix aggregations provided by the
route reflectors, the more specific internal route towards the route reflector clients
can be suppressed. It can invoke suboptimal routing, because packets can be for-
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Figure 3. CESNET2 iBGP routing topology from R93 router perspective.

warded first towards one of the aggregation routers. To solve this problem, we
use “unsuppress-map” for the iBGP peers towards the route reflector clients.

Figure 3 shows the CESNET2 routing topology and the RR’s placement on
peering routers from the R93 edge PE router perspective. ere are some obsolete
iBGP peers with other routers. e unification of iBGP peers is also needed. All
the configured iBGP peers for IPv4/IPv6 unicast andmulticast are summarized in
Section A.1. Private IPv4 addresses and specified IPv6 addresses are shown there
for documentation purposes based on RFC 3849 [1] only, instead of the really
configured addresses. ere is an exception for iBGP peers of the R110 router,
which operates as a RTBH (Remotely Triggered Blackhole Filtering) router. e
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peers with this router have to configure a different peer-session and peer-policy.
RRs accepts the routes from the trigger, but don’t send any prefixes towards to
RTBH. We use the RTBH for IPv4 only, because there is no IPv6 RPF support in
the hardware of the 7600 series routers, which the CESNET2 network operates.
When we configure IPv6 RPF in SW on this platform, there is a high risk to switch
all IPv6 packet by SW only, and thus overload most of backbone routers.

2 CESNET2 iBGP optimization

e current assignment of the route reflector functionality to the internet peering
routers within the CESNET2 iBGP network architecture is no longer satisfactory.

e routers’ CPU performance isn’t sufficient for a fast convergence of the eBGP
and iBGP routing tables. Especially, the Cisco 7609 routers (R114 and R98) lack
CPU performance because they are heavily loaded by traffic forwarding and Net-
Flow v9 exports. e BGP routing tables usually converge for about 4 minutes,
which is a very long time for overall network convergence.

ere is a possibility for improvement via separating the forwarding and con-
trol planes by installing routers with their CPUs dedicated to the iBGP route-
reflection functions. ese routers will not forward any user traffic, so their CPU’s
will not be overloaded by forwarding. e advantage of this solution is better
scalability, performance and stability. e eBGP and iBGP routing policies will
also be separated, which should result in a more comprehensible BGP router con-
figurations (peer templates, route-policy templates and others). So as to have suf-
ficient redundancy we planned to install two independent route reflector routers
in the main GigaPoPs Praha and Brno, see Figure 4, namely in R124 in Brno II.
and R125 in Praha I. (marked as yellow), with dual connections to core the P
routers. e route reflectors are modular Cisco ASR1002 routers with the ESP-5G
CPUs and 1GE network interfaces. is platform could be extended by 10GE
interfaces when needed and can be upgraded to more powerful CPUs as well. It
runs the IOS version 12.2(33) XNE2.

An issue to decide was whether different or identical BGP cluster-id’s should
be configured on each route reflector. For redundancy, configuration and opera-
tional management reasons we preferred an unique cluster-id per route reflector,
e.g. cluster-id 11 for RR1 and cluster-id 12 for RR2. e generic BGP configura-
tion is:

!
router bgp 2852
bgp router-id 10.205.8.5
no bgp default ipv4-unicast
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Figure 4. CESNET2 dedicated route reflectors.

bgp cluster-id 11
bgp log-neighbor-changes
bgp deterministic-med
bgp update-delay 240
bgp graceful-restart restart-time 120
bgp graceful-restart stalepath-time 360
bgp graceful-restart
bgp bestpath med missing-as-worst

!
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For route reflectors RR we have configured peer-sessions and peer-templates:

— 1 peer-session for IPv4 unicast/multicast and IPv6 unicast
— 1 peer-session for IPv6 multicast
— 1 peer-policy for IPv4 unicast
— 1 peer-policy for IPv4 multicast
— 1 peer-policy for iPv6 unicast
— 1 peer policy form IPv6 multicast

For route reflector clients RRC we have configured peer-sessions and peer-
templates:

— 2 peer-sessions for IPv4/IPv6 unicast and multicast (for each route reflector)
— 1 peer-policy for IPv4 unicast and multicast
— 1 peer-policy for iPv6 unicast
— 1 peer policy form IPv6 multicast

e peer-session and peer-policy configuration example is shown here:

!
router bgp 2852
template peer-policy IPv4-RRC
route-reflector-client
advertisement-interval 0
soft-reconfiguration inbound
send-community both

exit-peer-policy
!
!
template peer-session IPv4-default
remote-as 2852
password 7 123F094F5....804...3D7034
update-source Loopback0
timers 10 30

exit-peer-session
!

e detailed tables of peer-sessions and peer-policy assignments for route re-
flector configurations are shown in Section A.2 and A.3.

To improve scalability and BGP convergence, wemodified both the TCPwin-
dow and input queue sizes, together with enabling path MTU discovery:
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— increasing the interface hold-queue from a default of 75 to 1500 at least. is
prevents a rush of ACKs from peers towards the route reflector filling the
default input queue (75 packets only). Increasing these input queues allows
for more than doubling the numbers of peers we can push routes to. is was
required on the core facing interfaces of the BGP route reflectors.

— Enabling Path-MTU discovery. Without Path-MTU discovery enabled, the
MTU used for the BGP TCP session will be only 536 bytes.

— e default TCP window size is 2144 bytes. In order to improve BGP con-
vergence, we configured it to the maximum value of 65535 bytes.

e configuration on the route reflectors is shown here:

!
ip tcp window-size 65535
ip tcp path-mtu-discovery
!
interface GigabitEthernet0/0/0
description R119
hold-queue 1500 in

!

Current IP MTU being used for BGP TCP session is the following:

!
R125-prg-RR1#sh bgp ipv4 uni neighbors | incl max data
Datagrams (max data segment is 9138 bytes):
Datagrams (max data segment is 9138 bytes):
Datagrams (max data segment is 9138 bytes):
<deleted>

Several BGP timers can be used to tune the BGP convergence:
— Advertisement-interval: the interval between the sending of BGP routing up-

dates. e default is 5 seconds for iBGP peer.
— Keepalive: the frequency, in seconds, with which the router sends keepalive

messages to its peer. e default is 60 seconds.
— Holdtime: the interval, in seconds, a er which the router declares a peer as

dead if it doesn’t receive a keepalive message. e default is 180 seconds.
— Scan-time: configures import processing of routing information from BGP

routers into routing tables. e default scan time is 60 seconds.
We reduced all these timers except scan-time, because its reduction could

cause excessive CPU utilization of the route-reflector.
e next parameter to be tuned is the BGP update delay. e BGP process

has two main operating modes:
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Table 1. iBGP timers setting.

IBGP mers Default Values Configured Values
Advertisement-interval 5 sec 0 sec
Keepalive 60 sec 10 sec
Holdtime 180 sec 30 sec
Scan-time 60 sec 60 sec

— When the process first starts, it is in the Read-Only (RO) mode. is means
that the only thing the BGP process will be doing is to receive BGP Update
Messages from its BGP peers. e BGP process doesn’t run the best path
algorithm on the BGP table, nor does it update the routing table (RIB) and
send any updates to its BGP peers. A er expiration of a configurable timer
(bgp update-delay), the BGP process transitions from Read-Only to Read-
Write (RW) mode.

— In RW mode, the BGP process is performing its normal operation. BGP
Update andWithdrawn messages are being received, the best path algorithm
is performed, the RIB (Routing Information Base) is being updated, and
Update and Withdrawn messages are being packed, replicated and sent.

e BGP update-delay timer is the time between the first BGP peer coming
up and the BGP process transition from RO to RW mode. By default, this timer
is set to 120 sec. To avoid the suboptimal routing when updates are sent before all
BGP peers are up, this timer needs to be set to a larger value. We configured this
timer to 240 sec., because peering routers take more than 120 seconds to converge
a er the first peer goes up.

3 Conclusion
e dedicated routers with the route reflectors functionality deployment improved

the iBGP routing performance, stability and scalability. Two independent route
reflectors are sufficient for redundancy.

We also tuned the TCP parameters of iBGP sessions and basic iBGP timers
to have a better convergence time. ere are more parameters and BGP protocol
options to be improved on, based on its implementation in the running versions of
IOS or IOS-XR so ware. One of them is BFD (Bidirectional Forwarding Detec-
tion) for BGP protocol. We could not implement this BGP protocol enhancement
because the current version of IOS-XR doesn’t support it. We also plan to use it
a er upgrading IOS-XR in the future.
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MPLS Traffic Engineering and Fast Reroute
for MetaCentrum
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Abstract
is paper deals with the design and implementation of MPLS Traffic Engin-

eering (TE) and Fast Reroute (FRR) link and node protection in the CESNET2
backbone to optimizeMetaCentrum traffic paths to use available bandwidth with
high availability. MPLS-TE primary tunnels are defined by explicit path specific-
ations to use otherwise underutilized but available network bandwidth. ere are
two sets of MPLS-TE primary tunnels: the first one for L2 VPLS traffic optimiz-
ation among three MetaCentrum data centers (Prague, Brno and Pilsen) and the
other one for L3 IPv4 traffic optimization among four MetaCentrum data cen-
ters (CESNET Prague, UK Prague, Brno and Pilsen). e high availability of
these MPLS-TE tunnels is ensured by automatically created next-hop and next-
next-hop backup tunnels to be used by the Fast Reroute mechanism for link and
node protection in tens of milliseconds with respect to Shared Risk Link Group
(SRLG) dependencies.

Keywords: MPLS, Traffic Engineering, Fast Reroute, MetaCentrum, VPLS

1 Introduction
e main motivation of this work was to provide four MetaCentrum data centers

with the best communications environment available in the current CESNET2
MPLS/IP backbone infrastructure through optimal configuration of its routers.
Formerly, the internal MetaCentrum traffic among their physical sites in Prague,
Brno and Pilsen have obeyed the same shortest path routing as other ordinary
traffic because dynamic load balancing between more than one optimal paths is
administratively prohibited. is might cause the problem of worsening latency
for traffic patterns sharing some heavier utilized links while other underutilized
shortest paths were available (e.g. traffic between Pilsen and Brno has been routed
via Prague even if another significantly less utilized optimal 10 Gb/s shortest path
with the same number of hops via České Budějovice was available). us we
decided to implement traffic engineering with a fast reroute for internal Meta-
Centrum traffic to ensure the least possible latency, while providing sufficient
fault-tolerance.

Redundant CESNET2MPLS based network topology allows for making use
of its parallel transmission paths, by explicitly configured MPLS traffic engineer-
ing (MPLS TE) tunnels to optimize load balancing for some kind of traffic on the

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies V: Selected Technical Reports, p. 17–40
© CESNET, 2011. ISBN 978-80-904689-1-7
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otherwise underutilized links. Moreover, MPLS TE can be combined with ad-
vanced MPLS features such as Fast Reroute (FRR) and Shared Risk Link Groups
(SRLG), to achieve both super-fast convergence and high availability in case of
link and/or node failures.

During the initial phase of the MPLS TE implementation for internal Meta-
Centrum data communications optimization among its individual data centers we
created two sets ofMPLS-TE primary tunnels: the first one for L2 VPLS traffic op-
timization among threeMetaCentrum data centers (Prague, Brno and Pilsen) and
the other one for L3 IPv4 traffic optimization among fourMetaCentrum data cen-
ters (CESNET Prague, UK Prague, Brno and Pilsen). ese primary MPLS TE
tunnels are preferably set up by predefined optimal explicit paths (with some con-
strained attributes), if they are available in the actual network topology (without
failures). Otherwise (in case of failures), suboptimal dynamic primary paths (with
some constrained attributes) are temporarily set up to be automatically replaced
with predefined optimal explicit paths when they are available (a er overcoming
failure network conditions, temporary topology changes etc.). FRR is appropri-
ately configured by automatically created backup tunnels to provide NHOP link
protection and NNHOP node (and link) protection simultaneously.

2 MPLS TE optimization for MetaCentrum traffic

By using the MPLS TE optimization for internal MetaCentrum traffic, we can
achieve both greater utilization of the underlying communication infrastructure
by explicit load balancing and less vulnerability to special kinds of hardware fail-
ures, especially with respect to enhanced services (ES) 600-ES20-10G3CXL mod-
ules in the Cisco 7600 routers used for the VPLS implementation in the CESNET2
network. e VPLS functionality of Cisco 7600 routers is supported only on ES in-
terfaces, which implies the need to ensure that all incoming/outgoing VPLS traffic
on the redundantly connected routers goes only through these ES interfaces under
all possible failure scenarios, otherwise the VPLS services are not available.

Both the MPLS TE tunnel sets for VPLS and IPv4 MetaCentrum traffic are
logically mutually independent and are constructed so as to preserve the former
qualitative communication parameters of the shortest end-to-end paths between
the individual MetaCentrum computers/nodes (to guarantee as low latency as
possible) and to enable simultaneous communication through both the 10 Gbps
MPLS core facing the ES interfaces of the Cisco 7600 routers in each CESNET2
GigaPoP through which the individual MetaCentrum data centers are intercon-
nected.

Each MPLS TE tunnel is primarily configured to use an optimal statically
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defined explicit path through predefined MPLS core routers. In case of fail-
ure, a dynamic tunnel reconfiguration via any shortest path (with predefined con-
strained attributes) is temporarily allowed to achieve more robustness. To fulfill
the above MPLS TE goals for the set of VPLS pseudowires in case of dynamic re-
configuration, some additional special constraints must be imposed on the tunnel
attributes to achieve the requirement of using only VPLS capable ES interfaces
for all incoming/outgoing traffic at the tunnel head-ends and tail-ends. It can be
easily done by setting the “noVPLS” MPLS TE affinity bit to 0x1 on all non-ES (no
VPLS capable) physical interfaces in the router configuration for the VPLS set of
tunnel head-ends and tail-ends. us the VPLS set of dynamically created tem-
porary tunnels must be compliant with the requirement of discretionary attributes
for eligible paths (affinity 0x0 mask 0x1).

Table 1 contains the configuration of the symmetric one-way MPLS TE tun-
nels for the VPLS pseudowires dedicated to MetaCentrum L2 traffic, which is
also shown in Figure 1, including the inadmissible dashed lines (with configured
“noVPLS” TE affinity bit 0x1) whichmust not be used to create temporary dynamic
tunnels, because they would not have their head-ends or tail-ends on the (VPLS
capable) ES interfaces of the Cisco 7600 routers.

Table 1. MPLS TE explicit VPLS pseudowire paths configuration for internal
MetaCentrum traffic.

MetaCentrum Router MPLS TE tunnel Explicit VPLS path
CESNET Prague R92 Tunnel 2098 R92→R107→R119→R98
CESNET Prague R92 Tunnel 2099 R92→R119→R99
Brno R98 Tunnel 2092 R98→R119→R107→R92
Brno R98 Tunnel 2099 R98→R122→R100→R99
Pilsen R99 Tunnel 2092 R99→R119→R92
Pilsen R99 Tunnel 2098 R99→R100→R122→R98

Table 2 contains the configuration of the symmetric one-way MPLS TE tun-
nels for the IPv4MetaCentrumL3 traffic, which is also shown in Figure 2. All IPv4
internalMetaCentrum traffic is redirected to the appropriate TE tunnel selectively
for all IPv4 destination MetaCentrum subnets by static routing configured on the
head router.
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Figure 1. MPLS TE explicit VPLS pseudowire paths configuration for internal
MetaCentrum traffic.

Table 2. MPLS TE explicit IPv4 paths configuration for internal MetaCentrum
traffic.

MetaCentrum Router MPLS TE tunnel Explicit IPv4 path
CESNET Prague R92 Tunnel 1098 R92→R119→R98
CESNET Prague R92 Tunnel 1099 R92→R119→R99
CESNET Prague R92 Tunnel 1112 R92→R107→R112
UK Prague R112 Tunnel 1092 R112→R107→R92
UK Prague R112 Tunnel 1098 R112→R119→R98
UK Prague R112 Tunnel 1099 R112→R119→R99
Brno R98 Tunnel 1092 R98→R119→R92
Brno R98 Tunnel 1099 R98→R122→R100→R99
Brno R98 Tunnel 1112 R98→R119→R112
Pilsen R99 Tunnel 1092 R99→R119→R92
Pilsen R99 Tunnel 1098 R99→R100→R122→R98
Pilsen R99 Tunnel 1112 R99→R119→R112

3 Fast Reroute

Fast Reroute (FRR) is a mechanism for protectingMPLS traffic engineering LSPs
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Figure 2. MPLS TE explicit IPv4 paths configuration for internal MetaCentrum
traffic.

from link and node failure by locally repairing the LSPs at the point of failure.
is protection allows data to continue to flow on them while their head-end

routers attempt to establish end-to-end LSPs to replace them. FRR locally repairs
the protected LSPs by rerouting them over backup tunnels that bypass failed links
or nodes.

Backup tunnels that bypass only a single link of the LSP path provide link
protection. ey protect LSPs if a link along their path fails by rerouting the LSP
traffic to the next hop (bypassing the failed link). ese are referred to as next-
hop (NHOP) backup tunnels because they terminate at the LSP next hop beyond
the point of failure.

FRR can also provide node protection for LSPs. Backup tunnels that bypass
next-hop nodes along LSP paths are called next-next-hop (NNHOP) backup tun-
nels because they terminate at the node following the next-hop node of the LSP
paths, thereby bypassing the next-hop node. ey protect LSPs if a node along
their path fails by enabling the node upstream of the failure to reroute the LSPs
and their traffic around the failed node to the next-next hop. FRR supports the
use of RSVP Hellos (the state timer feature using special periodic packets to de-
tect when a neighbor is down and to trigger faster state timeout) to accelerate the
detection of node failures. NNHOP backup tunnels can also provide protection
from link failures, because they bypass the failed link and the node.

Autotunnel backup is the ability of routers to create backupMPLSTE tunnels
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automatically. erefore, there is no need to preconfigure each backup tunnel
manually and then to assign the backup tunnel to the protected interface.

A set of links may form a Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) if they share a
common resource whose failure may affect all links in the set. If one link fails,
other links in the group may fail as well. A link may belong to multiple SRLGs.

e SRLG feature enhances the backup tunnel path selection, so that a backup
tunnel avoids using links that are in the same SRLG as the interfaces which the
backup tunnel is protecting.

In the case of the CESNET2 network, a SRLG is typically a set of links rep-
resented by DWDM lambda paths within the same fiber. e current Cisco 7600
IOS version 12.2(33)SRE2 can avoid SRLGs of their protected interfaces only on
automatically created backup tunnels (called autotunnel backup).

ere are two ways for a backup tunnel to avoid the SRLGs of its protected
interface:
— e router does not create the backup tunnel unless it avoids SRLGs of the

protected interface

mpls traffic-eng auto-tunnel backup srlg exclude force

— e router tries to avoid the SRLGs of the protected interface, but, if that is
not possible, the router creates the backup tunnel anyway. In this case there
are two explicit paths. e first explicit path tries to avoid the SRLGs of
the protected interface. If that does not work, the backup tunnel uses the
other path which ignores the SRLGs. is is the current configuration of
autotunnel backup in CESNET2.

mpls traffic-eng auto-tunnel backup srlg exclude preferred

Table 3 contains current SRLG definitions for MPLS backbone links using
DWDM lambdas sharing the same fiber.

Table 3. CESNET2 MPLS backbone links SRLG definitions.
Link SRLG number
R99-R100 4099100
R99-R119 4099119
R99-R117 4099117
R111-R117 4111117
R100-R116 4100116
R116-R122 4116122
R100-R122 4100116, 4116122
R100-R119 4099100, 4099119
R99-R111 4099117, 4111117
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e following example shows the MPLS TE fast reroute internal database of
headend and midpoint protected tunnels on R99 and R100 respectively.

R99-PM#show mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute database
P2P Headend FRR information:
Protected tunnel In-label Out intf/label FRR intf/label Status
---------------- -------- -------------- ---------------- ------
Tunnel1092 Tun hd Te2/0/0:16075 Tu4002:implicit- Ready
Tunnel1098 Tun hd Te2/0/1:86 Tu4004:16112 Ready
Tunnel1112 Tun hd Te2/0/0:16099 Tu4001:implicit- Ready
Tunnel2092 Tun hd Te2/0/0:16061 Tu4002:implicit- Ready
Tunnel2098 Tun hd Te2/0/1:182 Tu4004:16113 Ready
P2P LSP midpoint frr information:
LSP identifier In-label Out intf/label FRR intf/label Status
-------------- -------- -------------- -------------- ------

R100-CB#show mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute database
P2P Headend FRR information:
Protected tunnel In-label Out intf/label FRR intf/label Status
------------------------- -------- -------------- -------------- ------
P2P LSP midpoint frr information:
LSP identifier In-label Out intf/label FRR intf/label Status
------------------------- -------- -------------- -------------- ------
XXX.XXX.XXX.13 1098 [208] 86 Te1/2:16112 Tu4001:implicit- Ready
XXX.XXX.XXX.13 2098 [208] 182 Te1/2:16113 Tu4001:implicit- Ready
XXX.XXX.XXX.26 1099 [200] 143 Te2/1:implicit-n Tu4002:implicit- Ready
XXX.XXX.XXX.26 2099 [200] 94 Te2/1:implicit-n Tu4002:implicit- Ready

e following example shows the MPLS TE FRR tunnel protection on R99
and R100 respectively.

R99-PM#show mpls traffic-eng tunnels protection
P2P TUNNELS:
TE IPv4: R99->R92 (METACentrum Plzen: R99->R119->R92: METACentr
LSP Head, Tunnel1092, Admin: up, Oper: up
Src XXX.XXX.XXX.13, Dest XXX.XXX.XXX.6, Instance 239
Fast Reroute Protection: Requested
Outbound: FRR Ready

Backup Tu4002 to LSP nnhop
Tu4002: out i/f: Te2/0/1, label: 183

LSP signalling info:
Original: out i/f: Te2/0/0, label: 16075, nhop: XXX.XXX.XXX.77

nnhop: XXX.XXX.XXX.6, nnhop rtr id: XXX.XXX.XXX.6
With FRR: out i/f: Tu4002, label: implicit-null
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LSP bw: 0 kbps, Backup level: any-unlim, type: any pool
Path Protection: None

TE IPv4: R99->R98 (METACentrum Plzen: R99->R100->R122->R98: MET
LSP Head, Tunnel1098, Admin: up, Oper: up
Src XXX.XXX.XXX.13, Dest XXX.XXX.XXX.26, Instance 208
Fast Reroute Protection: Requested
Outbound: FRR Ready

Backup Tu4004 to LSP nnhop
Tu4004: out i/f: Te2/0/0, label: 16103

LSP signalling info:
Original: out i/f: Te2/0/1, label: 86, nhop: XXX.XXX.XXX.82

nnhop: XXX.XXX.XXX.25, nnhop rtr id: XXX.XXX.XXX.25
With FRR: out i/f: Tu4004, label: 16112

LSP bw: 0 kbps, Backup level: any-unlim, type: any pool
Path Protection: None

TE IPv4: R99->R112 (METACentrum Plzen: R99->R119->R112: METACen
LSP Head, Tunnel1112, Admin: up, Oper: up
Src XXX.XXX.XXX.13, Dest XXX.XXX.XXX.5, Instance 214
Fast Reroute Protection: Requested
Outbound: FRR Ready

Backup Tu4001 to LSP nnhop
Tu4001: out i/f: Te2/0/1, label: 117

LSP signalling info:
Original: out i/f: Te2/0/0, label: 16099, nhop: XXX.XXX.XXX.77

nnhop: XXX.XXX.XXX.5, nnhop rtr id: XXX.XXX.XXX.5
With FRR: out i/f: Tu4001, label: implicit-null

LSP bw: 0 kbps, Backup level: any-unlim, type: any pool
Path Protection: None

TE VPLS: R99->R92 (METACentrum Plzen: R99->R119->R92: METACentr
LSP Head, Tunnel2092, Admin: up, Oper: up
Src XXX.XXX.XXX.13, Dest XXX.XXX.XXX.6, Instance 237
Fast Reroute Protection: Requested
Outbound: FRR Ready

Backup Tu4002 to LSP nnhop
Tu4002: out i/f: Te2/0/1, label: 183

LSP signalling info:
Original: out i/f: Te2/0/0, label: 16061, nhop: XXX.XXX.XXX.77

nnhop: XXX.XXX.XXX.6, nnhop rtr id: XXX.XXX.XXX.6
With FRR: out i/f: Tu4002, label: implicit-null

LSP bw: 0 kbps, Backup level: any-unlim, type: any pool
Path Protection: None

TE VPLS: R99->R98 (METACentrum Plzen: R99->R100->R122->R98: MET
LSP Head, Tunnel2098, Admin: up, Oper: up
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Src XXX.XXX.XXX.13, Dest XXX.XXX.XXX.26, Instance 208
Fast Reroute Protection: Requested
Outbound: FRR Ready

Backup Tu4004 to LSP nnhop
Tu4004: out i/f: Te2/0/0, label: 16103

LSP signalling info:
Original: out i/f: Te2/0/1, label: 182, nhop: XXX.XXX.XXX.82

nnhop: XXX.XXX.XXX.25, nnhop rtr id: XXX.XXX.XXX.25
With FRR: out i/f: Tu4004, label: 16113

LSP bw: 0 kbps, Backup level: any-unlim, type: any pool
Path Protection: None

R99-PM_t4001
LSP Head, Tunnel4001, Admin: up, Oper: up
Src XXX.XXX.XXX.13, Dest XXX.XXX.XXX.5, Instance 59
Fast Reroute Protection: None
Path Protection: None

R99-PM_t4002
LSP Head, Tunnel4002, Admin: up, Oper: up
Src XXX.XXX.XXX.13, Dest XXX.XXX.XXX.6, Instance 59
Fast Reroute Protection: None
Path Protection: None

R99-PM_t4004
LSP Head, Tunnel4004, Admin: up, Oper: up
Src XXX.XXX.XXX.13, Dest XXX.XXX.XXX.25, Instance 61
Fast Reroute Protection: None
Path Protection: None

R100-CB#show mpls traffic-eng tunnels protection
P2P TUNNELS:
R100-CB_t4001
LSP Head, Tunnel4001, Admin: up, Oper: up
Src XXX.XXX.XXX.15, Dest XXX.XXX.XXX.26, Instance 1
Fast Reroute Protection: None
Path Protection: None

R100-CB_t4002
LSP Head, Tunnel4002, Admin: up, Oper: up
Src XXX.XXX.XXX.15, Dest XXX.XXX.XXX.13, Instance 57
Fast Reroute Protection: None
Path Protection: None
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4 Conclusion

A er designing and implementingMPLSTrafficEngineering (TE) for the internal
MetaCentrum traffic in 2009, we then pursued the Fast Reroute (FRR) link and
node protection in the CESNET2 backbone to ensure high availability. MPLS-
TE primary tunnels are defined by explicit path specifications to use otherwise
underutilized but available network bandwidth. ere are two sets of MPLS-TE
primary tunnels: the first one for L2 VPLS traffic optimization among threeMeta-
Centrum data centers (Prague, Brno and Pilsen) and the other one for L3 IPv4
traffic optimization among four MetaCentrum data centers (CESNET Prague,
UK Prague, Brno and Pilsen). e high availability of these MPLS-TE tunnels is
ensured by the automatically created next-hop and next-next-hop backup tunnels,
to be used by the Fast Reroute mechanism for link and node protection in tens of
milliseconds with respect to Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) dependencies.

Backup tunnels are built automatically to enable high availability using a Fast
Reroute for the internal MetaCentrum traffic using MPLS TE primary tunnels in
a very easy and flexible way in CESNET2. is eliminates the need to manually
preconfigure each backup tunnel and then assign it to the protected interface stat-
ically. Backup autotunnels thus enable a MPLS TE router to dynamically build
backup tunnels only when they are needed.

At the time of the writing of this paper, the FRR feature using backup auto-
tunnels could not be implemented on CRS-1 core MPLS routers, because this
feature is not supported in the currently used IOS-XR version 3.8.1. is restric-
tion does not prevent MPLS TE backup autotunnels from being successfully re-
covered on a midpoint router along the LSP path in case of failure. We plan to
extend the backup autotunnels configuration on the CRS-1 core MPLS routers
a er upgrading to a new IOS-XR v4 to spread Fast Reroute throughout the whole
MPLS backbone.
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Appendix A. Appendix: MetaCentrum MPLS TE/FRR
configuration template

!
! CESNET2 MPLS all routers
!
mpls traffic-eng tunnels
!mpls traffic-eng reoptimize events link-up
!mpls traffic-eng reoptimize timers delay cleanup 10
!mpls traffic-eng reoptimize timers delay installation 10
!mpls traffic-eng reoptimize timers frequency 300
mpls traffic-eng tunnels
mpls traffic-eng auto-tunnel backup
mpls traffic-eng auto-tunnel backup config unnumbered-interface Loopback0
mpls traffic-eng auto-tunnel backup tunnel-num min 4000 max 4999
mpls traffic-eng auto-tunnel backup srlg exclude preferred
router ospf 200
mpls traffic-eng area 0
mpls traffic-eng router-id loopback 0
mpls traffic-eng multicast-intact
! MPLS interface template
! sh mpls interfaces
interface Te2/0/0
mpls traffic-eng tunnels
! only for non VPLS/non ES enabled MPLS links terminated/originated on/from
r92, r98 and r99!!!
!mpls traffic-eng attribute-flags 0x1
! only for SRLG links
!mpls traffic-eng srlg 4099119
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
!
! L2 VPLS
!
mpls traffic-eng lsp attributes VPLS-METACentrum
affinity 0x0 mask 0x1
priority 1 1
! bandwidth 100000
! protection fast-reroute
ip explicit-path name r119 enable

next-address XXX.XXX.XXX.17
ip explicit-path name r107-r119 enable

next-address XXX.XXX.XXX.1
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next-address XXX.XXX.XXX.17
ip explicit-path name r119-r107 enable

next-address XXX.XXX.XXX.17
next-address XXX.XXX.XXX.1

ip explicit-path name r122-r100 enable
next-address XXX.XXX.XXX.25
next-address XXX.XXX.XXX.15

ip explicit-path name r100-r122 enable
next-address XXX.XXX.XXX.15
next-address XXX.XXX.XXX.25

!
! R92 VPLS
!
vlan 702
name CESNET-METACentrum-VPLS
interface Vlan702
no shut
mtu 9216
no ip address
load-interval 30
xconnect vfi CESNET-METACentrum
pseudowire-class pw-r99
encapsulation mpls
preferred-path interface Tunnel2099
pseudowire-class pw-r98
encapsulation mpls
preferred-path interface Tunnel2098
l2 vfi CESNET-METACentrum manual
vpn id 702
neighbor XXX.XXX.XXX.13 pw-class pw-r99
neighbor XXX.XXX.XXX.26 pw-class pw-r98
! R92: R92-R119-R99 (Praha-Plzeň přes P Praha)
interface Tunnel2099
description TE VPLS: R92->R99 (METACentrum CESNET Praha: R92->R119->R99: META-
Centrum Plzen)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.13
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r119 attributes VPLS-

METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes VPLS-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
! R92: R92-R107-R119-R98 (Praha-Brno přes P Praha a PE Brno)
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interface Tunnel2098
description TE VPLS: R92->R98 (METACentrum CESNET Praha: R92->R107->R119->R98:
METACentrum Brno)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.26
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r107-r119 attributes

VPLS-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes VPLS-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
interface TenGigabitEthernet3/3
description VPLS services for METACentrum - Force10 S2410 - ethernet 0/3
switchport
switchport access vlan 702
switchport trunk encapsulation dot1q
switchport mode dot1q-tunnel
dampening
mtu 9216
load-interval 30
udld port disable
l2protocol-tunnel drop-threshold stp 50
l2protocol-tunnel cdp
l2protocol-tunnel stp
l2protocol-tunnel vtp
no cdp enable
spanning-tree portfast
spanning-tree bpdufilter enable
!
! R98 VPLS
!
vlan 702
name CESNET-METACentrum-VPLS
interface Vlan702
no shut
mtu 9216
no ip address
load-interval 30
xconnect vfi CESNET-METACentrum
pseudowire-class pw-r99
encapsulation mpls
preferred-path interface Tunnel2099
pseudowire-class pw-r92
encapsulation mpls
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preferred-path interface Tunnel2092
l2 vfi CESNET-METACentrum manual
vpn id 702
neighbor XXX.XXX.XXX.13 pw-class pw-r99
neighbor XXX.XXX.XXX.6 pw-class pw-r92
! R98: R98-R119-R107-R92 (Brno-Praha přes PE Brno a P Praha)
interface Tunnel2092
description TE VPLS: R98->R92 (METACentrum Brno: R98->R119->R107->R92: META-

Centrum CESNET Praha)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.6
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r119-r107 attributes

VPLS-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes VPLS-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
! R98: R98-R122-R100-R99 (Brno-Plzeň přes P Brno a P České Budějovice)
interface Tunnel2099
description TE VPLS: R98->R99 (METACentrum Brno: R98->R122->R100->R99: META-

Centrum Plzen)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.13
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r122-r100 attributes

VPLS-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes VPLS-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
interface TenGigabitEthernet2/2
description VPLS services for METACentrum
switchport
switchport access vlan 702
switchport trunk encapsulation dot1q
switchport mode dot1q-tunnel
dampening
mtu 9216
logging event link-status
logging event status
load-interval 30
mls qos statistics-export
mls qos vlan-based
l2protocol-tunnel drop-threshold stp 50
l2protocol-tunnel cdp
l2protocol-tunnel stp
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l2protocol-tunnel vtp
no cdp enable
spanning-tree portfast
spanning-tree bpdufilter enable
!
! R99 VPLS
!
vlan 702
name CESNET-METACentrum-VPLS
interface Vlan702
no shut
mtu 9216
no ip address
load-interval 30
xconnect vfi CESNET-METACentrum
pseudowire-class pw-r98
encapsulation mpls
preferred-path interface Tunnel2098
pseudowire-class pw-r92
encapsulation mpls
preferred-path interface Tunnel2092
l2 vfi CESNET-METACentrum manual
vpn id 702
neighbor XXX.XXX.XXX.26 pw-class pw-r98
neighbor XXX.XXX.XXX.6 pw-class pw-r92
! R99: R99-R119-R92 (Plzeň-Praha přes P Praha)
interface Tunnel2092
description TE VPLS: R99->R92 (METACentrum Plzen: R99->R119->R92: METACentrum
CESNET Praha)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.6
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r119 attributes VPLS-

METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes VPLS-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
! R99: R99-R100-R122-R98 (Plzeň-Brno přes P České Budějovice a P Brno)
interface Tunnel2098
description TE VPLS: R99->R98 (METACentrum Plzen: R99->R100->R122->R98: META-
Centrum Brno)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.26
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
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tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r100-r122 attributes
VPLS-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes VPLS-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
interface TenGigabitEthernet1/3
description VPLS for METACentrum
switchport
switchport access vlan 702
switchport trunk encapsulation dot1q
switchport mode dot1q-tunnel
dampening
mtu 9216
load-interval 30
mls qos trust dscp
l2protocol-tunnel drop-threshold stp 50
l2protocol-tunnel cdp
l2protocol-tunnel stp
l2protocol-tunnel vtp
no cdp enable
spanning-tree portfast
spanning-tree bpdufilter enable
service-policy input CESNET2-IP2MPLS-CE2PE-10GE-in
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
! L3 IP
!
mpls traffic-eng lsp attributes IPv4-METACentrum
priority 3 3
! bandwidth 800000
! protection fast-reroute
ip explicit-path name r107 enable

next-address XXX.XXX.XXX.1
!
! R92 IP
!
! To Plzen
ip route XXX.XXX.43.0 255.255.255.0 tunnel 1099
ip route XXX.XXX.240.0 255.255.255.0 tunnel 1099
ip route XXX.XXX.67.32 255.255.255.224 tunnel 1099
ip route XXX.XXX.52.26 255.255.255.255 tunnel 1099
ip route XXX.XXX.52.210 255.255.255.255 tunnel 1099
! To Brno
ip route XXX.XXX.3.0 255.255.255.0 tunnel 1098
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ip route XXX.XXX.9.0 255.255.255.0 tunnel 1098
ip route XXX.XXX.11.0 255.255.255.128 tunnel 1098
ip route XXX.XXX.72.128 255.255.255.192 tunnel 1098
! To UK Praha
ip route XXX.XXX.0.32 255.255.255.224 tunnel 1112
! R92: R92-R119-R99 (CESNET Praha-Plzeň přes P Praha)
interface Tunnel1099
description TE IPv4: R92->R99 (METACentrum CESNET Praha: R92->R119->R99: META-
Centrum Plzen)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.13
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r119 attributes IPv4-

METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes IPv4-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
! R92: R92-R119-R98 (CESNET Praha-Brno přes P Praha a PE Brno)
interface Tunnel1098
description TE IPv4: R92->R98 (METACentrum CESNET Praha: R92->R119->R98: META-
Centrum Brno)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.26
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r119 attributes IPv4-

METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes IPv4-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
! R92: R92-R107-R112 (CESNET Praha-UK Praha přes PE Praha)
interface Tunnel1112
description TE IPv4: R92->R112 (METACentrum CESNET Praha: R92->R107->R112:

METACentrum UK Praha)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.5
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r107 attributes IPv4-

METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes IPv4-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
!
! R112 IP
!
! To Plzen
ip route XXX.XXX.43.0 255.255.255.0 tunnel 1099
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ip route XXX.XXX.240.0 255.255.255.0 tunnel 1099
ip route XXX.XXX.67.32 255.255.255.224 tunnel 1099
ip route XXX.XXX.52.26 255.255.255.255 tunnel 1099
ip route XXX.XXX.52.210 255.255.255.255 tunnel 1099
! To Brno
ip route XXX.XXX.3.0 255.255.255.0 tunnel 1098
ip route XXX.XXX.9.0 255.255.255.0 tunnel 1098
ip route XXX.XXX.11.0 255.255.255.128 tunnel 1098
ip route XXX.XXX.72.128 255.255.255.192 tunnel 1098
! To CESNET Praha
ip route XXX.XXX.219.0 255.255.255.128 tunnel 1092
! R112: R112-R119-R99 (CESNET Praha-Plzeň přes P Praha)
interface Tunnel1099
description TE IPv4: R112->R99 (METACentrum UK Praha: R112->R119->R99: META-

Centrum Plzen)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.13
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r119 attributes IPv4-

METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes IPv4-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
! R112: R112-R119-R98 (CESNET Praha-Brno přes P Praha)
interface Tunnel1098
description TE IPv4: R112->R98 (METACentrum UK Praha: R112->R119->R98: META-

Centrum Brno)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.26
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r119 attributes IPv4-

METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes IPv4-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
! R112: R112-R107-R92 (UK Praha-CESNET Praha přes PE Praha)
interface Tunnel1092
description TE IPv4: R112->R92 (METACentrum UK Praha: R112->R107->R92: META-

Centrum CESNET Praha)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.6
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r107 attributes IPv4-

METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes IPv4-METACentrum
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tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
!
! R98 IP
!
! To CESNET Praha
ip route XXX.XXX.219.0 255.255.255.128 tunnel 1092
! To UK Praha
ip route XXX.XXX.0.32 255.255.255.224 tunnel 1112
! To Plzen
ip route XXX.XXX.43.0 255.255.255.0 tunnel 1099
ip route XXX.XXX.240.0 255.255.255.0 tunnel 1099
ip route XXX.XXX.67.32 255.255.255.224 tunnel 1099
ip route XXX.XXX.52.26 255.255.255.255 tunnel 1099
ip route XXX.XXX.52.210 255.255.255.255 tunnel 1099
! R98: R98-R119-R92 (Brno-CESNET Praha přes PE Brno a P Praha)
interface Tunnel1092
description TE IPv4: R98->R92 (METACentrum Brno: R98->R119->R92: METACentrum

CESNET Praha)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.6
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r119 attributes IPv4-

METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes IPv4-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
! R98: R98-R122-R100-R99 (Brno-Plzeň přes P Brno a P České Budějovice)
interface Tunnel1099
description TE IPv4: R98->R99 (METACentrum Brno: R98->R122->R100->R99: META-

Centrum Plzen)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.13
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r122-r100 attributes

IPv4-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes IPv4-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
! R98: R98-R119-R112 (Brno-UK Praha přes PE Brno a P Praha)
interface Tunnel1112
description TE IPv4: R98->R112 (METACentrum Brno: R98->R119->R112: METACentrum
UK Praha)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.5
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
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tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r119 attributes IPv4-
METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes IPv4-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
!
! R99 IP
!
! To CESNET Praha
ip route XXX.XXX.219.0 255.255.255.128 tunnel 1092
! To UK Praha
ip route XXX.XXX.0.32 255.255.255.224 tunnel 1112
! To Brno
ip route XXX.XXX.3.0 255.255.255.0 tunnel 1098
ip route XXX.XXX.9.0 255.255.255.0 tunnel 1098
ip route XXX.XXX.11.0 255.255.255.128 tunnel 1098
ip route XXX.XXX.72.128 255.255.255.192 tunnel 1098
! R99: R99-R119-R92 (Plzeň-CESNET Praha přes P Praha)
interface Tunnel1092
description TE IPv4: R99->R92 (METACentrum Plzen: R99->R119->R92: METACentrum
CESNET Praha)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.6
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r119 attributes IPv4-

METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes IPv4-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
! R99: R99-R119-R112 (Plzeň-UK Praha přes P Praha)
interface Tunnel1112
description TE IPv4: R99->R112 (METACentrum Plzen: R99->R119->R112: META-

Centrum UK Praha)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.5
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r119 attributes IPv4-

METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes IPv4-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
! R99: R99-R100-R122-R98 (Plzeň-Brno přes P České Budějovice a P Brno)
interface Tunnel1098
description TE IPv4: R99->R98 (METACentrum Plzen: R99->R100->R122->R98: META-
Centrum Brno)
ip unnumbered Loopback0
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tunnel destination XXX.XXX.XXX.26
tunnel mode mpls traffic-eng
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 10 explicit name r100-r122 attributes

IPv4-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng path-option 20 dynamic attributes IPv4-METACentrum
tunnel mpls traffic-eng fast-reroute
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
!
! CRS-1
!
router ospf 200
mpls traffic-eng router-id loopback 0
area 0
mpls traffic-eng
!
! R122
!
mpls traffic-eng
interface POS0/8/0/0
!
interface TenGigE0/9/0/0
!
interface TenGigE0/9/0/1
!
interface TenGigE0/9/0/2
!
interface TenGigE0/9/0/3
!
interface TenGigE0/14/1/0
!
interface TenGigE0/14/2/0
!
interface TenGigE0/14/3/0
!
interface TenGigE0/15/0/0
!
interface TenGigE0/15/0/1
!
interface TenGigE0/15/0/2
!
interface TenGigE0/15/0/3
!
interface GigabitEthernet0/14/4/0
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!
!
! R119
!
mpls traffic-eng
interface POS0/8/0/0
!
interface TenGigE0/9/0/0
!
interface TenGigE0/9/0/1
!
interface TenGigE0/9/0/2
!
interface TenGigE0/9/0/3
!
interface TenGigE0/10/1/0
!
interface TenGigE0/10/2/0
!
interface TenGigE0/10/3/0
!
interface TenGigE0/10/4/0
!
interface TenGigE0/13/0/0
!
interface TenGigE0/13/3/0
!
interface TenGigE0/14/1/0
!
interface TenGigE0/14/2/0
!
interface TenGigE0/14/3/0
!
interface TenGigE0/14/4/0
!
interface TenGigE0/15/0/0
!
interface TenGigE0/15/0/1
!
interface TenGigE0/15/0/2
!
interface TenGigE0/15/0/3
!
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interface GigabitEthernet0/13/1/0
!
interface GigabitEthernet0/13/1/2
!
interface GigabitEthernet0/13/1/7
!
!RP/0/RP0/CPU0:R122(config)#mpls traffic-eng interface Te0/14/1/0
!RP/0/RP0/CPU0:R122(config-mpls-te-if)#attribute-flags 0x1
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Abstract
is document describes the testing implementation of Cisco’s Control Plane

Policing for IPv6 in the CESNET2 network. It also includes other security re-
commendations.

Keywords: IPv6, Control Plane Policing, CoPP, IPv6 Security

1 Introduction
Control Plane Policing (CoPP) is a feature designed to allow users to control and
manage the flow of traffic handled by the route processor on the Cisco routers.
CoPP offers the users to prevent unnecessary traffic from overloading the route
processor. For further information see [3] and [4].

IPv6 Control Plane Policing functionality results from the internal architec-
ture of the Cisco 7600 router. e Control Plane CPUs are connected through
an internal GE port to which a standard QoS model in the Forwarding Plane is
applied (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Internal architecture of CoPP components.

As far as we know, IPv6 CoPP is currently not a feature supported by Cisco,
but nevertheless it stems from the existing IPv6 QoS support and, according to
our experience, is fully functional (please see Section 9).
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All examples described below have been developed for the IOS so ware ver-
sion 12.2(33)SRE2 on the Cisco 7600 platform with the SUP720-3BXL supervisor.
Most of them should also work with the older version 12.2(33)SRB6 and also on
the Catalyst 6500 platform.

Instead of the real IPv6 prefixes of our network, in our examples we are using
the following Unique Local Addresses (ULA) according to RFC 4193 [1]:
— FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 for the backbone network,
— FDD6:C246:22A0::/48 for edge ports connecting the customer networks to

the backbone routers.
CoPP uses the Modular QoS Command Line Interface (MQC) for traffic

classification and for the policy actions applied to the classified traffic. e ap-
propriate class map must be defined to identify the traffic to be classified. In the
case of CoPP every class has an IPv6 access control list assigned to associate pack-
ets with this class. en the corresponding policy mapsmust be created to enforce
policy actions for that kind of traffic. e CoPP service policy thus can be directly
attached to the control plane.

2 Classes
For traffic classification we used six unique classes. According to their importance,
these are named
— IPv6_CoPP_int_net – internal routing protocols,
— IPv6_CoPP_ext_net – external routing protocols,
— IPv6_CoPP_NOC – router management,
— IPv6_CoPP_icmp – subset of ICMPv6 for router operation,
— IPv6_CoPP_backbone_ping – troubleshooting of the backbone,
— IPv6_CoPP_trace_ping – common troubleshooting,
— IPv6_CoPP_deny_any – everything else (unwanted packets).

An IP access list is used to define each of these classes. For easier orientation,
the name of each class is the same as the IP access list name (see below).

class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_int_net
match access-group name Ipv6_CoPP_int_net
class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_ext_net
match access-group name IPv6_CoPP_ext_net
class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_NOC
match access-group name Ipv6_CoPP_NOC
class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_icmp
match access-group name IPv6_CoPP_icmp
class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_backbone_ping
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match access-group name IPv6_CoPP_backbone_ping
class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_trace_ping
match access-group name IPv6_CoPP_trace_ping
class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_deny_any
match access-group name IPv6_CoPP_deny_any

3 Policies

en we associated all policies with these six class-maps. We used policers for rate
limiting a particular class towards the CPU. Critical classes IPv6_CoPP_int_net,
IPv6_CoPP_ext_net, IPv6_CoPP_NOC are configured without any rate-limiting.

e restrictions of other classes differ according to our experience and long term
monitoring. At the end we specified the class-default, enabling mostly non-IP
protocols (such as HDLC keepalives, CDP and multicast) which cannot be rate-
limited using CoPP.

policy-map IPV6COPP
class IPv6_CoPP_int_net
police cir 32000 bc 1500 be 1500 conform-action transmit exceed-action transmit
class IPv6_CoPP_ext_net
police cir 32000 bc 1500 be 1500 conform-action transmit exceed-action transmit
class IPv6_CoPP_NOC
police cir 128000 bc 6000 be 6000 conform-action transmit exceed-action trans-
mit
class IPv6_CoPP_icmp
police cir 128000 bc 6000 be 6000 conform-action transmit exceed-action drop
class IPv6_CoPP_backbone_ping
police cir 1024000 bc 1500 be 1500 conform-action transmit exceed-action drop
class IPv6_CoPP_trace_ping
police cir 512000 bc 10240 be 10240 conform-action transmit exceed-action drop
class IPv6_CoPP_deny_any
police cir 32000 bc 1500 be 1500 conform-action drop exceed-action drop

violate-action drop
class class-default

4 Access-lists

e following access-lists (ACL), IPv6_CoPP_int_net and IPv6_CoPP_ext_net,
categorize packets critical for the router functions. e first ACL is used for in-
ternal routing protocols: OSPFv3, PIM, iBGP, BFD. LDP for IPv6 is not currently
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supported, its definition in the following example is given just for illustration and
for possible future usage and it is commented out.

e second ACL deals with the eBGP external routing protocol. External
PIM connection is allowed through ACL IPv6_CoPP_int_net because it uses link-
local addresses.

ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_int_net
remark OSPFv3
permit 89 FE80::/10 any
remark PIM
permit 103 FE80::/10 any
! remark LDP
! permit tcp FE80::/10 eq 646 any
! permit tcp FE80::/10 any eq 646
! remark LDP discovery
! permit udp FE80::/10 eq 646 any eq 646
remark iBGP
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 any eq bgp
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 eq bgp any
remark BFD control packet
permit udp FE80::/10 range 49152 65535 any eq 3784
remark BFD echo packet
permit udp FE80::/10 any eq 3785
ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_ext_net
remark eBGP and private ASes
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A0::/48 any eq bgp
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A0::/48 eq bgp any

e access-list IPv6_CoPP_icmp associates the ICMP packets necessary for
the operation of the router (the type of ICMPpacket is given in brackets): address
unreachable (1/3), time exceeded (3/0, 3/1), packet too big (2) and parameter
problem (4/0, 4/1, 4/2). e packets for neighbor advertisement (136), neighbor
solicitation (135) and for router advertisement (134) and router solicitation (135)
are let through. e last two rows of the access list are necessary for IPv6multicast
operation – MLD query (130) and listener report v2 (143).

ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_icmp
remark ICMP type 1/3,2,3/0,3/1,4/0,4/1,4/2,130,143
permit icmp any any 1 3
permit icmp any any packet-too-big
permit icmp any any time-exceeded
permit icmp any any parameter-problem
remark nd-na, nd-ns, ra, rs
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permit icmp any any nd-na
permit icmp any any nd-ns
permit icmp any any router-advertisement
permit icmp any any router-solicitation
remark MLD - query, report_v2
permit icmp any any mld-query
permit icmp any any 143

4.1 IPv6_CoPP_NOC

e following access-list associates packets that are important, but not necessary
for the router operation.

Most of the rules associate packets necessary for the router remote control. If
some of the packets are lost, the network would be still operational.

Telnet and SSH connections are allowed between all backbone devices. Cur-
rently, TACACS and NTP are not supported for IPv6, so they are mentioned here
only for future use. TACACS support is planned for version 15.1(1)S on 7600
platform and SXJ on Catalyst 6500.

ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_NOC
remark TELNET from/to
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 eq telnet any established
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 any eq telnet
remark SSH from/to
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 eq 22 any established
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 any eq 22
remark SNMP
permit udp host FDD6:C246:22A9:1:2:3FF:FE24:FF1E any eq snmp
remark TFTP
permit udp host FDD6:C246:22A9:1:2:3FF:FE24:FF1E gt 1023 any gt 1023
! remark NTP
! permit udp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 eq ntp any eq ntp
! remark Monitoring NTP
! permit udp host FDD6:C246:22A9:1:2:3FF:FE24:FF1E any eq ntp
! remark TACACS servers
! permit tcp host FDD6:C246:22A9:1:2:3FF:FE24:FF1E eq tacacs any established
remark DNS
permit udp host FDD6:C246:22A9:2::1 eq domain any
permit udp host FDD6:C246:22A9:2::2 eq domain any
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4.2 IPv6_CoPP_trace_ping

e following access-list, specifying packets of normal operation, is created for
standard network troubleshooting tools (ping, traceroute, …) using ICMP. But
as all ICMP packets must be handled by the control plane, they are o en used
for DoS attacks. ese packets, in greater volume, can overload the CPU, which
means that the CPU is not available formanagement. e ICMPpacket types that
are needed for traceroute - echo request (128), echo reply (129), all unreachables
(1/0-6) and UDP ports - are listed here:

ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_trace_ping
remark (ICMPv6 128,129)
permit icmp any any echo-request
permit icmp any any echo-reply
remark TRACE
permit icmp any any unreachable
permit udp any any range 33434 33600

4.3 IPv6_CoPP_backbone_ping

e following access-list is special. It enables the primary testing of connections
between backbone routers. is is useful also for detecting problems (e.g. with
jumbo packets).

ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_backbone_ping
permit icmp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 FDD6:C246:22A9::/48

4.4 IPv6_CoPP_deny_any

All unwanted packets that are not enabled in the previous access-lists, and would
waste CPU resources, are explicitly forbidden by this access-list:

ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_deny_any
permit icmp any any
permit tcp any any
permit udp any any
permit ahp any any
permit esp any any
permit pcp any any
permit sctp any any
permit ipv6 any any
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5 Enabling CoPP

To enable CoPP, the mls qos command has to be configured first. A er that, it
suffices to use the following command:

control-plane
service-policy input IPV6COPP

6 Hardware rate-limiters
For IPv6 multicast forwarding, a few packets from each flow are periodically for-
warded to the CPU in order to create and maintain mroute states. PIM-SM is
primarily data-driven, and we need to periodically leak frames to trigger a mech-
anism like ASSERTS. us, the first conclusion is that we should not drop all
multicast traffic in CoPP. However, the CoPP action (i.e. the policer under the
class-map) currently polices forwarded multicast traffic in so ware, so we recom-
mend to use a hardware-based mls rate-limiter instead:

mls rate-limit multicast ipv6 connected 1000 100
mls rate-limit multicast ipv6 sg 100 10
mls rate-limit multicast ipv6 mld 1000 100

Some rate-limiters on the 7600 platform, such as a TTL rate limiter and a
MTU rate limiter are shared between IPv4 and IPv6. ese are already set up
to protect the control plane CPU. Others, mainly for IPv6 multicast, are IPv6
specific.

mls rate-limit all ttl-failure 1000 10
mls rate-limit unicast cef glean 1000 10

Neighbour discovery policies are not supported by CoPP. To protect the sys-
tem, a useful tool is “mls qos”.

mls qos protocol NEIGH-DISCOVER police 128000 1000

7 Other Security Recommendations

IPv6 PIM should be switched off on all egress interfaces where PIM is not neces-
sary. Also, MLD is necessary only on interfaces facing towards end stations, there-
fore it should be switched off on all backbone interfaces and also on all peering
interfaces. MLD is transported over ICMP types 130, 131, 132, 143, and should
always have a link-local address. If the MLD packets do not have it they should
be dropped.
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As described above, for an edge port we use the following configuration:

no ipv6 mld router
no ipv6 pim
ipv6 nd ra suppress

e type 0 routing header used to be a part of the IPv6 standard, but latest
RFC 5059 [2] deprecated this option. On any IOS device, routing header type 0
processing can be disabled by a command:

no ipv6 source-route

is command disables processing also for routing header type 2 which is not
deprecated and is in fact used for IPv6mobility services. However, currently there
are no requirements to use Mobile IPv6 in the CESNET2 network.

8 CoPP Monitoring

e following commands are useful for CoPP monitoring and troubleshooting.
Basic information is provided by

sh policy-map control-plane

For a more detailed description, one has to look for the module slot number:

R1#sh modules
Mod Ports Card Type Model Serial No.
--- ----- ------------------------------ -------------- ----------
<snip>
5 2 Supervisor Engine 720 (Active) WS-SUP720-3BXL SALXXXXXXX
6 2 Supervisor Engine 720 (Hot) WS-SUP720-3BXL SALXXXXXXX
</snip>

and for the id of Control Plane Protection

R1#sh vlan internal usage
VLAN Usage
---- --------------------
<snip>
1013 Control Plane Protection
</snip>

To be able to attach to the module and list the detailed information:

R1-sp#sh tcam inter vlan 1013 qos type2 ipv6 detail
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9 Limitations
ere are some constraints related to the IPv6 control plane policing. Some of

them are related to a particular hardware and so ware configuration, some are
generic:
— On the Sup720, when a policy is attached to the control-plane interface, such

a configuration is downloaded to the PFC and to every DFC present in the
system if, and only if, “mls qos” is enabled.

— No packets will match a CoPP classification ACL entry with “log” keyword

— When an extremely complex (and not only CoPP configuration) QoS con-
figuration is being used, it is possible that the system will run out of TCAM
space. When this scenario occurs, the CoPP may be performed in so ware.

— In addition, “mls qos protocol BGPv2 pass-through” and „mls qos pro-
tocol OSPFv3 pass-through“ is required if BGPv2/OSPFv3 session is estab-
lished with customer CE across an untrustworthy LAN port.

10 A Known Problem
An important issue is related to our use of extended ACLs for specifying traffic
classes. For cards 65xx and older, extended ACLs for IPv6 work only for basic
protocols (TCP/UDP/ICMP). IPv6 routing protocols and other advanced stuff
are not supported (Internal DDTS CSCtf49196 (duplicated by CSCsa71058)).

11 Conclusion
Based on our experience, IPv6 CoPP is functional and ready for deployment in
larger installations. AS with IPv4, it is essential to carefully set up rules and to
test every particular configuration.
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Appendix A. A Complete Example

no ipv6 source-route
mls qos
mls ipv6 acl compress address unicast
mls qos protocol BGPv2 pass-through
mls qos protocol OSPFv3 pass-through
mls qos protocol NEIGH-DISCOVER police 32000 1000
mls flow ipv6 interface-full
mls rate-limit multicast ipv6 connected 1000 100
mls rate-limit multicast ipv6 sg 100 10
mls rate-limit multicast ipv6 mld 1000 100
!
class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_int_net
match access-group name IPv6_CoPP_int_net
class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_NOC
match access-group name IPv6_CoPP_NOC
class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_backbone_ping
match access-group name IPv6_CoPP_backbone_ping
class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_ext_net
match access-group name IPv6_CoPP_ext_net
class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_deny_any
match access-group name IPv6_CoPP_deny_any
class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_trace_ping
match access-group name IPv6_CoPP_trace_ping
class-map match-all IPv6_CoPP_icmp
match access-group name IPv6_CoPP_icmp
!
policy-map IPV6COPP
class IPv6_CoPP_int_net
police cir 32000 bc 1500 be 1500 conform-action transmit exceed-action transmit
class IPv6_CoPP_ext_net
police cir 32000 bc 1500 be 1500 conform-action transmit exceed-action transmit
class IPv6_CoPP_NOC
police cir 32000 bc 1500 be 1500 conform-action transmit exceed-action transmit
class IPv6_CoPP_icmp
police cir 32000 bc 1500 be 1500 conform-action transmit exceed-action transmit
class IPv6_CoPP_backbone_ping
police cir 1024000 bc 1500 be 1500 conform-action transmit exceed-action

transmit
class IPv6_CoPP_trace_ping
police cir 512000 bc 10240 be 10240 conform-action transmit exceed-action drop
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class IPv6_CoPP_deny_any
police cir 32000 bc 1500 be 1500 conform-action drop exceed-action drop

violate-action drop
class class-default
!
ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_deny_any
permit icmp any any
permit tcp any any
permit udp any any
permit ahp any any
permit esp any any
permit pcp any any
permit sctp any any
permit ipv6 any any
!
ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_trace_ping
remark (ICMPv6 128,129)
permit icmp any any echo-request
permit icmp any any echo-reply
remark TRACE
permit icmp any any unreachable
permit udp any any range 33434 33600
!
ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_NOC
remark TELNET from/to
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 eq telnet any established
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 any eq telnet
remark SSH from/to
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 eq 22 any established
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 any eq 22
remark SNMP
permit udp host FDD6:C246:22A9:1:2:3FF:FE24:FF1E any eq snmp
remark TFTP
permit udp host FDD6:C246:22A9:1:2:3FF:FE24:FF1E gt 1023 any gt 1023
! remark NTP
! permit udp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 eq ntp any eq ntp
! remark Monitoring NTP
! permit udp host FDD6:C246:22A9:1:2:3FF:FE24:FF1E any eq ntp
! remark TACACS servers
! permit tcp host FDD6:C246:22A9:1:2:3FF:FE24:FF1E eq tacacs any established
remark DNS
permit udp host FDD6:C246:22A9:2::1 eq domain any
permit udp host FDD6:C246:22A9:2::2 eq domain any
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!
ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_int_net
remark OSPFv3
permit 89 FE80::/10 any
remark PIM
permit 103 FE80::/10 any
! remark LDP
! permit tcp FE80::/10 eq 646 any
! permit tcp FE80::/10 any eq 646
! remark LDP discovery
! permit udp FE80::/10 eq 646 any eq 646
remark iBGP
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 any eq bgp
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 eq bgp any
remark BFD control packet
permit udp FE80::/10 range 49152 65535 any eq 3784
remark BFD echo packet
permit udp FE80::/10 any eq 3785
!
ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_ext_net
remark eBGP private ASes
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A0::/48 any eq bgp
permit tcp FDD6:C246:22A0::/48 eq bgp any
!
ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_icmp
remark ICMP type 1,2,3/0,3/1,4/0,4/1,4/2
permit icmp any any 1 3
permit icmp any any packet-too-big
permit icmp any any time-exceeded
permit icmp any any parameter-problem
remark nd-na, nd-ns, ra, rs
permit icmp any any nd-na
permit icmp any any nd-ns
permit icmp any any router-advertisement
permit icmp any any router-solicitation
remark MLD - query, report_v2
permit icmp any any mld-query
permit icmp any any 143
!
ipv6 access-list IPv6_CoPP_backbone_ping
permit icmp FDD6:C246:22A9::/48 FDD6:C246:22A9::/48
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Abstract

is technical report deals with the practical results of the deployment of new
advanced photonic devices from the CzechLight (CL) family of open photonic
devices. CL ROADMs (Reconfigurable Optical Add/Drop Multiplexer) deploy-
ment will solve some issues on the single fibre link (bidirectional transmission
over one fibre). e main goals are elimination both of optical signal noise
propagation and back reflections, which are major issues for single fibre trans-
missions. e ROADM technology enables a dynamic and flexible (touch-less)
provisioning of new lambda services. A CL WSS (Wavelength Selective Switch)
was tested and deployed in the CESNET EF to verify not only switching capab-
ilities but also new SW enhancements and developments. An analysis of various
technologies of WSSs/ROADMs is not in the scope of this technical report.

Keywords: all-optical processing, experimental facility, ROADM, WSS

1 Introduction
New photonic devices like ROADM and WSS are widely deployed and evaluated
by many networks operators today, including commercial Internet Service Pro-
viders (ISP) and national research and educational networks (NREN). Modern
DWDM optical networks are transitioning from static wavelength provisioning
to a dynamic one, allowing for the so called touch-less lambda provisioning.  In
other words, new optical channels can be added or dropped as requested without
time consuming and error-prone manual re-patching of optical cables. Photonic
devices like ROADMs and WSSs eliminate OEO conversions and therefore are
transparent to bit rates and data protocols. WSSs can be considered as a basic
building block of ROADMs. Standalone WSSs are not deployed that o en, but
they can be useful for some special applications where more than one channel is
to be added or dropped, such as all optical multicast [1] or all optical wavelength
conversions [2]. Usually only one channel is used to connect routers, switches or
other devices (one channel per one port).

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies V: Selected Technical Reports, p. 57–64
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Figure 1. Functional diagram of 2-degree ROADM.

e CzechLight family includes open photonic devices, allowing free modi-
fications and improvements, both in HW and SW. Some types of CL devices (e.g.
optical amplifiers) have been developed 5 years ago and deployed since that time
both in the CESNET2 network and some other networks as well. New advanced
CL devices are under continuous development based on the availability of new
components and requests from advanced users.

ere are many articles and reports about the various technologies used to
produce WSSs and ROADMs and we do not repeat this information here. For
those who are more interested in technical details, such as channel plan and centre
wavelength accuracy, insertion loss, switching time, or channel crosstalk, we can
recommend to use public search engines like Google. Much less, however, is
published concerning some special instances of practical deployment and this is
the main topic of this report.

2 CL ROADM deployment in the CESNET2

CL ROADMs will be deployed in the CESNET2 network, on one dark fibre link
between two cities Most and Plzeň. Cheb is the city in the middle of this link,
where optical channels will be added and dropped as well. is dark fibre link
uses a single fibre that is used for bidirectional data transmissions. is design
reduces costs related to the leasing of fibres, while, on the other hand, it halves
the total number of channels and is more complicated than the standard two fibre
transmission More details are available online [3].
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is fibre link is somewhat more complicated because the single fibre is carry-
ing more optical channels which are terminated beyond Most and Plzeň. For this
reason, any failure or unexpected condition (amplifier outage, added channels res-
ulting in additional crosstalks) is more difficult to troubleshoot and to correctly
identify the place of the failure.
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Figure 2. Dark fibre link Plzeň-Cheb-Most.

CL ROADM (or any other ROADM, of course) can help to improve the situ-
ation because the unused channels on ROADMs can be attenuated individually.

is is a very interesting feature because usually variable attenuators are used for
gain flattening (i.e. signals power equalization) only. But in this particular case,
built-in attenuators are used to switch the unused channels off completely, thus
avoiding ‘noise leaking’. is noise is generated by optical amplifiers (EDFAs in
this case) and is known as amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). It is not usu-
ally a problem for standard bidirectional fibre links, but single-fibre links are more
sensitive to crosstalks and back reflections and any parasitic noise can be a much
more serious problem.

e CL ROADM has all the features of other CL devices. It can be accessed
over an IP network and other ways are possible as well, such as a GSM modem.
Secure shell (SSH) is implemented and access is limited to a set of IP addresses
or networks. For operational purposes (setting and reading of any parameter),
shell scripts are prepared and used. Web access is also available – it is shown in
Figure 3. Added channels are red, channels passing through are green, and other
important parameters are displayed as well. For every channel, attenuation can
be set from 0 to 20 dB with variable optical attenuators (VOA). is feature can
eliminate the propagation of noise (ASE) from input to output ports.

As stated before, any ROADM can be used, but we have decided to deploy
CL ROADMs because of the open approach which results in lower costs (both
CAPEX and OPEX) and any required future additions can be done very easily
(no problems with roadmaps and committed or uncommitted features).
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Figure 3. Configuration possibilities of CL ROADM via web interface.

3 CL WSS deployment in the CESNET Experimental Facility

WSSs are the basic building blocks of ROADMs and, as stated in the Introduc-
tion, they are not deployed as standalone devices very o en because each port
usually carries more than one wavelength. And because we are going to connect
individual ports of routers or switches, only one wavelength must be transmitted
at a time. For this reason, standalone WSSs are required in special situations, for
example adding or dropping many channels at a time in some backbone deploy-
ment (although this is usually done “within” ROADMs). WSSs can be very in-
teresting devices when used for relatively uncommon applications like routing or
switching of IP packets, for example all optical multicast or all optical wavelength
conversions, where working with more than one wavelength per port is quite com-
mon. Of course, optical filters or demultiplexers have to be used in conjunction
with WSSs when connecting individual optical signals to end devices, PCs with
DWDM interfaces in many cases.

An ASE from EDFAs was used for testing, to overcome problems with many
required DWDM transceivers. For our purposes, an ASE is used to feed all pos-
sible channels between individual ports.

More details on CL WSS cannot be given here because of a pending applic-
ation for a utility model, but this report is focused on the practical deployment
from a user’s perspective. As with any other CL device, CL WSS can be accessed
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Figure 4. ASE recorded on input ports of CL WSS.

Figure 5. Six DWDM channels dropped on port 1 of CL WSS.

over an IP network and all features described in CL ROADM deployment in the
CESNET2 network apply here as well. CL WSSs are configured via a command
line interface (CLI) now but web access can be implemented if needed. e CL
WSS offers commands to connect channels between ports, set attenuation, show
alarms etc. More details can be seen from the following screenshots.
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root@localhost:~# ./wss.php -n 4 -c 46 -p 1 -a 0
SUCCESS
root@localhost:~# ./wss.php -h
Usage: wss.php -n Number -c Channel -p Port -a Attenuation [-o]

wss.php -n Number -r [-o]
wss.php -n Number -i [-o]
wss.php [-h] [-m]
-n WSS module number (1...4)
-c channel internal number (1...48)
-p output port number (1...8)
-a attenuation in dB (0...25.5)
-r reset all channels to port 1, MAX attenuation
-i other module information (S/N, alarms, ...)
-o show channel attenuation overview after commands
-h show this help
-m show internal channel plan numbering

vs. ITU-T channel plan
root@localhost:~# ./wss.php -n 1 -r
SUCCESS
root@localhost:~# ./wss.php -n 1 -c 10 -p 8 -a 0

Figure 6. Configuration possibilities of CL WSS with CLI.

4 Conclusions
New advanced open photonic devices CL ROADM and CL WSS have been suc-
cessfully tested and deployed in the CESNET2 network and the CESNET Exper-
imental Facility, respectively. All stable and proven SW features known from the
previous deployments of CL amplifiers are also found in these devices.

Deployment of these devices can be recommended for Open DWDM systems
or, in addition, to DWDM systems from traditional big vendors, because of eco-
nomic reasons and the possible customization for every network applications.
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root@localhost:~# ./wss.php -n 4 -o
CHANNEL PORT ATTENUATION CHANNEL PORT ATTENUATION

1 1 0 dB 25 1 25.5 dB
2 1 0 dB 26 1 25.5 dB
3 1 0 dB 27 1 25.5 dB
4 1 25.5 dB 28 1 25.5 dB
5 1 25 dB 29 1 25.5 dB
6 1 25.5 dB 30 1 25.5 dB
7 1 25.5 dB 31 1 25.5 dB
8 1 25.5 dB 32 1 25.5 dB
9 1 25.5 dB 33 1 25.5 dB

10 1 0 dB 34 1 25.5 dB
11 1 25.5 dB 35 1 25.5 dB
12 1 25.5 dB 36 1 25.5 dB
13 1 25.5 dB 37 1 25.5 dB
14 1 25.5 dB 38 1 25.5 dB
15 1 0 dB 39 1 25.5 dB
16 1 25.5 dB 40 1 0 dB
17 1 25.5 dB 41 1 25.5 dB
18 1 25.5 dB 42 1 25.5 dB
19 1 25.5 dB 43 1 25.5 dB
20 1 0 dB 44 1 25.5 dB
21 1 25.5 dB 45 1 25 dB
22 1 25.5 dB 46 1 0 dB
23 1 25.5 dB 47 1 0 dB
24 1 25.5 dB 48 1 0 dB

Figure 7.Channel allocation plan (0 dBmeans signals are passed, 25.5 dB blocked
ones).
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Abstract

is technical reports deals with practical results from the testing and deploy-
ment of new advanced photonic devices from the CzechLight (CL) family of
open photonic devices. CLM 2×16+16×2 is an optical switch with multicasting
capabilities. Such a device can be used to multicast and distribute high speed
optical signals like high definition (HD) video, 4k aka digital cinema, or even
rather special signals like accurate time or frequency. e other tested device is a
CLS/M, which is an optical switch with multicasting, switching and monitoring
capabilities, with variable ratios.

Keywords: optical multicast, all-optical processing, experimental facility, accur-
ate time

1 Introduction

e CLM 2×16+16×2 is a device capable of all optical multicast, with two input
ports and 16 output ports in one direction and back channel switching, which is
very useful for the setting of bidirectional video transmission (transceivers need
bidirectional connections). More information onCLM2×16+16×2 can be obtained
online [1]. e first device with the same optical multicasting capabilities was
the CLM 4×4 device (four input and four output ports, protected by the Czech
patent), used in two international GLIF demos [2].

What was apparent during those two GLIF demos was that the number of
the input ports could be smaller. One would be sufficient for many applications
when only one HD or 4k video transmitter is available. On the other hand, more
output ports would be beneficial, and were requested by some researchers. Based
on these requests, it was decided that a newCLMdevice is needed and the number
of input ports was set to be 2 (as one may be too limiting in case of failure) and the
number of output ports is 16, which is enough for today’s advanced applications.

e CLS/M is an optical fibre switch with both switching and multicasting
capabilities (patent pending). is means that optical monitoring is very easy,
especially because of variable ratios: signals can be split in any ratio between 0 %
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and 100 %. e CLS/M is available in two models: 8×8 and 16×16. e opera-
tional band is C only but the switching speed is 3 ms. Insertion loss is dependent
on the configuration used, and is 4-13 dB and 5-17dB for 8×8 and 16×16 mod-
els, respectively. CLS/M devices are based on non-mechanical, planar lightwave
technology, and utilize pulse-width modulation (PWM) to achieve continuous
and variable splitting ratios of optical signals (technical details are considered to
be out of the scope of this report).
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Figure 1. Some possible configurations of CLS/M. e first one is just multic-
asting of 4k video streams, the second one is monitoring of noise and
residual chromatic dispersion for these 4k video streams.

A fairly new area of applications is the transfer of accurate time and frequency.
Such applications are gaining momentum and this fact is also recognized, for ex-
ample, by Geant network engineers for future network planning. Researchers
fromCESNET have developed and tested a new device for the transfer of accurate
time – more details can be obtained online [3]. THe distribution of such signals
cannot be achieved with classical devices which include OEO conversions. e
reasons are twofold: OEO devices that are capable of working with such signals
(i.e. 4k or accurate time) are not commercially available, and requirements for
low and predictable network latency are rather strict and therefore an all-optical
signal processing is the only possible option.

2 Testing and Deployment

e CLM 2×16+16×2 and CLS/M devices have all the features of other CL devices.
ey can be accessed over an IP network and other ways are also possible, such

as a GSM modem. Secure Shell (SSH) is implemented and access is limited to
particular IP addresses or networks. For operation (setting and reading of any
parameter), the shell scripts are prepared and used. Web access is possible if re-
quested by users.

e CLM 2×16+16×2 was used for the transmission and multicasting of HD
video signals in the past, and in this report we will present the results of trans-
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Figure 2. e working sample of the CLS/M 16×16.

mitting time stamps by means of customized HW developed by CESNET [4]. As
with any other testing of new CL devices, firstly it was tested on fibre spools in the
lab and results were very good. en it was tested on a dark fibre link between
CESNET and the Institute of Photonics and Electronics, Academy of Sciences,
with the length 15 km of standard G.652 fibre. e results of the transmission
were satisfactory. If the time stamp signal is multicasted 1:16, additional optical
amplifiers can be used to maintain sufficient power levels for different types of
optical receivers.

Many tests and measurements were performed for the CLS/M 8×8 and 16×16
devices.  For example, matrix uniformity and different multicasting configura-
tions were measured and recorded very precisely (up to 65k measured points).

e results will be used not only in CESNET but also in the GN3 project. Results
shown in Figures 5–8 were measured for CLS/M 16×16.
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Figure 3. Input signal of accurate time used for CLM 2×16+16×2 experiments.

Figure 4. Output signal of accurate time a er passing CLM 2×16+16×2, with full
multicast 1:16.

3 Conclusions
e new advanced open photonic devices CLM 2×16 +16×2 and CLS/M 8×8 have

been successfully tested and deployed in the CESNET Experimental Facility. All
stable and proven SW features known from the previous deployment of the CLM
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Figure 5. Attenuation as a function of PWM between input 1 and measured for
all outputs (1-16), 65535 measured points, 16 curves total.

Figure 6. Attenuation as a function of PWM between all inputs (1-16) and meas-
ured for all outputs (1-16), 16384 measured points, 256 curves total.
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Figure 7. Attenuation as a function of PWM, testing signal fed on all inputs and
measured for all outputs (1-16) but only maximal, minimal (both meas-
ured) and average (calculated) curves are displayed.

4×4 are embedded in these devices as well.
e deployment of these devices can be recommended for any application

requiring all optical processing with low and predictable latency.
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Impact of Polarization State on High-Speed
Transmission Formats in Laboratory and Real

Transmission Line

P Š, J V 

Abstract
Today’s cutting edge optical transmission technologies utilize signal phase to
transmit data rather than signal amplitude. With polarization multiplexed tech-
nologies emerging on the horizon, we prepared tests to analyse the impact of
changes in the state of polarization on a 40Gbps differential phase-shi keying
(DPSK) transmission performance. We tested the 40Gbps DPSK transmission
performance against fast 150µs state of polarization changes and fast scan of
all polarization states. Although we found a 40Gbps DPSK system resilient to
changes in polarization, the system sensitivity on chromatic dispersion implies a
need for careful planning of DPSK systems deployment.

Keywords: state of polarization, 40G DPSK, polarization scanning

1 Introduction
e current boom in transmission capacity is driven by new applications for end-

users and also by the market policy of internet service providers. e ultra-fast
broadband of 100Mbit/s is predicted to attain 50% coverage of households by the
year 2020 [2] and current 10Gbit channels in core lines may not meet the demand
for transmission rate. e most straightforward solution to increasing transmis-
sion rate four times is to reduce the bit interval from 100 to 25 ps. Such a 40Gbit/s
on-off keying system suffers from chromatic dispersion (CD) sensitivity worsened
by a factor of 16 and polarization mode dispersion (PMD) by a factor of 4 com-
pared with 10Gbit/s [3]. Another option is the phase modulated signal that util-
izes the signal phase to represent bits rather than the signal amplitude. One of
the proposed phase modulations is differential phase-shi keying (DPSK), which
transmits ones and zeroes as a ±π/2 shi in the signal phase space. Although
DPSK modulates the phase, the influence of the states of optical polarization on
transmission performance is not fully understood, for example how attenuation
or gain depends on polarization. We therefore proposed to analyze the impact of
state of polarization (SOP) on the transmission systemperformance, as well as sys-
tem performance sensitivity to rapid changes in SOP. is analysis should be use-
ful for the future examination of the influence of a polarization state of 100Gbit/s
DP-DQPSK transmission, which is the successor of 40Gbit/s speeds [4].

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies V: Selected Technical Reports, p. 73–81
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2 Polarization Representation

In general, the polarization of light describes the orientation of light oscillation
that is perpendicular to light propagation. It is worth noting that light does not
have to be completely polarized. is fact is described by the degree of polariz-
ation (DOP) expressed as the percentage of polarized light. Unpolarized light
changes its oscillation orientation during propagation in a random manner. Po-
larized light can be classified into three main SOP: linearly polarized, circularly
polarized and elliptically polarized. All SOPs can be depicted at the surface of
the Poincaré Sphere (PS) in Figure 1.

Figure 1. SOP visualization [source: DPC5500 orlabs documentation].

Linearly polarized light oscillates in a single plane perpendicular to the direc-
tion of light propagation and can be found at the equator of the Poincaré sphere.

e plane of oscillation of circularly polarized light rotates with propagation and
the envelope creates a symmetrical helix. is is a special type of elliptical po-
larization. e direction of rotation is either clockwise or counterclockwise and
can be found at the poles of the Poincaré sphere. Finally, the most common case
is the elliptically polarized light that represents all combinations of circular and
linear polarization. e elliptical polarization covers the Poincaré sphere, except
its poles and equator.
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2.1 Polarization state formation
e light emitted by a laser is created by stimulated emission and shares the same

parameters, such as direction, phase and also polarization. Lasers usually pro-
duce linearly polarized light, if we exclude some special types of lasers (i.e. fibre
lasers). Moreover, a polarizer can be used to alter the polarization of light. e
linear polarizer can utilize dichroic material that preferentially absorbs light in
a particular direction or a grid structure that passes linearly polarized light and
reflects the rest. An easy way to create circularly polarized light is through the use
of a quarter-wave plate a er a 45-degrees polarizer, as shown in Figure 2.

Left HandedCircularly Polarized Light

Linearly Polarized Light
Unpolarized Light

Linear Polarizer
Quarter Wave Plate

Figure 2. Circular polarizer [1].

It is important that linearly polarized light arrives at the quarter-wave plate
in an angle of 45° to the fast and slow axis of the quarter-wave plate. When the
light leaves the quarter-wave plate, the part of the light traveling along the fast
axis will have one quarter of the wavelength lead, which results in the circular po-
larization of the outgoing light. We used both a linear and a circular polarizer in
our experiments. New testing options are provided by the Deterministic Polariza-
tion Controller DPC5500 from orlabs, which offers polarization scrambling even
several hundred times per second. e device is based on an electrically driven
polarization controller followed by a precise polarimeter. e polarimeter util-
izes the novel structure with tilted fiber Bragg gratings and a fiber quarter-wave
plate as depicted in Figure 3. A fast feedback loop and computer control make
the system into a powerful R&D tool.
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outputinput

I0
I2

I3
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λ/4 "ber
waveplate

tilted FBGs

photodetector pairs

Figure 3. Principle of the precise polarimeter DPC5500 [source: orlabs docu-
mentation].

3 High-speed transmission system

We used a new 40G DPSK transmission system OTS-4000 from OpNext. Its mod-
ule OTS-4011 DPSK provides multiplexing of four 10G data flows into one 40G
DPSK signal that fits even the 50GHz wavelength grid, and can coexist with cur-
rent 10G DWDM systems. We decided to run a 10G bit error rate (BER) test as
one data flow that will be multiplexed in the OTS to observe possible transmis-
sion errors. e OTS user interface also monitors the errors in transmission, but
does not calculate the BER.

4 40G static polarization test

During the static polarization test the 40G DPSK signal was polarized and sent
through several types of transmission lines. e test was set up in the CESNET
optical laboratory according to Figure 4.

A 10GBER test signal was fed into theOpNext 40GDPSK system. e polar-
ization of the 40G signal was selected by the dichroic plate polarizer placed in the
fibre bench. e signal polarization was set by the polarization controller to max-
imize the transmitted signal. e transmitted signal power was measured at the
5% tap by the power meter (PM). e polarized 40G DPSK signal went through
a fibre line and was amplified by an EDFA preamplifier before dispersion com-
pensation. e amplified and compensated 40G DPSK signal was demultiplexed
in OpNext and a 10G flow was fed back to the 10G BER tester to analyze BER.
We tested the transmission of the 40G DPSK signal over multiple laboratory fibre
spools and a deployed fibre line between CESNET and ÚFE AVČR. e results
of the optical time-domain refractometry (OTDR) measurement for the deployed
line are shown in Figure 5.

Details about tested lines are summarized in Table 1. e table contains the
types of fibers for each test, where “MC-SMF” represents standard fibres with a
CD of 16 ps/nm/km, and “TW-SMF” stands for TrueWave fibre with flattened dis-
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BERT

10G

OpNext

40G

Dispersion Compensation

Fibre Bench

EDFA

Fibre Line

PM

5 %PC

Figure 4. Static polarization test setup.

Figure 5. OTDR measurement of a deployed line between CESNET and ÚFE
AVČR (looped).
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persion of 4.5 ps/nm/km. e values of CD correspond to our test wavelength of
1550nm. e “combined” line type is a composition of MC and TW types. e
“real” line type represents a deployed line between CESNET andÚFEAVČR. e
length of tested lines is denoted by L and expressed in kilometers. e next three
columns show the evaluated CD of the tested lines, the amount of CD compens-
ation and the residual amount of CD at each test line. e last column presents
issues that arose during the test, where “Loss” stands for the Loss of Frame error
of the OTS system, which was probably due to the accumulated CD in the link.
“OK” represents an error-free transmission for all tested SOPs.

Table 1. Static Polarization test
Line type L Eval. CD Compens. CD Residual CD Issue

[km] [ps/nm] [ps/nm] [ps/nm]

MC-SMF 5 80 None 80 OK
MC-SMF 10 160 None 160 Loss
MC-SMF 10 160 - 167 -7 OK
MC-SMF 27.6 441 -344 97 OK
TW+SMF 50 225 -167 58 OK
Combined 70 545 -502 43 OK
TW+SMF 100 450 -502 -52 OK
Combined 105 530 -502 28 OK
TW+SMF 150 675 -689 -14 OK
Combined 210 1687 -1729 -42 OK

real 30 480 -330 150 Loss
real 30 480 -502 -22 OK

5 40G dynamical polarization test

e dynamical polarization test aims to change the polarization of a 40G DPSK
signal at a fraction of a millisecond scale to see the impact on the transmission
performance. A polarization controller and fiber bench was replaced by the De-
terministic Polarization Controller (DPC) as can be seen in Figure 6.

e test system was again set up for all tested lines according to Table 1 and
SOPs were changed in two modes. At first in a rapid manner, where the interval
between different SOPs was about 150µs, and then in a scanning manner, where
the DPC changed the polarization so as to cover whole Poincaré sphere in about
2 minutes, as can be seen in the DPC control panel in Figure 7.
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BERT

10G

OpNext

40G
DPC

Dispersion Compensation

Polarization Scanner
Booster

PreAmp

Fibre Line

Figure 6. Dynamic polarization test setup.

Figure 7. DPC control panel for the polarization scanning application.

e DPSK transmission system worked without error even for the most dy-
namical polarization changes in all tests that are marked with the result “OK” in
Table 1. Failures represented by “Loss” were caused by insufficient CD compens-
ation.
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In the final test, the output of the DPC was connected directly back to the
OpNext DPSK system so as to analyze the resilience of the receiver (especially
the delay line interferometer) of the OpNext system on polarization changes. e
detection optic showed no errors as a reaction to dynamical polarization changes.

6 Conclusions
We performed the transmission test of the 40G DPSK signal over various fibre
lengths in a laboratory environment and also using a deployed fibre line. Bulk
optical components were used to set up the static polarization state of the DPSK
signal.

e linear and circular polarization states were tested, but we observed no
impact of the polarization states on the transmission performance. is implies
that neither polarization dependent components nor polarization sensitive DPSK
detection was used in the test. In addition, real line conditions did not raise any
polarization dependent issues.

e dynamical polarization tests were conducted in two modes: firstly by us-
ing fast polarization scrambling, where the change between any two SOPs was
about 150µs, and secondly by using polarization scanning, where the change of
SOP was controlled so as to systematically cover whole Poincaré Sphere. We
found no impact of fast polarization changes on transmission performance nor
on the detection optics of the 40Gbit/s DPSK transmission system.

We also verified that DPSK modulation is extremely sensitive to chromatic
dispersion, namely that as little as 150 ps/nmof accumulated chromatic dispersion
can easily break down the transmission. However, when properly compensated,
the system can work over more than 200 km in single span.

Future tests of polarization multiplexed modulation formats like the Polariz-
ation Multiplexed Differential Quadrature Phase-Shi Keying would be interest-
ing. Also, future explorations of transmission limits for a 40G DPSK over a single
span may need a precise characterization of chromatic and polarization disper-
sion.
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Abstract
is technical report describes the evolution of the Ethernet standard from 10

Mb/s up to 100 Gb/s. e basic principles are explained and the architectures of
different versions are compared. e newest standard of 40/100 Gb/s Ethernet is
described in some detail. Finally, a proposal for a 40 Gb/s Ethernet implement-
ation based on Xilinx FPGA is presented and discussed.

Keywords: 40GE, 100GE, 100G Ethernet, IEEE 802.3ba, FPGA

1 Introduction
CESNET, in cooperation with Masaryk University and Brno University of Tech-
nology, has a relatively long tradition of designing hardware-accelerated network
cards1. e very first COMBO62 card was developed in 2002, and an interface
card for 10GE (COMBO-2XFP) was developed within the SCAMPI3 project in
the spring of 2004. In the year 2008, a new family of cards – COMBOv2 – was
designed with a projected link rate limit of up to 100 Gb/s. COMBOv24 is a
development platform consisting of a high-performance main card and various
interface cards. Currently available is the main card COMBO-LXT and three in-
terface cards COMBOI-1G4 (4×1GE), COMBOI-10G2 (2×10GE) and COMBOI-
10G4TXT (4×10GE). e latter interface card uses a Virtex XC5VTX150T chip
and 10GE interface circuits AEL 2005. is card may be used as a “commodity”
hardware-accelerated card with four 10GE ports, but it has also been used for pre-
liminary experiments with 40GE. e 40GE architecture implies four independent
10GE channels with data synchronizationmarks. Even though the 10GE interface
circuits on the COMBO-10G4TXT card do not support synchronization marks, it
is still possible to perform basic tests over short distances. A full-fledged solution
for 40GE depends on the availability of suitable interface circuits. is version is
planned to be realized in 2011.

1 http://www.liberouter.org
2 http://www.liberouter.org/hardware.php
3 http://www.ist-scampi.org
4 http://www.liberouter.org/hardware.php?flag=2
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is technical report describes the evolution of the Ethernet standard from
10 Mb/s up to 100 Gb/s. A er explaining the basic principles and comparing the
architectures of the different versions, we then describe the newest standard of the
40/100Gb/s Ethernet in some detail, usingmainly the recent standard [4]. Finally,
we present and discuss our plans for building a 40 Gb/s Ethernet implementation
based on Xilinx field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA).

1.1 Ethernet Evolution
Ethernet [3] is currently the most widely used networking technology. While
it was originally intended for deployment in local area networks (LAN), later it
began to be used in metropolitan area networks (MAN). Nowadays it is used even
in wide area networks (WAN), gradually replacing the SDH/SONET technology
that was once dominant. e design of 1GE and higher versions allows for their
use for the communication of individual blocks in computer and communication
systems.

e first version of Ethernet was created by the Xerox company in 1973–1975.
e first dra standard was published in 1980 and the final standard was ratified

as IEEE 802.3 in 1982. e original Ethernet utilized a coaxial cable and a colli-
sion detection method known as CSMA/CD at the link rate of 10 Mb/s. In 1983,
3COM presented the first commercial 10MbE card.

In the mid 1980s, a new Ethernet standard utilizing a twisted pair cable (4
pairs) and an RJ45 connector was introduced. In this version, hosts are not con-
nected to the same cable but rather have point-to-point connections with a hub
device.

In 1995, the IEEE published the 802.3u standard defining the 100 Mb/s Eth-
ernet with autonegotiation, where both interconnected parties negotiate the best
possible communication mode (10 Mb/s versus 100 Mb/s and half-duplex versus
full-duplex). 1 Gb/s Ethernet (including 1000BASE-TX)was standardized in 1999
as IEEE 802.3ab and 10GE as IEEE 802.3ae in 2002.

In December of 2007, the development of the 40/100 GE standard – IEEE
802.3ba – was started and this standard was finally ratified in June 2010. For the
first time in history, the standard includes two link rates – 40 and 100 Gb/s. e
discussions about which of the two rates is more appropriate for the new Ether-
net standard thus remained unresolved and, as a result, the final version contains
both.

David Metcalfe, one of the original Ethernet designers, expects the availabil-
ity of a terabit Ethernet around 2015 [6].

Despite the fact that Ethernet speed has grown by five orders of magnitude
and different transmission media are used, the format of the Ethernet frame re-
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mains essentially the same. Currently, the two most widely used Ethernet variants
are the twisted pair with theRJ45 connector (in LANs) and optical fibres for longer
distances.

2 Ethernet Architecture

In theOSImodel, Ethernet spans the first (physical) and second (data link) layers.
emain goal of this technical report is a detailed description of the physical layer.

2.1 Data Layer

Data from the data layer is passed to theMAC block which formats the data to the
Ethernet frame and controls the physical layer. e format of the most common
frame type is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Ethernet frame format.
byte count function

7 preamble
1 start symbol
6 destination address
6 source address
4 optional VLAN tag
2 length/type

42-1500 data
4 checksum

Data frames are separated from each other by an inter-packet gap.

2.2 Physical Layer

In the following part, we will concentrate on the most important aspects of previ-
ous Ethernet versions. Properties of 10MbE, 100MbE and 1GEwill be mentioned
only briefly, while more emphasis will be placed on the 10GE version, as its prop-
erties are important for describing the 40/100GE version.

e physical layer is divided into sublayers. e structure is identical for
all speeds from 100 Mb/s up to 100 Gb/s (the original 10 Mb/s Ethernet was
different). e functions of the individual sublayers (100 Mb/s – 100 Gb/s) are
as follows: e reconciliation sublayer (REC) provides a logical interconnection
between the data layer (Table 1) and the physical layer (Table 2). e next sublay-
ers are connected via aMedia Independent Interface (MII), which is not intended
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to be a physical interface but rather to establish a logical connection between the
sublayers in a device. A Physical Coding Sublayer (PCS) performs data encod-
ing/decoding from/toMII and transfers encoded data to the PhysicalMediumAt-
tachment (PMA) sublayer in order to be able to support different physical media.

e Physical Medium Dependent (PMD) sublayer is responsible for interfacing
to the transmission medium, which is connected through the Medium Dependent
Interface (MDI).

PCS

PMA

PMD

MAC

Reconciliation

Medium

Higher Layers

Presentation

Session

Transport

Network

Data Link

Physical

Application

OSI
Reference Model

Layers

MII

MDI

Figure 1. Ethernet physical layer

e basic division of the physical layer for link rates ranging from 10 Mb/s to
100 Gb/s is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Physical layer structure of 10MbE through 100GE.

10 Mb/s 100 Mb/s 1G b/s 10 Gb/s 40 Gb/s 100 Gb/s
REC REC REC REC REC REC
MII MII GMII XGMII XLGMII CGMII
PLS PCS PCS PCS PCS PCS
AUI PMA PMA PMA PMA PMA
PMA PMD PMD PMD PMD PMD
MDI MDI MDI MDI MDI MDI

MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM

e meaning of the acronyms in Table 2 is as follows:
MAC

Media Access Control,

REC
Reconciliation,
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MII
Media-Independent Interface,

GMII
Gigabit MII,

XGMII
10-Gigabit MII,

XLGMII
40-Gigabit MII,

CGMII
100-Gigabit MII,

AUI
Attachment User Interface,

PLS
Physical Layer Signalling,

PCS
Physical Coding Sublayer,

PMA
Physical Medium Attachment Sublayer,

PMD
Physical Medium-Dependent Sublayer,

MDI
Medium-Dependent Interface.

2.2.1 10MbE
e original Ethernet version was designed for a link rate of 10 Mb/s. Its phys-

ical layer structure is simpler compared to the later versions. An encoding of the
Manchester type is used, which utilizes 50 % of the frequency band. e following
physical media are used: coaxial cable (several types), 10BASE-T with the RJ45
connector and multi-mode optical fibre 10BASE-F. Connectors for these media
types are either attached to the interface card (in later versions) or the AUI con-
nector with a converter for the given interface is used.
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2.2.2 100MbE
e physical layer model for the 100MbE version is somewhat more complicated

than for the 10MbE, but it remains essentially the same for all subsequent versions
(with a few exceptions which will be described together with the corresponding
versions). Character encoding is performed by the PCS sublayer, conversion to
the given medium by the PMA sublayer and actual connection to the medium by
the PMD. e most common version, 100BASE-X, uses 4B/5B encoding with the
transmission band utilization of 80 %. In practice, themost widely used have been
the versions with the RJ45 connector (100BASE-TX) and optical fibre (100BASE-
FX).

2.2.3 1GE
For 1GE, the complex 8B/10B encoding was chosen for the transmission over
optical fibres, with a bandwidth utilization of 80 %. is encoding ensures a
signal rich on edges, which is important for the signal clock refresh, and with
the same number of zeroes and ones, which is necessary for retaining the aver-
age signal level. e most common media are 1000BASE-SX (multi-mode fibre)
and 1000BASE-LX (single-mode fibre). For transmission over a twisted pair cable
(1000BASE-T), 4D-5PAM encoding is used and data is transmitted over all four
pairs in both directions with echo cancellation. is system is based on subtract-
ing the known level of the transmitted signal from the level that is actually re-
ceived. Modern cards allow for link rates 10 Mb/s, 100 Mb/s and 1 Gb/s with the
same RJ45 connector. Autonegotiation is recommended for 10MbE and 100MbE
and mandatory for 1GE. e transceiver is either a part of the interface card or
a cage is used (GBIC, SFP) to which a transceiver (optical or RJ45) may be in-
serted. e cage is connected to the 1000BASE-X interface. In the RJ45 trans-
ceiver, a relatively complicated circuit performs the conversion from 1000BASE-X
to 1000BASE-T.

2.3 10GE

For 10GE, the mapping of data from the data layer to the physical layer was
changed. e previous versions used 8 data bits, with clock and control signals
in the MII or GMII interface. e clock rate for 1GE is 125 MHz, which is a
frequency that today’s circuits handle without any problems. In the case of 10GE,
however, keeping the same interface would require increasing the clock rate to
1.25 GHz, which is too high for currently available circuits. erefore, the data
width was increased to 32 with four control signals (one for every byte, where “0”
means data and “1” means control character). e clock rate is 156.25 MHz DDR
(Double Data Rate – data is transferred on both the rising and falling edge of the
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clock signal). Due to the number of wires needed for interconnecting the integ-
rated circuits with the XGMII interface, the 802.3 standard defines an optional
XAUI sublayer, see Figure 2.

PCS

XGXS

PMA

PMD

MAC

Reconciliation

Medium

XGMII

MDI

XGXS

XAUI

XGMII

Figure 2. Extension of the physical layer with XAUI interface.

e new symbols in Figure 2 are:
XGCS

XGMII Extender Sublayer,

XAUI
Extension interface.

e extension interface XAUI (see Table 3) consists of four pairs of differen-
tial wires (for both directions). For data transfer, a serial transmission is used at
the speed of 3.125 Gb/s and with 8B/10B encoding (the encoding mechanism is
the same as for 1GE). e use of XAUI reduces the number of wires (16 versus
74 for XGMII), simplifies the printed circuit board considerably and suppresses
crosstalks. On the other hand, it is necessary to guarantee the alignment of all
four channels and, in addition, to use a specialized high-speed circuit (which can
be embedded inside a larger circuit).

Table 3. Comparison of XGMII and XAUI interfaces.

XGMII D7..D0/C0 D15..D8/C1 D23..D16/C2 D31..D24/C3 CLK
XAUI Lane 0 Lane 1 Lane 2 Lane 3 —

Besides the most common variant 10GBASE-R that will be described later,
the standard defines the following variants:
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— 10GBASE-LX4 – four wavelengths, 8B/10B encoding,
— 10GBASE-W – WAN sublayer is inserted between PCS and PMA.

10GBASE-R uses the 64B/66B encoding which is substantially simpler than
the 8B/10B encoding, utilizes more than 96 % of bandwidth and performs the
subsequent scrambling with the following polynomial:

G(x) = 1 + x39 + x58.

If XAUI is used, the individual groups (data + control signal) are mapped to
the corresponding serial channel.

e beginning of every frame must be aligned to Lane 0. It contains the Start
symbol (0xFB/1) and the preamble, which consists of 6 characters 0xAA/0 and one
character 0xAB/0. e initial part of the frame has eight bytes transmitted within
one clock tick (the DDR transmission is used). Data starts again at Lane 0.

Table 4. Structure of the preamble.
Lane 0 Lane 1 Lane 2 Lane 3

1111 1011 /1 1010 1010 /0 1010 1010 /0 1010 1010 /0
1010 1010 /0 1010 1010 /0 1010 1010 /0 1010 1011 /0

e frame is terminated by the End character (0xFD/1) followed by the inter-
packet gap. As with 1GE, the transceivers can either be an integral part of the
interface board or a cage can be used. In contrast to 1GE, there is a wider choice
of transceivers. Among the most frequently used are XENPACK, XFP and SFP+.

2.4 40/100GE

By the end of the year 2007, the standardization process for the so far most up-
to-date version of Ethernet commenced. e standard was finally ratified in June
2010. Unlike the previous versions, two link rates of 40 Gb/s and 100 Gb/s are
defined. While a construction of a 40GE network card is fully within the reach of
the current technology (one possible design will be described in the next section),
a 100GE will be much more difficult to build.

e mapping of the data layer to the physical layer was changed relative to the
previous 10GE version. e interface to the reconciliation sublayer is now 8 bytes
wide with the corresponding control signals and clock. For the 40GE version
(XLGMII), a clock frequency of 312.5 MHz DDR is needed or, alternatively, a
wider data bus may be used (128 b at 156.25 MHz), which can be realized with
the existing FPGA chips. For the 100GE version (CGMII), the data width is 64
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Table 5. XLGMII and CGMII interfaces.

D7..D0/C0 D15..D8/C1 … D63..D55/C7 CLK

bits and the clock rate has to be 781.25. While it is also possible to use a wider
data bus, both solutions hit up against the limits of currently available circuits.

e 64B/66B character encoding and scrambling in the PCS layer, which has
been reused from 10GE, are followed by dividing the data into lanes (4 lanes for
40GE and 20 lanes for 100GE), see Figure 3. Alignment markers are used for the
synchronization of individual lanes (Figure 4).

66b Block n+1 66b Block 0

66b Block 0

Lane 0

66b Block n+2 66b Block 1

66b Block 1

Lane 1

66b Block n+3 66b Block 266b Block 2 Lane 2

66b Block 2n 66b Block n Lane n
…

Round Robin

Block Distribution

Figure 3. Division into lanes [4].

66b Block n+1 66b Block 0Lane 0

66b Block n+2 66b Block 1Lane 1

66b Block n+3 66b Block 2Lane 2

66b Block 2n 66b Block nLane n

…

Marker 0

Marker 1

Marker 2

Marker n

66b Block 2n+1

66b Block 2n+2

66b Block 2n+3

66b Block 3n

66b Block 3n+1

66b Block 3n+2

66b Block 3n+3

66b Block 4n

Figure 4. Alignment markers [4].

A er the block alignment, the links from the PCS layer are remapped in the
PMA layer to the links of the output medium. To simplify the interconnection of
circuits, an Attachment Unit Interface is defined (XLAUI for 40GE and CAUI for
100GE). Physical implementation of the 40GE interface (PMD layer) is defined
in the standard by using 4 physical links while 10 or 4 physical links are recom-
mended for 100GE. e interface between the PMA and the PMD intended for
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physical implementation is XLPPI/CPPI (a more general option), but o en the
XLAUI/CAUI is used instead, as the PMA physical multiplexer is a part of the
transceiver. Apart from these, it is also possible to use other mappings (for in-
stance, mapping on a single physical channel), although their implementation
may be beyond real technical feasibility. Multiple optical fibres may be used for
shorter distances and DWDM (multiple wavelengths on the same optical fibre)
for longer distances.

PMA 4:4

PMD

40GBASE-R PCS

PMA 4:4

MAC

Reconciliation

Medium

XLGMII

XLAUI

XLPPI

MDI

Optical

module

PMA 10:10/10:4

PMD

100GBASE-R PCS

PMA 20:10

Medium

CGMII

CAUI

CPPI

MDI

Optical

module

Figure 5. Detailed description of the 40/100GE physical layer.

e new symbols in Figure 5 are:

XLPPI
40 Gb/s Parallel Physical Interface,

CPPI
100 Gb/s Parallel Physical Interface.

Table 6. Physical media for 40/100GE.
40GE 100GE

At least 1m backplane 40GBASE-KR4 -
At least 10m copper cable 40GBASE-CR4 100GBASE-CR10
At least 100m MMF 40GBASE-SR4 100GBASE-SR10
At least 10km SMF 40GBASE-LR4 100GBASE-LR4
At least 10km SMF - 100GBASE-ER4
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3 40/100GE Components

In this section, we discuss key components necessary to build the 40/100GE card:
— transceivers, representing the PMD and a portion of the PMA layer,
— PHY devices implementing the PMA and PCS.

In this report, we don’t consider the MAC and higher layers, which have no
changes compared to 10GE with the exception of a higher speed interface.

3.1 Transceivers
Even though IEEE 802.3ba defines physical layers for copper cabling (40GBASE-
CR4 and 100GBASE-CR10) and such cabling and transceivers are indeed com-
mercially available, we will only deal with optical units because they aremore com-
mon. e following modules are considered to be widely used for the 40/100GE:
— CFP[1] is the only form factor for pluggable transceivers supporting both

100G and 40G Ethernet and telecommunication applications. e optical in-
terface are SC, LC or MPO connectors, the electrical interface is CAUI or
LXAUI. e size of CFP modules is 145mm×82mm×14mm. Transceivers for
40GBASE-SR4, 40GBASE-LR4, 100GBASE-LR10 and 100GBASE-LR4 are
currently available from Finisar, Sumitomo Electric, Opnext, Santur and oth-
ers.

— CXP [5] module is optimized for multi-mode fibres and includes 12 trans-
mit and 12 receive channels in a compact package – the size is 45mm×27mm,
making it much smaller than CFP. e typical application will be 100GBASE-
SR10. 24-fibre MPO-style connectors are used in the case of separable optical
modules, the other option being active cables (a cable with the CXP interface
at each end). e electrical interface has 84 pins suitable for CAUI. CXP
transceivers are also commercially available from Finisar and others.

— QSFP [7] contains four transmit and receive channels of single-mode or multi-
mode fibres. Its low power consumption, size (52.4mm×18.35mm×8.5mm)
and low cost makes QSFP a suitable module for 40G applications such as
40GBASE-SR4. Similar to CXP, the active cable assemblies or separate trans-
ceivers are available. 40GBASE-SR4modules are currently available from sev-
eral vendors, while 40GBASE-LR4 modules should be available in the near
future.
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3.2 PHY Devices

e PHY device implements most functions of the PHY layer: 40/100GBASE-R
block encoding and decoding including insertion and deletion of the alignment
marker, and the PMA functions – bit multiplexing of individual PCS lanes into
PMA lanes, their serialization and deserialization, clock recovery, XAUI/CAUI
interface drivers and management functions. e host interface for the MAC con-
nection is XLGMII/CGMII and transceivers are connected via XLAUI/CAUI or
XLPPI/CPPI. e PHY devices may be implemented in two ways – as a special-
ized ASIC chip or in an FPGA.

3.2.1 ASIC Chips

For 10G and slower rates, an implementation of the PHY layer in an ASIC (ap-
plication-specific integrated circuit) was common, as shown in Figure 6. e situ-
ation is different for 40/100GE, as it is designed to integrate the PCS and MAC
into one physical chip, e.g. in the FPGA as described in the next section. emain
motivation for using this design is width and speed of the reconciliation sublayer
(XLGMII/CGMII). In contrast to 10GE, no extension sublayer is defined for a
high-speed serial connection.

Figure 6. Ethernet implementation on a FPGA based 10GE card.

3.2.2 FPGA Implementation

A FPGA (field-programmable gate array) is a programmable logic structure – ar-
ray of programmable logic elements with a flexible interconnect matrix. e basic
logic element – a LUT (look-up table) – can perform any function based on up
to 6 inputs. e array of LUTs is supplemented by flip-flops and other more com-
plex structures such as RAM blocks, DSP cells, clock management blocks and
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fast serial transceivers. e main advantage of FPGA chips is their high flexibil-
ity while the most significant drawback is a lower working frequency range and
higher power consumption.

All recent FPGAs with 10Gb capable transceivers directly support the 10GE
– they implement PMA and the majority of 10GBASE-R PCS as sub-components
of the serial transceiver blocks (64/66 encoder/decoder, FIFOs etc.). However,
due to architectonic differences mentioned in Section 3.2.3, these blocks cannot
be used for the 40GBASE-R PCS, they have to be bypassed and the implementa-
tion must be done in the FPGA fabric. e leading edge FPGAs available today
have over 500000 LUTs, which is enough for this purpose, and also their working
frequencies are sufficient. Fast serial transceivers may still be used for the PMA
layer with the XLAUI and CAUI interface to external transceiver modules.

e following list summarizes currently available FPGAs together with their
transceiver configurations.

— Xilinx Virtex-5 – used on all cards of the COMBOv2 family. Virtex-5 contains
up to 48 GTP or GTX transceivers, each capable of transmitting up to 6.5
Gb/s.

— Xilinx Virtex-6 HXT – up to 24 GTH transceivers, each capable of transmitting
up to 11.18Gb/s.

— Altera Stratix IV GT – up to 24 transceivers with 11.3 Gb/s.
— Altera Stratix V GX/GS – up to 66 transceivers with 12.5 Gb/s.
— Altera Stratix V GT – includes 4 transceivers, each capable of 28 Gb/s and 32

transceivers for 12.5 Gb/s.

Several 40/100GEPCS implementations suitable for FPGAs are commercially
available as IP cores – for instance Sarance Technologies5 (suitable for bothXilinx
Virtex-5/6 and Altera Stratix IV), More anIP6 (Altera Stratix IV only) or Avalon
Microeletronics7. e cores are consuming around 22000 LUTs for the 40GE and
50000 LUTs for 100GE in the FPGA fabric. Our own PCS implementation is
under development (see Section 5.2).

To decrease the implementation complexity and save resources in the FPGA
fabric, Altera announced an embedded hard copy block8 (ASIC block inside the
FPGA) for 40/100GE, to be available for the Stratix V GS/GX/GT FPGA. How-
ever, these devices are not yet available at this time.

5 http://www.sarance.com/products/hsinterconnect/hsec/
6 http://www.morethanip.com/10g_100_40_pcs.htm
7 http://www.avalonmicro.ca/products/index.php?Category=6&ProductID=52
8 http://www.altera.com/products/devices/stratix-fpgas/stratix-v/overview/

hard-ip/stxv-hip-block.html
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Figure 7. FPGA based 40GE card implementation.

3.2.3 Reuse of Existing 10GE Devices

A 40GBASE-SR4/LR4 is similar to four parallel 10GBASE-SR/LR lines, so our
first approach was to use a COMBOI-10G4TXT9 card with four 10GE interfaces
and join them into one 40GE channel. Each interface on a COMBOI-10G4 has an
independent PHY device (AEL2005) implementing 10GBASE-R PCS and PMA
layers. MAC and packet processing is done in the FPGA,which is connected to the
PHY via four XAUI channels. Although the architecture of 40/100GE is similar
to 10GE, there are several major differences that make the reuse of current 10GE
components difficult.

From the final IEEE802.3ba specification we found out that this simple ap-
proach cannot be used for implementing 40GBASE-R. e main reasons are:
— e PHY device cannot handle alignment markers which must be inserted or

deleted a er the encoding and scrambling performed by the PHY device. It
is impossible to implement them inside the FPGA.

— Scrambling and descrambling must be done over all transmitted/received
data bits so that it is not possible to scramble data independently in the four
parallel channels.

— It should be possible to bypass the 10GBASE-R logic in PHY devices and
perform the encoding and scrambling in the FPGA, but the XAUI interface
between the FPGA and PHY device is problematic because it does not allow
the passing on of encoded and scrambled data.

9 http://www.liberouter.org/card_comboi_10g4txt.php
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4 Card Architecture Proposal

e proposed card will be compatible with the COMBOv2 card family which
means that all existing applications for COMBOv2 (flow monitoring, packet fil-
tering) will also work at the 40GE or 100GE link rates. e requirements are as
follows:
— one or more optical interfaces with a pluggable optical transceiver,
— 40/100GE PMA and PCS implementation compliant to the IEEE 802.3ba,
— the ability to run in 1x100GE, 3x40GE and 12x10GE mode,
— host interface for interconnection with the COMBOv2 family cards,
— size of the standard PCIe card,
— reasonable power consumption.

4.1 Optical Interface and Transceivers

e most versatile interface for 40/100GE applications is undoubtedly the CFP.
However, the CFP module cannot be used due to card size limitations – it is too
big to fit the PCIe size requirement. e best option is the CXP for 100GE and
QSFP for 40GE. e size and power consumption are acceptable and, moreover,
two or more interfaces can be placed on the card. With the use of the breakout
“octopus” cable, the CXP should serve well also for the 40GE and 10GE.

4.2 40/100GE PMA and PCS

For architectural reasons, the PMA and PCS layers are best implemented in the
FPGA. An extra benefit of doing so is that additional packet preprocessing such
as sampling can be done in the same FPGA. Moreover, the card may operate in
one of 1x100GE, 3x40GE and 12x10GE modes.

e PCS implementation mentioned in Section 5.2 could be used for the
40GE mode, whereas the 100GE mode needs certain improvements. For PMA,
the integrated 10G transceivers will be used. While the PCS may be implemen-
ted in all FPGA families mentioned in Section 3.2.2, the requirement of PMA on
10Gb transceivers limits the current selection to Xilinx Virtex-6 HXT or Altera
Stratix IV GT. Because of our previous experiences with the platform, we chose
the Virtex-6 chip.
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5 Current Progress

5.1 40GE on COMBOI-10G4TXT
In order to be able to experiment with reusing the current COMBOI-10G4TXT,
we have implemented an experimental design to verify the ability to transfer data
at 40 Gb/s over four independent 10GE interfaces. Due to the reasons mentioned
in Section 3.2.3, the implementation is not IEEE 802.3ba compliant – the indi-
vidual lanes don’t contain alignment markers, so the receiver is not able to prop-
erly reassemble the incoming packet when the lanes are skewed with respect to
each other. erefore, our experiment was primarily focused on investigating the
impact of the skew among the lanes.

On the transmitting side, the experimental design contains a fixed packet gen-
erator, a splitter for distributing the data into four lanes and four XAUI interfaces
for transmitting the data to an external PHY. On the receiving side, the incoming
packet was reassembled and the consistency was checked using the Xilinx Chip-
scope analyzer.

Packet
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Figure 8. 40 Gb/s on COMBOI-10G4 – experimental setup.

e results show that lane skew of 6.4-12.8 ns occurs even in ideal conditions
(equal length of all cables). e skew doesn’t vary during operation, but it differs
each time a er the card is reset. We suppose that the reason for this behaviour is
the elastic FIFOs inside the PHY, whose alignment a er the reset is unpredictable.

Consequently, it would be necessary to implement a method for inserting
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some kind of alignment markers to allow the receiver to align the lanes. However,
this solutionwould still violate the IEEE 803.3ba standard. For a compliantmode,
a new card with the architecture proposed in Section 4 with the regular 40GBASE-
R PCS will be developed.

5.2 40GE PCS Implementation

e implementation of key blocks of the 40GBASE-R standard is aimed at Xilinx
Virtex-6 FPGAwith 10Gb-capable transceivers. As soon as such a card is available,
we should be able to build a 40GBASE-SX4 or -LX4 compliant device. Until then,
the implementation should be tested on a lower-speed card such as COMBOI-
1G410, which is capable to run in a (non-compliant) mode at up to 26 GB/s.

e necessary firmware will be implemented in the VHDL language and veri-
fied by a ModelSim simulation. Because of the limited resources available on
the current COMBO cards, we had to limit our experimental design to the basic
blocks necessary for correct transmit and receive operations; the implementation
of the missing blocks (BER monitor, pattern and PRBS generator, management
functions) is planned also for the final version. e block structure of the transmit
and receive paths is shown in Figures 9 and 10.

5.2.1 Transmit Path
e transmit (TX) path block realizes the complete 40GBASE-R transmit opera-

tion as defined in 802.3ba [4], Clause 82. e XLGMII interface with a width of
256-bit and a clock frequency of 156.25 MHz is used for the MAC layer connec-
tion. e PMA (realized by four GHT transceivers) is connected via four 64-bit
buses with frequencies of about 161.13 MHz. e total resources utilized by the
implementation in the Virtex-6 FPGA are 3381 flip-flops, 8298 LUTs and 8 Block-
RAMs. e main building blocks of the TX path are:
— 64/66 encoder – performs the 10GBASE-R transmission encoding. Each en-

coded 66-bit block consists of the synchronization header and the payload
– data or control blocks. Data blocks contain eight data characters as re-
ceived via the XLGMII. Control blocks begin with the 8-bit block type field
that indicates the format of the reminder of the block, described in detail in
IEEE 802.3ba section 8.2.3.3. e implementation of this block is taken from
XAPP775[8] with some modifications because of the 256-bit wide data bus.

e resources utilized in the Virtex-6 FPGA are 2192 LUTs and 1396 flip-flops.
— FIFO – the asynchronous FIFOdoes the clock rate compensation between the

XLGMII and the PMA interface. It also compensates for the data rate dif-

10 http://www.liberouter.org/card_comboi.php
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ference caused by the alignment marker insertion by deleting the idle control
characters. e FIFO, which is 32 items deep, is implemented in embedded
BlockRAMs and consumes 1178 LUTs, 565 flip-flops and 8 BlockRAMs.

— Scrambler – the payload of each 66-bit block is processed by a self-synchron-
izing scrambler as described in Section 2.3. A parallel form with a data width
of 256-bit is implemented, which leads to a 7-level cascade of 3-input XOR
gates and 58 D flip-flops. In the Virtex-6 FPGA, the whole scrambler logic
occupies 448 LUTs and 58 registers.

— Alignment marker inserter periodically inserts an alignment marker a er every
16383 blocks simultaneously to all four lanes. Markers are not scrambled,
in order to allow the receiver to find them and deskew the PCS lanes. e
marker consists of a 6-byte fixed value, which is unique for each PCS lane,
and a 2-byte BIP field – the result of a bit interleaved parity calculation over
all of the previous bits of a given PCS lane. e implementation occupies 347
LUTs and 312 flip-flips.

— Gearbox adapts between the 66-bit width of the blocks and the 64-bit PMA
interface. e implementation from XAPP775 is used. 1095 LUTs and 330
flip-flops are consumed in the FPGA by each instance of the gearbox.

Gearbox Gearbox Gearbox Gearbox

64 64 64 64

66 66 66 66

66

66×4

66 66 66

Encoder

66×4

FIFO

66×4

Scrambler

32256

AM inserter

TXD TXC

PMA TX interface

Figure 9. 40GBASE-R PCS implementation – transmit path block structure.
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5.2.2 Receive Path
e full architecture of the receive path of the 40GBASE-R PCS is completely

designed, although the implementation has not been completed yet. e main
building blocks of the TX path are:
— Block synchronizers look for synchronization headers in the incoming bitstream

and try to find the correct position of 66-bit blocks. e basis for the syn-
chronizer is a 66-bit wide barrel shi er controlled by a state machine, which
periodically tests the presence of the synchronization header. e block lock
is obtained if 64 consequent valid synchronization headers are found. e im-
plementation is taken from XAPP775 and consumes 4×1462 LUTs and 4×347
flip-flops in the Virtex-6 FPGA.

— Lane alignment and reorder looks for alignment marker blocks on all four lanes.
A er the marker lock is obtained, it deskews the lanes to be mutually aligned
– a FIFOwith “skip” capability is used for this purpose. e alignment mark-
ers are then removed from the data stream. e implementation is still incom-
plete.

— Descrambler realizes the reverse operation to the scrambler and its implement-
ation is also very similar to the scrambler. e resources consumed in the
FPGA are 315 LUTs and 514 flip-flops.

— FIFO – the asynchronous FIFO compensates the clock rate between the PMA
and XGMII clock domains. It also compensates for the data rate difference
caused by the alignment marker deletion, by inserting idle control characters.

e FIFO, which is 32 items deep, is implemented in embedded BlockRAMs
and consumes 1214 LUTs, 565 flip-flops and 8 BlockRAMs.

— Decoder realizes the reverse operation to the encoder – converts the 40GBASE-
R transmission encoding to XLGMII. A slightly modified implementation
from XAPP775 is used, 3100 LUTs and 1748 flip-flops are consumed.

e implementation of both receive and transmit path is modular, so as to
allow them to be simply extended to the 100GE version in the future. e main
differences in the 100G version will be the 20 PCS lanes instead of 4 and the 20:10
multiplexer for the PMA interface. e number of PCS lanes can be changed
easily by changing a numeric constant in the source code, however this will lead
to a much more complicated logical structure that may not be able to meet the
timing criteria (working frequency), so it may turn out to be necessary to add
some pipeline stages or optimize some components. On the other hand, the 20:10
PMA multiplexer is a simple generic component, which will not be difficult to
implement.
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Figure 10. 40GBASE-R PCS implementation – receive path block structure.

6 Conclusions
e design of the family of COMBO cards allows for receiving, sending and pre-

processing data at link rates up to 1 Tb/s, provided that appropriate transceiv-
ers and FPGA chip are available. Currently, the main bottleneck for rates over
10 Gb/s is the throughput of the PCIe interface, and this limitation is likely to
remain for some time. e role played by data preprocessing in hardware is be-
coming truly more important than ever before.

An interesting twist may be observed in the history of the Ethernet: e phys-
ical layer is purely serial for link rates up to 1 Gb/s (except for twisted pair inter-
faces) and the width of the data layer interface is one byte. For higher versions,
the width of the physical layer interface was increased to 4 or 8 bytes for 10GE and
40/100GE, respectively. At the same time, the use of multiple optical transmission
channels was standardized for 10GE (10GBASE-LX4) but it wasn’t much used in
practice. e 40/100GE standard recommends variants with 4 or 10 optical chan-
nels. A single optical channel transmission is considered in the standard, but its
physical realization will be rather difficult.

One can see that the ever-increasing link rate motivates a transition to wider
data buses and, in particular, to serio-parallel transmission even on optical fibres.

is evolution correlates with the processor clock rate that has remained the same
for the last few years. In general, the further increase of computing perform-
ance now depends on parallel processing, which is somewhat problematic given
the established methods of program development. Since the speed of computing
elements now approaches the physical limits, while the density of transistors in in-
tegrated circuits continues to grow, current and future developers will be forced
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to concentrate more on parallel approaches, which may in turn lead to significant
changes in programming paradigms and algorithms.

Figure 11. Increase in the network bandwidth consumption compared to the in-
crease in processing power [2].

e situation is even more complicated in the area of data communications:
e demand for transmission capacity increases with a higher rate (Gilder’s Law)

than the available processing power (Moore’s Law), see Figure 11.
In the following years, the development of the Ethernet will bring new prob-

lems and their solutions, particularly in the area of optical systems and their de-
ployment in computing and communication systems. It will also be interesting to
see whether Robert Metcalfe’s prediction about the arrival of 1TbE in 2015 will
be fulfilled or not.
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Abstract

is technical report describes theHardware-AcceleratedMonitoringCenter plat-
form (HAMOC) based on the COMBOv2 card family. In our research effort we
concentrate on how to use hardware acceleration with currently available and
well-known monitoring applications. A set of network monitoring tools was
tuned and tested with COMBOv2 hardware adaptors so as to be able to proceed
10 Gb/s traffic at line rate. e HAMOC performance is evaluated and typical
deployment use cases are shown.

Keywords: HAMOC, HANIC, COMBOv2, FPGA, PCAP, NetFlow, DPI.

1 Introduction
Hardware acceleration is an essential component of the monitoring tools in high-
speed networks or environments where we need to guarantee their functionality
even in worst-case scenarios like DDoS attacks. On the other hand, any hardware
or so ware acceleration mechanism o en needs to use specially tweaked versions
of the operating system and/or monitoring tools. Such an approach leads most
network administrators and researchers to use hardware acceleration.

In our research effort we concentrated on how to use hardware acceleration in
a user friendly and easy manner. To avoid any non-standard tools and extensions,
we modified our hardware acceleration framework to be compatible with most
of the current network monitoring applications. We added support to the PCAP
library so as to receive and send packets with the COMBOv2 card family. To help
users with hardware acceleration deployment, a set of use-cases describe how to
use the HAMOC platform.

2 System Architecture

eHAMOCplatform shown in Figure 1 takes advantage of cooperation between
so ware tools and hardware-accelerated network interface cards. We use our own

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies V: Selected Technical Reports, p. 107–133
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hardware-accelerated COMBO cards1 developed by the Liberouter2 project. e
COMBO hardware accelerators use the Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
technology that provides sufficient computing power. is approach enables e.g.,
smart load balancing effectively utilizing the full power of all CPU cores. Perform-
ing other time critical operations in hardware turns out to be quite profitable as
well. e main field ofHAMOCapplications is in the area of networkmonitoring.

Figure 1. HAMOC System Architecture.

Networkmonitoring can be performed either by generic network devices such
as routers or switches, specialized hardware appliances (firewalls, IDS/IPS sys-
tems) or by commodity PC based probes with appropriate so ware tools. Net-
work monitoring extension in generic network devices is limited by computing
power mainly intended for the device’s main purpose (e.g., packet forwarding).
During an attack, when all information about network traffic is important and
can be critical, there is no computing power available for network monitoring.
In contrast, specialized hardware appliances have sufficient computing power to
work under an attack, but their high price and a lack of flexibility discourage their
deployment. Probes based on commodity PCs have an advantage in their flexib-
ility and low cost. However, they don’t have enough performance for high-speed
networks [1].

e HAMOC is based on a commodity PC platform. e lack of comput-
ing power for high-speed network applications is solved by using a COMBO

1 http://www.liberouter.org/hardware.php
2 http://www.liberouter.org/
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hardware accelerator performing time critical operations. e FPGA technology
used enables flexible firmware changes according to specific demands of particu-
lar tasks. is feature is further supported thanks to a general platform for rapid
development of network applications (NetCOPE) [2].

e evolution of the COMBO card firmware leads to the implementation of
a crucial advantage of HAMOC, which is the hardware-accelerated distribution
of network traffic among many processor cores [4]. is feature enables load bal-
ancing using all available CPU cores. is approach significantly increases the
computing power of the HAMOC probe in the high-speed networks.

3 Hardware-Accelerated Network Interface Card
e main advantage and the heart of the HAMOC platform is a COMBO hard-

ware accelerator. is section describes the hardware cards used to accelerate
HAMOC applications. Used firmware variants with their specifics are also de-
scribed.

3.1 HAMOC Hardware

A COMBO hardware accelerator is actually a “sandwich” consisting of a PCI Ex-
press x8 mother card with a connected interface card. e HAMOC platform
uses the second generation of the COMBO cards developed by the Liberouter
project – the COMBOv23 card family. e COMBO-LXT [3] is COMBOv2 fam-
ily mother card equipped with the XILINX Virtex5 XC5VLX155T, QDRII RAM
and a socket for DDR2 SODIMM memory.

e main type of interface card used across all HAMOC applications is a
two-port 10 GbE interface card COMBOI-10G2. But specific applications also
support a four-port 1 GbE COMBOI-1G4 as well as the new four-port 10 GbE
COMBOI-10G4TXT interface cards.

3.2 Connecting the HAMOC Box to the Network

ere are three possibilities for inserting the HAMOC box into the network –
it can be connected to a mirror port of a networking device (e.g. a router), a
network TAP (Test Access Port) can be used, or the probe can be inserted in-line
as a repeater.
Connecting to a Mirror Port

e simplest way to connect the HAMOC box is by mirroring the traffic from
a router through a dedicated mirror (also known as SPAN) port.

3 http://www.liberouter.org/hardware.php
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Figure 2. HAMOC’s main hardware platform – a COMBO-LXT155 mother card
with COMBOI-10G2 interface card intended for 2x10 Gb/s networks.

Connecting via a Network TAP
Another way how to connect the HAMOC box in your network is to utilize a
network TAP e.g., an optical splitter, see Figure 4.

Inserting the HAMOC Box in-line
In this case the HAMOC works as a T-splitter, see Figure 5: when inserted
into a network link, the traffic is passed directly to the original destination
and a separate copy of the link data is processed by the probe in parallel.
From the network perspective, the probe can be classified as a repeater that
is invisible at both the network and link layer.

3.3 HAMOC Firmware
Depending on a specific purpose and usage patterns, one of the set of available
HAMOC firmware designs may be used. All designs are based on the NetCOPE
platform that provides common core units for the specific firmware. e Net-
COPE development kit for rapid development significantly simplifies the devel-
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Figure 3. A COMBO-LXT155 mother card with a COMBOI-10G4TXT interface
card intended for 4x10 Gb/s networks.

HAMOC

Port 0

Forward to software

Port 1

TAP

Figure 4. HAMOC box connected via a network TAP.

opment of new applications on COMBO cards.
NetCOPEfirmware provides an abstraction layer that contains commonmod-

ules required in networking applications firmware (e.g., Network communication,
PCI/PCI Express communication, etc.). Developers are then supposed to simply
implement and add their ownmodules, translate the design, and load the firmware
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HAMOC

Port 0 Port 1

Figure 5. HAMOC box inserted in the network as a repeater.

into the card. e basic example is the NIC (Network Interface Card) firmware
see Figure 6.
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Figure 6. NIC firmware architecture – basic NetCOPE firmware instantiation.

ere are three currently used HAMOC firmwares based on NetCOPE plat-
form:
— NIFIC – NIC with hardware packet filter (Section 3.3.1)
— HANIC – Hardware-Accelerated Network Interface Card (Section 3.3.2)
— Flexible FlowMon – NetFlow/IPFIX probe (Section 3.3.3)

3.3.1 NIFIC
A network interface card with a hardware packet filter (NIFIC) is intended to
serve as a non-state firewall (IP packet filter), a tool for network flow inspection,
an intelligent HUB etc. NIFIC is able to process network traffic at the full speed
of the line without any packet loss. NIFIC is able to process full throughput from
Ethernet port to Ethernet port (20 Gb/s on two-ports 10 GbE interface card) for
all packet lengths. Furthermore, it is able to select specified traffic and forward it
into the so ware applications (with throughput of 10 Gb/s for all packet lengths)
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according to up to 2048 filtration rules. e significant feature of the NIFIC is the
capability to change filtration rules without any packet loss.

e format of filtration rules is similar to the OpenBSD PF or FreeBSD ipfw
language. It is able to filter network traffic on the basis of the following fields in
a packet:
— Source and destination MAC address.
— Source and destination IP address (currently only IPv4 is supported).
— Protocol.
— Source and destination port (TCP or UDP).
— TCP flags.
— Input interface number.

Packets entering the NIFIC filtration core can be
— redirected to the Ethernet interface(s),
— redirected to the so ware interface(s) (so ware application) or
— discarded.

NIFIC also supports packet replication (where packets can be sent to more
output interfaces) and packet cropping for host PC so ware output.

3.3.2 HANIC
AHardware-AcceleratedNetwork Interface Card (HANIC) is based on the simple
NICdesign, but in addition it is able to provide network traffic distribution among
available CPU cores. HANIC is able to process network traffic at the full speed
of the line without any packet loss for all packet lengths. HANIC works on a two-
port 10 GbE interface card with 10 Gb/s throughput to the so ware application.
Besides static packet sampling, the packet cropping can be used to process all
network traffic from both 10 GbE interfaces (20 Gb/s).

Data distribution among CPU cores is based on CRC hash computed from
the following fields:
— source and destination IP address (both IPv4 and IPv6 support),
— source and destination port (TCP or UDP),
— protocol,
— IP version and
— input interface.

is way we can assure that all data belonging to a specific IP flow will be
processed on the same core (by the specific application). is is highly desirable
e.g. in case of flow information export.

More information about network traffic distribution among CPU cores can
be found in [4].
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3.3.3 Flexible FlowMon

Flexible FlowMon design was originally designed for a standalone probe support-
ing the NetFlow and IPFIX protocols. is probe is now a part of the HAMOC
applications family. e Flexible FlowMon Probe is a passive network monitor-
ing device. It is able to collect data about IP flows and export them to external
collectors in the NetFlow (version 5 and 9) and IPFIX (IP Flow Information eX-
port) format.

Two firmware versions of the Flexible FlowMon are available. e Flexible
FlowMon LT is a lightweight version parsing IP packet headers and preparing IP
flow records from every single packet. ese records are forwarded together with
computed hash into so ware applications providing flow cache and aggregating
flow records preprocessed by the hardware accelerator. e second, Full Flexible
FlowMon firmware provides flow cache directly in the hardware and speeds up
the data processing. More information about Flexible FlowMon probe can be
found in [5].

3.4 HAMOC So ware

As a basis for the HAMOC so ware we provide Linux kernel modules (LKM) for
our COMBO cards that serve as drivers providing interface for communication
with the firmware stored in the COMBO card’s FPGA.

e COMBO drivers provide network data either via the standard Linux net-
work interfaces or through a special fast Straight ZEro copy (SZE) data interfaces.
Using standard network interfaces is extremely slow for the case of processing
data from a high-speed network. In this case, all data is parsed in the Linux’s
TCP/IP stack. It is nonetheless the basic way of receiving/sending data from/to
the COMBO card. On the other hand, SZE interfaces are extremely fast thanks
to Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfer from/to hardware through ring buf-
fers provided by COMBO drivers. In this case, users/developers have to access
data from SZE interfaces in its specific form. For the purposes of accessing data
through the SZE interfaces we provide libsze2 library with API for accessing the
data. e third possibility is to use the PCAP library (somemore info can be found
in Section 4). is approach combines both previously described methods. We
have modified the PCAP library by adding support for SZE data interfaces of the
COMBO cards. e developer is able to use standard PCAP API, which now also
provides access to the SZE interfaces. Access to other standard network interfaces
through the PCAP API is preserved. e modified PCAP library is available in
the Liberouter RPM repository as libpcap-sze.

e top level of the HAMOC so ware architecture is the user application
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layer. It is made up of a set of third-party tools, such as tcpdump4, tcpreplay5,
wireshark6, Snort7 etc.) adapted to work with a COMBO card. ese standard
tools make employment of the COMBOhardware accelerators more user-friendly.
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Figure 7. HAMOC so ware architecture.

4 Packet Capture Library

ere are many tools intended for the packet capturing and further processing
of the network data. e best known are tcpdump or Wireshark. ese tools are
based on the PCAP library (also known as libpcap) – a portable C/C++ library
for network traffic capture. PCAP library is a part of the tcpdump8 project. It is

4 http://www.tcpdump.org/
5 http://tcpreplay.synfin.net/
6 http://www.wireshark.org/
7 http://www.snort.org/
8 http://www.tcpdump.org/
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currently available for the most prevailing operating systems (Windows, Linux,
Mac OS X, etc.).

As mentioned in Section 3.4, we have modified the standard PCAP library to
support the COMBO card family. Currently we provide a libpcap-sze-1.1.1 RPM
package – the latest stable release of the PCAP library with our modification to
support SZE interfaces. e library is available in the Liberouter RPM repos-
itories. rough the same channel, we also provide recompiled tools (tcpdump,
tcpreplay, etc.). ese tools, by default, lack support for some features needed to
speed up the processing of the captured data on high-speed networks.

4.1 mestamps for Packet Capture

e standard PCAP file format strictly uses microsecond timestamp precision.
is limitation was overcome in the pcap-ng file format [6]. e new format allows

for the possibility to explicitly specify timestamp precision from seconds to (the-
oretically) 10−128 of a second. On an Ethernet network with a speed of 10 Gb/s
the shortest difference between the packet’s timestamp can be as low as 67 nano-
seconds. erefore, standard PCAP’s microsecond precision is not sufficient, as
illustrated in Figure 8.

!!
EQUAL

Figure 8. Insufficient precision of microsecond timestamps precision.

In the case of a low-cost network cards (NICs), the timestamps are filled by
the PCAP librarywith a value provided by theOSkernel inmicrosecond precision.

is approach needs additional computing power and is quite inaccurate for the
purpose of precise timestamping in high-speed networks due to the long time
delay between the receipt of a packet on the network interface and its processing
(and timestamping) in so ware. is time delay is easily observed, e.g., when
using NICs connected to a USB port.

Some NICs, including the COMBO card family, provide timestamping dir-
ectly in their hardware. is way, the time delay between receiving and timestamp-
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ing is minimized. COMBO cards, in addition, provide timestamps with the high
precision of nanoseconds. To generate precise timestamps, we use the COMBOL-
GPS add on card that is able to connect a GPS receiver and use it as a source of
a highly precise PPS (pulse per second) signal. e PPS signal, together with the
clock signal from the precise crystal integrated on the COMBOL-GPS card, serves
for generating timestamps with nanosecond precision. To initiate the system the
current system time can be used, but we recommend to get the current time from
the Network me Protocol (NTP) server.
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RAM
correction
algorithm

tsuctl

GPS receiver
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Figure 9. Hardware timestamps generation.

When processing packets with a nanosecond timestamps, the PCAP library,
by default, crops the precision, and works only with microsecond precision to
preserve compatibility of the standard PCAP file format used by all PCAP based
applications. If there is a need for highly precise timestamps, the sze2pcap tool
can be used. It is able to store packets in the PCAP file format with nanosecond
timestamps (see Figure 10). ese files can then be processed (only) by applica-
tions supporting nanosecond timestamp precision (e.g., Wireshark or tshark). e
tcpdump doesn’t support pcap-ng with a nanosecond timestamp precision yet.

4.2 Remote Packet Capture

e majority of packet capture tools are based on the PCAP library. ese tools
are running locally and processing packets received through the PCAP library.
However, in specific cases, such as strict privileges management, better user in-
terface of the tool on different platform, or missing graphic environment on the
probe, it can be more meaningful to process data on a remote analysis center.

For the purpose of resending captured data to the remote analysis center,
the Remote Packet Capture (RPCAP) feature of the PCAP library may be used.
RPCAP is implemented for Linux (and other *NIXes) as well as for the Windows
versions of the PCAP library.
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Figure 10. High-precision timestamps – pcap-ng file format.

e scheme of the RPCAP usage is shown in Figure 11. ere is a RPCAP
daemon (rpcapd) running on the probe and capturing network data. e packet
analysis may be controlled by Wireshark, tcpdump, or another PCAP based tool,
provided it is compiled with the RPCAP enhancement. e RPCAP daemon cap-
tures data (with optional filtration according to specified rules) and resends them
to the remote network data analysis center. e connection is initialized by the
client side. When the IP address of the probe is specified, libpcap is able to list the
probe’s network interfaces to capture data from.

e RPCAP itself doesn’t provide any mechanism to secure data transferred
between client and server (including user authentication data). To avoid inter-
ception and compromising the data, we recommend using an encrypted channel
prepared with OpenVPN or OpenSSH to secure the data.

5 Network Traffic Monitoring Applications

One of themain goals of theHAMOC is to provide a set of well-known third-party
network tools tuned to work with COMBOv2, as discussed in the previous parts
of this report. erefore, network administrators would have a possibility to easily
use hardware acceleration with their applications without any special knowledge.
In this section, we provide an overview of the possible HAMOC applications di-
vided into three groups: packet capture and replay applications, NetFlow/IPFIX
generation applications, and deep packet inspection applications.
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Figure 11. Remote packet capture scheme.

5.1 Packet Capture and Replay

Packet capture and replay tools are used for detailed examination and experiments
with the network links. But the possibility to capture all the traffic from high-
speed networks (10 Gb/s and more) is usually beyond the capabilities of stand-
ard hardware and so ware tools. In this case, the use of a hardware-accelerated
HAMOC platform provides common packet capture and replay tools with the
possibility to monitor high-speed links at full rate.

5.1.1 tcpdump

Tcpdump9 is a command line packet analyzer, which allows users to capture net-
work traffic and to analyze network behavior. is tool is developed together with
the PCAP library. It uses the libpcap library and its main features are:

— Displaying descriptions of the contents of packets in the console.
— Saving and reading packets from PCAP files.

9 http://www.tcpdump.org/
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— Advanced filtering capabilities based on the Berkeley Packet Filter capture
filter.

e main contribution of the HAMOC platform is the guaranteed network
traffic capturing at high-speed lines, compared to the standard tcpdump tool run-
ning over the standard NIC card. e standard approach provides no guarantees
about the captured traffic and usually is not able to capture a complete traffic trace
at line rates around 10 Gb/s and more.

5.1.2 tcpreplay

Tcpreplay10 is a set of command line tools for replaying network traffic from PCAP
files (e.g., files captured by the tcpdump tool). It supports several methods to
inject packets back to the network (with adjustable speeds) and also a wide scale
of possibilities for rewriting headers of injected packets.

e use of the hardware-accelerated HAMOC version of tcpreplay provides
users with a possibility to replay captured network traffic at higher network speeds.

5.1.3 Wireshark

Wireshark11 is an alternative to the tcpdump tool, with an advanced graphical front-
end and more options for configuring the sorting and filtering of the information
about captured packets. It also allows for the capturing of network traffic and
storing it to the PCAP files. It supports a wide range of network types and proto-
cols, nanosecond timestamp format etc. Wireshark also provides a console version
called tshark.

e main advantage ofWireshark running on the HAMOC platform is its cap-
ability to collect complete traffic data with no packet loss at the full line rate, sim-
ilarly to the tcpdump running on the HAMOC platform.

5.2 NetFlow/IPFIX Generation

e second group of applications is oriented to IP flow monitoring. IP flow mon-
itoring (as represented by NetFlow or the more recent IPFIX export format) is
a widely used approach for monitoring high-speed networks. Hardware acceler-
ation provided by the HAMOC platform is well suited for such a purpose. It
provides either a specialized firmware performing NetFlow/IPFIX generation, or
can provide hardware acceleration to third party tools generating NetFlow data,

10 http://tcpreplay.synfin.net/
11 http://www.wireshark.org/
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such as nprobe or fprobe. NfSen is an example of the NetFlow collector suitable for
deployment with the HAMOC platform.

5.2.1 Flexible FlowMon
Flexible FlowMon provides a possibility to generate NetFlow/IPFIX data from two
10 Gb/s lines at full rate. It is a reliable source of complete flow statistics even
in anomalous network states, e.g. during a (D)DoS attack. Standard sources of
NetFlow data, such as routers or so ware applications are not able to generate
complete and accurate NetFlow statistics in such situations and therefore their
usage for e.g. network security monitoring is not proper. Details about Flexible
FlowMon firmware were discussed in Section 3.3.3.

5.2.2 INVEA FlowMon, nprobe, fprobe

Although the HAMOC platform provides a finely tuned solution for the gener-
ation of NetFlow or IPFIX, there is a possibility to use third party tools for the
generation of NetFlow data with the support of HAMOC hardware acceleration.

INVEA12 FlowMon is a so ware tool for the generation ofNetFlow and IPFIX
flows. It is a complex solution with a wide set of additional plugins for NetFlow
data processing and analysis.

fprobe13 is a so ware tool for the generation of NetFlow flows based on the
libpcap library. Similarly, nProbe14 is another so ware probe for the generation of
both NetFlow/IPFIX flows with a wide set of added features.

All of these applications can be used with HAMOC and hardware accelera-
tion to achieve a reliable full link rate processing and NetFlow or IPFIX (in the
case of nProbe and INVEA FlowMon) generation.

5.2.3 NfSen
NfSen15 represents a widely used open-source NetFlow collector. It is responsible
for the NetFlow data acquisition, storing and basic visualization. NfSen is fully
compatible with the HAMOC platform NetFlow exporters.

12 http://www.invea.cz/
13 http://fprobe.sourceforge.net/
14 http://www.ntop.org/
15 http://nfsen.sourceforge.net/
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5.3 Deep Packet Inspection

e third group presents an overview of the applications suitable for hardware
accelerated deep packet inspection (DPI) and pattern matching. All standard
solutions performing DPI are limited by the maximum line speed, at which all
incoming packets are able to be processed.

e hardware-accelerated HAMOC DPI platform improves the packets pro-
cessing by two contributions: (i) It performs a distribution of the processed pack-
ets to the multiple CPUs (see Section 3.3.2) and therefore increases the maximum
line rate which is able to process. (ii) It performs packet filtering in the hardware
(see Section 3.3.1). erefore, only a subset of the packet traffic is passed on to
the so ware and thusly we are able to process higher line rates. e following list
represents several possible application of hardware accelerated DPI.

5.3.1 Snort
Snort16 is an open source network intrusion detection and intrusion prevention
system (IDS/IPS). As it combines the benefits of signature, protocol and anomaly-
based inspection, it is one of the most widely deployed IDS/IPS tools worldwide.
It works in the following modes:
— Sniffer – displays network traffic.
— Packet Logger – saves displayed traffic to file.
— Network Intrusion Detection System – IDS.
— Inline Mode – Intrusion Prevention System – IPS.

e possibility of HAMOC to distribute network traffic to the multiple CPUs
allows for running up to eight parallel instances of the Snort application (see Sec-
tion 3.3.2), and also to inspect only a subset of the network traffic by defining
filtering rules. ese improvements increase Snort performance rapidly.

5.3.2 Bro, Suricata, OpenDPI, dsniff

Snort is one example of an IDS/IPS application suitable for the HAMOC plat-
form, but there is the possibility to use any other network security application
performing DPI with HAMOC hardware acceleration.

Bro17 is an open-source network IDS performing DPI. It passively monitors
network traffic and looks for suspicious traffic patterns. Bro first parses network
traffic to extract its application-level semantics, and then executes event-oriented
analyzers that compare the activity with patterns deemed troublesome.

16 http://www.snort.org/
17 http://bro-ids.org/
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Suricata18 is an IDS/IPS system. It is multi-threaded and has native IPv6
support. It is capable of loading existing Snort rules and signatures.

OpenDPI19 is a so ware application for traffic classification based on deep
packet inspection.

dsniff 20 is a collection of network security tools for network auditing and pen-
etration testing, based on DPI.

5.3.3 ngrep, httpry

HAMOC hardware acceleration is suitable also for other network applications,
inspecting packet payloads and extracting particular patterns.

ngrep21 provides functions similar to the GNU grep tool, but applies them to
the network layer. It works over the libpcap library and allows for specifying exten-
ded regular or hexadecimal expressions tomatch against data payloads of packets.
HAMOC hardware acceleration distributes network traffic to the multiple CPUs,
runs multiple ngrep instances in parallel and, as a result, rapidly improves pro-
cessing speed.

httpry22 is an application similar to ngrep, but specialized for displaying and
logging HTTP traffic only. It is not intended to perform analysis itself, but to
capture, parse, and log the HTTP traffic for later analysis.

6 System Performance

Performance is one of the most important attributes of the system. When speak-
ing about the performance of HAMOC platform, we can view it from two per-
spectives: one is the performance of the HAMOC hardware and firmware, and
the other is the application performance of HAMOC platform. In this section we
give an overview of these two perspectives. Hardware performance is described
in the first part and application performance in the second part.

6.1 Hardware Performance

e performance of HANIC hardware can be expressed as the amount of net-
work data that can be transferred to the point where applications are able to read

18 http://freshmeat.net/projects/suricata
19 http://opendpi.org/opendpi.org/
20 http://monkey.org/~dugsong/dsniff/
21 http://ngrep.sourceforge.net/
22 http://dumpsterventures.com/jason/httpry/
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it. ere are some limitations given by the design itself. e COMBOI-10G2 in-
terface card has two 10 GbE ports, which is giving us two situations. e first one
is when only one of the ports is in use, and the second one is when both ports are
used.

When only one 10 GbE port is used, the hardware system is able to transfer all
packets on all lengths to so ware (see Figure 12 and Figure 13). THe CPU load
during data transfer is shown in Figure 12. e peak CPU load is under 40 % and
is lowering with increasing packet length.

Figure 12. HANIC single port throughput including CPU load.

e second situation is more complicated and reveals some hardware limita-
tions which didn’t affect performance on a single port. e major limitation is the
interface over which data is transferred. e COMBO-LXT card is connected to
the motherboard through a PCI Express x8 slot in version 1.3.

e specified maximum transfer rate of a generation 1 PCI Express system
is 2.5 Gb/s per one link. e COMBO-LXT card uses 8 links, so the throughput
should be 20 Gb/s (2.5 x 8), but this is the theoretical raw throughput, and there
are some other things to be considered. First, the data is transferred in 8B/10B
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Figure 13. HANIC single port frame throughput.

encoding, this means there is a 25 % overhead in addition to the size of the data.
is leaves 16 Gb/s out of 20 Gb/s for data transfers. Also a PCI Express system

transfers data in the payload of Transaction Layer Packets (TLPs). TLP overhead
varies between 20 to 28 bytes, depending on the use of 32-bit or 64-bit addressing
and optional 4 bytes for end-to-end cyclic redundancy checksum. ere are some
other sources of overhead like Link Protocol and Flow Control Protocol [7].

e performance of a PCI Express system is greatly affected by the system
parameters and specifications of themachine, for example its chipset. ACOMBO-
LXT card uses an 8-lane Virtex-5 FPGA Integrated Endpoint Block for PCI Ex-
press designs, with a Bus Master Direct Memory Access reference design. Accord-
ing to performance results presented in [7], the burst performance is 13.8 Gb/s
for writing to operating memory and 10.7 Gb/s for reading from it. is is the
burst performance which is not sustainable for longer periods of time, and it was
measured on a machine with the Intel E5000P chipset. e document also men-
tions the performance on a machine with the Intel 965 value chipset. e results
were only 8.36 Gb/s for writing and 10.74 Gb/s for reading.

Figure 14 and Figure 15 show how a COMBOv2 card with a HANIC design
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behaves when it is transferring data from both ports. is is basically a test of
how well it can perform in PCI Express transfers (these results were measured on
a machine with the Intel E5000P chipset). Its performance is somewhere between
10 and 11 Gb/s, which is not sufficient for fully saturated traffic on both ports.

Figure 14. HANIC dual port throughput including CPU load.

6.2 Application Performance

Focusing on the performance of applications running on a HAMOC platform is
another way of measuring system performance. e monitoring of IPv6 tunnels
with packet decapsulation done in so ware can be an example of such an applic-
ation. e application performance was measured by a throughput test during
which packets from a 10 Gb/s Ethernet network link were processed. e meas-
urements ran on a 2.0 GHz quad-core CPU and, beside throughput, CPU load
was also monitored.

roughput was measured for Teredo [8] and 6to4 [10] packets (throughput
of ISATAP [9] packets is the same as throughput of 6to4 packets). In the first
scenario, a single instance of the FlowMon exporter with loaded input plug-in
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Figure 15. HANIC dual port frame throughput.

was processing packets. is setup was unable to process all the packets for short
packet lengths even with a full load on one CPU core. In the second scenario,
packets were distributed to four instances of the FlowMon exporter. Each in-
stance of the FlowMon exporter was running on a different CPU core, providing
more computing power for processing (see Figure 16). All packets with any per-
mitted lengths were processed with medium to low CPU load on every core (see
Figure 17).

e results confirm the benefits of packet distribution in HANIC design [4],
which provides an easy way to scale application performance on multiprocessor
systems almost linearly.

7 System Evaluation

is chapter is focused on the evaluation of the HAMOC platform in the real net-
working environment. We have deployed and evaluated the HAMOC platform in
two use cases. e first one (see Section 7.1) is focused on the long-term monitor-
ing of the backbone CESNET link, including themonitoring of IPv6 tunnels. e
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Figure 16. FlowMon IPv6 plugin throughput – RFC 2544 10 Gb/s compliant test.

second one (see Section 7.2) represents the network security monitoring solution
deployed at the Masaryk University campus, performing a detailed inspection of
monitored traffic and examining the malware presence.

7.1 Backbone Monitoring Use Case

is use case is focused on the monitoring of 10 Gb/s backbone links. A large
amount of network data is being processed during monitoring, which is mainly
aimed at network transfers but not at the payload of datagrams. It is also desirable
to keep measured data for a longer period of time. is requires the use of monit-
oring technology that can describe network traffic in a small volume of data and
can still provide a wide range of information about network traffic. e most com-
monly used technologies today are NetFlow and IPFIX. e traffic is described
by flows, which enables the storing of NetFlow/IPFIX statistics in a fraction of
the original traffic size.

is use case is based on flow monitoring. THe basic architecture is shown in
Figure 18. is monitoring setup uses HANIC firmware (see Section 3.3.2) with
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Figure 17. FlowMon IPv6 plugin CPU load – RFC 2544 10 Gb/s compliant test.

hardware packet distribution, which enables the possibility to runmultiple applic-
ations on the same network data and distribute them over multiple processors [4].
An example of processing data from the same DMA channel is shown in Figure 18
where there are two exporters with different input plug-ins subscribed to the same
channel. Exporter 1 is generating NetFlow statistics from regular traffic and Ex-
porter 2 is generating NetFlow statistics from traffic hidden inside IPv6 tunnels
(input plug-in handles packet detection and decapsulation). An unlimited num-
ber of applications can be subscribed to one DMA channel. Applications can
subscribe to one, some or all DMA channels. is way, performance intensive
application can run in multiple instances on different processor cores, each sub-
scribed only to its share of DMA channels, and applications which do not require
such computing power can subscribe to all DMA channels and run on one core.

It is reasonable to divide traffic between two exporters for each link direction.
All these exporters can send NetFlow statistics to one or more collectors, or they
can send some statistics to one collector and other statistics to another collector.

is behaviour is configurable by simple filters passed to the FlowMon exporter.
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Figure 18. Using FlowMon to monitor backbone links.

7.2 Campus Monitoring Use Case

e second use case is focused on the security monitoring of the campus network.
In this case, we don’t need to process as large amounts of traffic data as in the case
of the backbone link. erefore, we can focus on a more detailed inspection of
the campus traffic and use multiple processing and analytic methods in parallel.

We use a hash value computed from selected header fields for distributing
the campus traffic to multiple CPU cores, see Figure 19. e network traffic is
processed by three installed applications:
— NetFlow exporter application (see Section 5.2) is used to perform longterm

NetFlow/IPFIX monitoring. Campus traffic is exported in the NetFlow or
IPFIX format to the collector, where this data is stored and kept for long-
time archiving. Several NetFlow security tools process the exported NetFlow
data at the collector side and alerts network operators about current network
threats, attacks or malware in real-time.

— Snort application (see Section 5.3) is deployed in the mode of the network
IDS system and performs DPI processing of the campus traffic. Whenever
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any malicious traffic pattern appears in the content of the inspected packets,
the network operators are alerted.

— Wireshark application (see Section 5.1) is installed in an “on demand”mode.
e network operators have the possibility to start capturing campus traffic

to the PCAP files at their request. ere is a possibility to dump complete
campus traffic or to filter out only suspicious traffic and store it for further
detailed analysis.

FlowMon

CPU

Snort

CPU

Wireshark

CPU... CPU cores

Applications

Hash-based Packet Distribution

HAMOC
interface 0

10 Gbps
interface 1

10 Gbps

Figure 19.Using FlowMon, Snort andWireshark applications tomonitor campus
network.

8 Conclusion

In this technical report we have described the platform for network traffic obser-
vation at 10 Gb/s and higher speeds. Instead of developing new and propriet-
ary tools we use well-known applications like tcpdump, Wireshark, Snort, etc. Net-
work administrators and researchers needn’t design new hardware or develop new
firmware to use hardware acceleration in their applications. ey can use stand-
ard network monitoring applications with hardware preprocessing. e HAMOC
platform provides data preprocessing (i.e. filtration, statistic counting, etc.) and
traffic distribution among the processor cores directly in hardware. Such an ap-
proach allows for the handling of 10 Gb/s traffic and overcoming any possible
performance issues typical for so ware-only approaches in high-speed networks.
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Abstract
In today’s networks we can observe an ever increasing complexity and variability
of services. A primary service – constant network connectivity – is accompan-
ied with demands on cost-effectiveness, robustness and sufficient bandwidth pro-
visioning. Specific applications may further require a network to be loss-free,
to guarantee required bandwidth or exhibit low delay with low jitter. In or-
der to address these demands and requirements, measurements must be taken to
render an account of current network status. e measurement result determines
the scope for further improvement, e.g., routing optimization, bandwidth over-
provisioning, anomaly mitigation and others. We propose to deploy a FlowMon
probe in order to extract relevant information about network traffic from high-
speed links. e FlowMon probe is based on a concept of flow measurement
which provides an aggregation of the traffic but retains a sufficient level of detail.

Keywords: flow, measurement, FPGA

1 Introduction
Most modern communication services (the world wide web, streaming, databases,
e-mail, on-line shops etc.) now use the Internet infrastructure. Its reliable opera-
tion also depends on large-scalemeasurement that is capable of providing accurate
data about traffic patterns, applications used, hostile activities etc. In this respect,
NetFlow or IPFIX protocol seems to be a widely deployed scheme of flow meas-
urement in some networks. It can help network operators to manage their current
networks or plan new network topologies. Other management techniques such
as bandwidth provisioning, detecting DoS attacks, billing and accounting also re-
quire detailed measurement. Currently available measurement devices have their
limitations in terms of performance and flexibility. In particular, for security-
related applications it is not acceptable to get information about only a random
portion of the network traffic when the measurement device becomes overloaded,
for example during a DoS attack. Moreover, some devices support only NetFlow
v5 protocol which renders it impossible to modify or add statistics.

A standalone dedicated device, such as a FlowMon probe, has several bene-
fits. For example, it is not necessary to replace routers that do not support flow
measurement. Also, the probe has sufficient performance capability to cope with
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any network traffic mix, and, at the same time, provides reasonable flexibility in
terms of how and what is measured. In addition, further experimental enhance-
ments have been made to support innovative features, such as application identi-
fication.

e project was started six years ago and since then several flow measure-
ment probes and other related tools (such as NETCONF remote configuration
so ware or IPFIX collector) have been developed. e first probe was a proof of
the concept that shows the feasibility to implement IP packet flow measurement
on board with FPGA chips. Despite the fact that its performance was poor, it out-
performed standard so ware probes. e second implementation was improved
in both functionality and performance. It was able to monitor up to 3 million
packets per second (holds for shortest packets) or up to five gigabits (holds for
longest packets). ese probes are successfully used to monitor networks by our
GEANT2 partners such as SURFnet, SWITCH, ISTF (monitoring the Bulgarian
NREN), etc. e ever growing speed of links inevitably led to redesigning both
network acceleration cards and the structure of flowmeasurement on the card and
PC. e outcome was a basis of the current form of the FlowMon probe. During
its evolution, the probewas enhancedwith a precise timestamp generationmodule
to support delay measurements and the correlation of gathered data from several
probes. Another extension was aimed at detecting specific patterns in the payload
of packets to determine the application traffic carried.

e objective of this technical report is to describe two stable implementa-
tions of a FlowMon probe, which are available as distribution packages for down-
load at the Liberouter1 web site. e report describes the parameters of the probe
and the method of its configuration. e deployment and experiments carried
out are analyzed at the end.

2 Design

A FlowMon probe is a passive network monitoring device based on the COMBO
card equipped with a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). e FPGA serves as
an accelerator of packet processing. A FlowMon probe is able to collect dynamic
data about IP flows and export them to external collectors in theNetFlow (version
5 and 9) and IPFIX format.

Current FlowMon probes are based on the general architecture shown in Fig-
ure 1. First, each captured Ethernet frame is marked with a precise timestamp.

en, L2-L4 layers are analyzed and selected header fields are extracted. Packets

1 http://www.liberouter.org
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are assigned to flows according to the extracted data and flow statistics are aggreg-
ated. Finally, the exporter encodes the information about each flow in the desired
output format and forwards the data to the collector. e architecture was used as
an essential starting point to determine which functions belong to hardware and
which functions can be implemented in so ware.

Network

Tra�c
NetFlow/IPFIX

Timestamp

Assignment

Packet

Processing

Flow

Processing
Exporter

Figure 1. Processing of the traffic for each port.

Packet preprocessing is distributed to several stages. First, incoming packets
are analyzed and selected fields are extracted from L2-L4 protocol headers. e
extracted fields are assembled into a specific but simple and short data structure
(Unified Header - 64 bytes in total). us, the length of data processed in all fol-
lowing sub-blocks of the probe is reduced to 64 bytes per each packet, irrespect-
ive of its length. e flexibility of the probe is achieved by collecting different
header fields in several FlowMon variants. FlowMon variants focus on the sup-
port of either standard NetFlow or temporal characteristics that may be useful,
for example, for L7 application identification. A subset of the extracted fields is
considered as a flow identifier. Packets containing identical flow identifiers form
a flow. In the second stage, Jenkins hash is computed from the flow identifiers.

e computed hash is used as an address in the flow processing. Flow processing
involves the aggregation of the UnifiedHeader in flow records, the storage of flow
records in the flow cache and the flow cache management. Flow cache manage-
ment must deal with situations such as collisions when more flows are mapped
to the same hash value, further, it must deal with the inactivity of a flow (when
a flow is inactive for a time period longer than inactive timeout) or its persistent
activity (a flow is active for a time period longer than active timeout). Based on
an occupancy or timeouts, the flow records are released from the flow cache. e
exporter assembles several released flow records into a packet in the NetFlow v5,
v9 or IPFIX format and sends it to a collector.

A common feature of FlowMon probes is the assignment of a highly precise
timestamp to all captured frames at the network interface. e timestamp mod-
ule [1] uses time signaling provided by a GPS module, if it is connected to the
COMBOv2 card.

Another important feature of FlowMon probes is that they are invisible at the
second and higher layers of the ISO/OSI network model, so an attacker is not
able to find out that a monitoring of his or her activities is being performed. is
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transparency is achieved by a cut-through repeater (Figure 2) implemented in the
firmware. When the firmware is correctly loaded to the Combo card, the probe,
independently of the state of the rest of the design and so ware, retransmits all
the traffic from port 0 to port 1 and vice versa. When needed, it is possible to stop
the repeater in one or both directions.

Processing 0

Processing 1

Repeater

port 0

10 Gbps

port 1

10 Gbps

Figure 2. Repeater connection.

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the possible connections of the FlowMon probe to
the network. e simplest option is exploiting a SPAN port of a router or a switch
(Figure 3). e disadvantage of this regime is that routers are forced to send all
packets, not only to their correct output port but also to the SPAN port. In such
a scenario, the queues inside the router may overflow, thus some packets may be
dropped and not monitored. Another option is to insert an optical splitting device
into the network line (Figure 4). In this case, all traffic is monitored by the probe,
and it preserves the time characteristics of the passing traffic. e built-in repeater
in the probe (Figure 5) offers all advantages of the optical splitter solution and
does not need another device. However, the splitter solution does not work when
the card is not working (e.g., because of a power outage).

Local Network

FlowMon Collector
Internet

Figure 3. FlowMon probe inserted at a mirror port.
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Passive
Optical Splitter

FlowMon

Collector

Figure 4. FlowMon Probe Connected via an Optical Splitter.

Monitored Link

FlowMon

Collector

Figure 5. FlowMon Probe Inserted in Line as a Repeater.

3 Architectures
We have implemented two solutions of the mapping of the proposed architecture
to hardware and so ware. Both architectures implement packet preprocessing
in the hardware. FlowMon Light (FlowMon LT) aggregates flow information
entirely in the so ware, whereas FlowMon Full divides flow information aggrega-
tion between hardware and so ware. Export of the aggregated data is done in the
so ware via the external FlowMon exporter in both FlowMon implementations.

We use an INVEA-TECH2 FlowMon exporter as an aggregator and exporter
of flow statistics. e exporter can generate flow statistics based on raw packets,
but there is an alternative which allows for customizing the exporter to a specific
input. If the input plug-in is installed, its task is to transform input data into an
exporter-readable format. is is also the case of a FlowMon probe which uses
a combination of FlowMon probes and input plug-in. e data from the card is
transported to the so ware using high-throughput SZE2 interface in the form of
Unified Headers (FlowMon Light) or flow records (FlowMon Full). e input
plug-ins transform these structures to a flow structure readable by the FlowMon
exporter, which may further aggregate received data or export the data to a col-
lector. An exporter can export flow statistics in one of the following formats:
NetFlow v5, NetFlow v9 or in IPFIX.

2 http://www.invea-tech.com
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3.1 FlowMon Light (LT)

FlowMon LT implements the mapping of the general architecture to hardware
and so ware modules, as shown in Figure 6. Even though the flow cache is im-
plemented in the so ware, hardware preprocessing of the input network traffic
allows the probe to achieve high throughput.

In case of FlowMon LT, the task of the firmware is to process incoming pack-
ets, extract and assemble simple 64B-long Unified Header which is transferred
to the so ware. Subsequently, this preprocessed data is aggregated and expor-
ted. Despite the hardware preprocessing, flow aggregation and flow cache man-
agement on 10 Gbps networks is still too complex for a single processor core to
handle. In order to address this problem, the workload can be spread between up-
to eight instances of the exporter. In such a case, Unified Headers are distributed
in the FPGA to eight DMA channels, four per network port. e distribution
among DMA channels is flow-wise. It means that it is guaranteed that all Uni-
fied Headers belonging to a single flow are transported through the same DMA
channel. Hence, the exporters do not have to mutually synchronize collected flow
records when they access the preprocessed data, nor is the flow broken into several
parts. e rest of the flow processing is handled by the exporter itself. In sum-
mary, multiple FlowMon exporters serve as a distributed flow cache in the whole
metering process.

e FlowMon LT probe was also equipped with an application-identification
engine. e engine identifies the application carried in the traffic based on a spe-
cific pattern occurring in L7 protocol. e core of the engine is a pattern match
unit [2] which is integrated in the packet processing block, and its task is to scan
the L7 data of all captured packets for a pre-defined signature (regular expres-
sion) of up to 32 L7 protocols. ese signatures might be arbitrarily defined.
By default, we support a subset of L7 signatures to detect 32 protocols such as:
ssh, telnet, sip, NBNS, http, dns, BitTorrent, Samba, Apple Juice, Counterstrike,
Direct Connect, Doom, eDonkey2000, IMAP, IRC, Jabber, MSN, POP3,RTSP,
Shoutcast and Icecast, SNMP, SOCKS, SSDP, TeamSpeak, Tor, VNC, X11. An
example of IRC signature:

# IRC - Internet Relay Chat - RFC 1459
/^(nick[\x09-\x0d -~]*user[\x09-\x0d -~]*:|user[\x09-\x0d -~]*:[\x02-
\x0d -~]*nick[\x09-\x0d -~]*\x0d\x0a)/i

e information about the detected protocol is added into theUnifiedHeader
structure as a bitmap. e L7 protocol detected in the flow can be exported to the
collector. e L7 classification as well as advanced time statistics are not embed-
ded in all FlowMon LT variants. It is possible to download a package with vari-
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Figure 6. FlowMon Light (LT) layers.

ous combinations of L7 and time statistic features. So there are basic NetFlow,
NetFlow with L7 detection, mestats, and mestats with L7 detection packages
available.

Figure 7 shows FlowMon LT throughput when only one port out of the two is
utilized andmeasured. Measurement of throughput using both ports is presented
in Section 5.

We are planning to implement an interface for custom configuration of the
probe. e goal is to generate the hardware part that is capable of parsing and
extracting any fields from the L2-L4 protocol headers based on user requirements.

e configuration will affect the amount of data that is sent through PCI Express.
When the probe is deployed on the network with lower throughput it might be
possible to collect more and more data from the packets without discarding any
packets prior to the exporting process.
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Figure 7. roughput of the FlowMon LT when only one port is monitored (RFC
2285).

3.2 FlowMon Full
FlowMon Full is a state-of-the-art network probe that performs flow aggregation
of two 10 Gbps Ethernet interfaces directly in the FPGA. is yields superior per-
formance when compared to other approaches, as the accelerated network card
transports already aggregated flow records to the host memory for an export to a
collector. e exporter is able to export aggregated data either in a NetFlow (ver-
sion 5 or 9) or in IPFIX format. e division of tasks between FPGA and so ware
is depicted in Figure 8.

Most of the flowmeasuring process is implemented in the FPGA. Input pack-
ets are analyzed and selected header fields are extracted into a Unified Header.

en the hash value is computed for flow identifiers, i.e., all packets from a cer-
tain flow are labeled with the same hash value. A hash is a direct address to the
hardware flow cache. e hash collisions are solved by replacing a current flow
record with a new colliding flow record. Besides a collision, a flow may also be
released based on its inactivity, long activity, or an overflow of some counter in
the flow record tends.
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Figure 8. FlowMon Full layers.

e hardware flow cache is implemented partially in the QDRmemory on the
card (as a second level cache) and in on-chipmemory blocks (as a first level cache).

e use of two-level cache hierarchy enables the processing of both large number
of flows and heavy-hitter flows, i.e. flows that account for significant amount of
network bandwidth. When a flow record for an input packet is loaded, it is up-
dated according to values in headers of the Unified Header, and then stored back
to both levels of the cache.

Flow records which have been released are transported through a single DMA
channel to the CPU for further processing. e provided exporter performs the
secondary aggregation of flow records. e secondary flow cache in so ware man-
ages the flow records in the same way as the flow cache in the firmware, and its
expiration is based on the same types of timeouts. e secondary aggregation
can be performed at a much lower speed and at the same time may use available
RAM memory of the host computer. erefore the aggregation ratio of incoming
packets at the network interface and outgoing flows is very high.
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We provide two variants of the FlowMon Full. One is specialized in Netflow
measurement and is capable of exporting more header fields but the length of the
provided timestamp is only 32 bits. On the other hand, the mestats design type
provides 64-bit timestamp precision at the cost of omitting some header fields such
as ICMP type and code, Class of Service, or me to Live. e goal of mestats
design is to compute additional temporal statistics for each flow. me measure-
ments are performed with the nanosecond precision. For each flow, its start, end,
and duration is determined together with the minimal and maximal time differ-
ences between two consecutive packets. In addition, the dispersion and arithmetic
mean of all packet differences in the flow are computed.

Figure 9 shows the throughput of the design measuring flow temporal statist-
ics. No matter what packet length, the design is able to process two fully utilized
ports on shortest packets.

Figure 9. roughput of the time statistics design of FlowMon Full when both
ports are monitored (RFC 2544).
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4 Configuration

4.1 Hardware configuration

COMBO card behaviour is very much dependent on a variant of the loaded firm-
ware. A er one of the FlowMon implementations is loaded, the so ware recog-
nizes the variant and provides an interface for the configuration of the available
parameters. e actual configuration affects the sampling rate, repeater settings
and card exporting timeouts. ere are two ways how to modify the configura-
tion. One way is to use the fflowmonctl script, which modifies only the current run
of the probe and all settings are set back to their defaults a er the probe is restar-
ted. is is useful when the user needs to change the settings temporarily. e
second way is to change the default values in the probe configuration file. e
file configuration is persistent and affects the probe a er its restart. It is recom-
mended to use file configuration for long-term measurement because, in the case
of an accidental probe restart, all settings from the configuration file are loaded
automatically.

4.2 Exporter configuration

An exporter has several parameters which allow the user to customize the export-
ing process to his or her needs. It can be started manually, by the FlowMon script
or automatically by the FlowMon start-up scripts upon a system boot. e manu-
ally started exporter is locked to the first CPU core by default. is is sufficient
when only one exporter is started, but if there is more than one exporter run-
ning on a system, exporters should be locked (based on a parameter) to different
CPU cores. Any exporter can subscribe to multiple virtual interfaces (outputs of
a DMA channels). If two or more exporters subscribe to the same interface, the
incoming data is shared among all of them and is not removed until all exporters
are finished processing it. As described previously, the FlowMon LT provides 8
virtual interfaces, 4 per each network port. is means that all incoming packets
on a network interface are distributed among 4 virtual interfaces flow-wise, which
means that a given flow is always delivered in its entirety through the same DMA
channel to the same CPU core. e exporter can subscribe either all four inter-
faces to see the complete traffic on the network interface, or just to some of them,
so as to see only a portion. In the case of a heavily loaded link, it is recommended
to run several exporters, one per each virtual interface and CPU core, in order to
efficiently utilize all computation resources available in the host computer. e
exporter also allows for parameterization of its flow measurement and exporting,
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using volatile or persistent configuration.

4.3 FlowMon scripts

In order to start a FlowMon probe manually, COMBO drivers must be loaded. It
can be done by themodprobe tool, but we recommend to use thefflowmonlkm script
which loads all required modules at once. e FlowMon Full and LT probes can
be started by the scripts fflowmon and fflowmon-lt, respectively. ese scripts al-
lows the user to select a variant of a design for the COMBO card and start the
exporter with a proper input plug-in. e scripts load parameters from the hard-
ware and exporter configuration files, and, in addition, they also allow for manual
configuration.

4.4 Start-up script

e start-up script starts the FlowMon probe upon each system boot according to
the configuration file automatically. is includes the loading of COMBOdrivers,
booting the selected variation of the design and starting all exporters specified in
the configuration file. e start-up scripts help the probe to overcome unsched-
uled reboots, such as power failures. e configuration file is actually a list of
definitions of environment variables used by the scripts. For easier configuration,
each variable is described in detail directly in the configuration file. A start-up
script and a configuration file are very similar to other scripts and configuration
files commonly used in UNIX systems.

4.5 Description of important parameters

Sampling – the user can modify the sampling rate and sampling type of the probe.
It is the rate in which packets are sampled on the interface prior to any processing.

ere are two types of sampling supported, constant and random. Constant
sampling means that every n-th packet is processed, whereas random sampling
means that each packet is sampled with the probability 1/n.

MTU – the user can set the maximum transmission unit (MTU) for a receiv-
ing interface, which is the maximal frame length that is accepted for processing.
Currently, jumbo frames longer than 4096 B are not supported. We plan to add
support for up to 16384 B long jumbo frames to the FlowMon LT designs in the
very near future.

Repeater – a FlowMon probe supports four types of repeater settings. e
traffic from port 0 can be forwarded to port 1, or traffic from port 1 can be forwar-
ded to port 0. e user can also set the repeating in both directions, or disable
the repeating process entirely. e repeater is not affected by other settings like
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sampling or MTU.
Default design – the default variant of available designs. is setting affects

FlowMon start-up scripts. A er each reboot for which a start-up script is enabled,
the specified version of design is booted.

Default exporters – same as default design, but this settings affects the start-up
of the default exporters. Each default exporter has its whole configuration spe-
cified in the configuration file. e configuration consists of the NetFlow protocol
version (or IPFIX), transport protocol for flow records, CPU core lock, collector
host name and port etc.

4.6 Examples of configuration

Loading of COMBO drivers:

$ fflowmlkm -l

Booting netflow design and starting exporters specified in configuration file:

$ fflowmon-lt -F netflow -e

Booting the netflow design and starting an exporter which will use NetFlow
version 9 for exporting. Records are sent to collector.liberouter.org, port 60000:

$ fflowmon -F netflow -e -p NF9 -c collector.liberouter.org:60000

Manually started exporters (it requires booted design). e exporters are
locked to 4 different CPU cores and use different FlowMon interfaces – the entire
traffic from port 0 is divided to four exporters (CPU cores) flow-wise. A proper
input plug-in is loaded and the collector is set. It is important is set a different
exporter identification number, because otherwise the collectormay not recognize
the reported data correctly:

$ flowmonexp -m 1 -d -E fflowmon_input_plugin.so,0:1 \
-l 1 collector.liberouter.org:7776

$ flowmonexp -m 2 -d -E fflowmon_input_plugin.so,0:2 \
-l 2 collector.liberouter.org:7776

$ flowmonexp -m 4 -d -E fflowmon_input_plugin.so,0:4 \
-l 3 collector.liberouter.org:7776

$ flowmonexp -m 8 -d -E fflowmon_input_plugin.so,0:8 \
-l 4 collector.liberouter.org:7776
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5 Results
e performance of the probe is a primary factor that is important for the reported

data to remain unbiased and usable for applications such as anomaly detection,
accounting and others. In order to measure the performance, we have built a
simple testbed consisting of a Spirent Traffic Generator, which capable of gen-
erating 10 Gbps traffic on 2 network links and a server (8× Xeon CPU E5410 at
2.33GHz, 10 GB RAM) with either Myricom or COMBOv2 cards. Both devices
are directly connected through two 10 Gbps lines, at first via a Myricom card and
subsequently via a COMBOv2 card.

Figure 10 shows the performance of four different implementations of a flow
measurement. We compared two variants of so ware flowmeasurement (using an
INVEA-TECH exporter) where one of the variants is accelerated by bypassing the
standard Linux stack, and two implementations of the FlowMon probe, FlowMon
LT and Full. ese implementations underwent a performance test designed as
follows:
— Both links are always utilized to simulate the measurement of a single full

duplex link.
— e length of all packets is fixed during one round of the test, but the length

is gradually increased throughout the whole testing.
— According to RFC 2544, the throughput of a device for a particular packet

length is obtained from a binary search for a link utilization when no packet
is lost.
Exporter with a Dual Myricom: is is a performance of a solution that does

not implement any optimization. e Myricom card is used in a factory-default
state (without any upgrades) and treated as if it was an ordinary network card,
i.e., there is no optimization of transfers between the card and the host memory,
so that all incoming frames are passed to the user space through a standard Linux
stack.

Exporter with a DualMyricom SNF: e performance of a flowmeasurement
system is significantly improved if a special firmware is uploaded to the Myricom
card and an optimized driver is installed to support the PCI Express transfers by
decreasing the number of interrupts. Also, a proprietary interface is used to access
the incoming frames which allows for bypassing the Linux stack.

FlowMon LT: When very short packets are being received on both input
ports, the probe has very high demands on the PCI Express bandwidth (each
packet generates one Unified Header which are transferred in bulk). Unfortu-
nately, it is not possible to transport all data through the PCI Express x8 slot
when the probe is under a heavy load of very short packets. However, such situ-
ations are quite rare in a real network environment. FlowMon LT handles full
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Figure 10. roughput of four flow measurement implementations under two
fully loaded 10 Gbps network interfaces.

throughput on both ports if 106B or longer frames are being monitored on aver-
age.

FlowMon Full: anks to an on-card flow cache, this design is able to process
even the shortest packets at maximum speed. However, due to the limited size of
the on-card cache, the performance may decrease when the number of flows ex-
ceeds a certain level. If the traffic exhibits no locality, i.e. every packet belongs to
a different flow, then the cache limit is reached precisely when the number of flows
exceeds its capacity. In such a situation, the performance would decrease as indic-
ated in Figure 11. Under normal circumstances, the network traffic exhibits some
degree of locality, which is observed as packet trains (bursts) and heavy hitters.

erefore. the performance would drop only if the number of flows exceeded the
cache capacity multiple times.

e FlowMon LT and Full implementations differ not only in their perform-
ance, but also in consumed resources. Overall resources consumed on the Virtex-5
LXT155 chip are shown in Table 1.

Further, the FlowMon LT probe was deployed in the CESNET network infra-
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Figure 11. roughput of FlowMon Full in dependence on the number of flows.

Table 1. Virtex-5 LXT155 resource utilization of FlowMon variants.
Implementations and variants Slices BlockRAMs
FlowMon LT without L7 78 % 33 %
FlowMon LT with L7 91 % 67 %
FlowMon Full 87 % 89 %
FlowMon Full + meStats 85 % 88 %

structure. e intention was twofold. e primary goal was to measure network
traffic. e focus was given on IPv6 traffic as the probes are IPv6 ready. Despite
a forthcoming IPv6 era only a minor percentage (less than one per thousand) of
total flows belongs to IPv6, compare the scale of Figure 12 with IPv6 flows and
Figure 13 with all flows.

e second aim was to show the functionality and reliability of the probe
under real network conditions. e probe was running without a stall or mis-
behavior for more than a month. During that period there were few very short
intervals when the collector did not receive any data. But we can rule out that
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Figure 12. Number of IPv6 flows per 5 minutes interval as reported by FlowMon
probe.

this was due to the probe, as the collector was not able to receive any data from
other independent NetFlow exporters and we mark this down to the loss of net-
work connectivity at the collector side. Anyway, both the probe and the collector
recovered from this situation correctly, without a need to restart. Figure 13 shows
the measurement of the number of flows per 5 minutes intervals on the CESNET
link Ostrava-Pionier from October 9th till November 14th 2010.

6 Conclusion

is report presented a general description of a flow measurement pipeline and
its two implementations using a hardware accelerated network card and a host
computer. e standard flow measurement was further extended with additional
capabilities such as an application identification engine or precise time statistics.

e probes were deployed on a real networkwhere they showed their ability to cor-
rectly measure real traffic. Before and during deployment, the probes were heavily
tested and many bugs were revealed and fixed. e probes were also tested in a
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Figure 13.Number of flows per 5minutes interval as reported by FlowMonprobe.

testbed against a Spirent traffic generator. Both probes provide superior perform-
ance, which is limited by the PCI Express bandwidth in the case of FlowMon-LT,
or by the capacity of an on-card memory in the case of FlowMon Full. In both
cases, though, the hardware support and the so ware flow cache allow for mon-
itoring of a large number of concurrent flows at high speed. Both probes are
available, a er registration, in the form of RPM packages from the Liberouter
web pages.

A challenging task is to finish tools that would allow the probe to be fully
configurable. e intention is to provide nearly any and all information about
the network traffic and assign it to a flow which can be arbitrarily defined by the
user.
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Hardware Packet Filter with IPv6 Support
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Abstract
is technical report describes an extension of the classification algorithm in the

NIFIC packet filtering engine that allows for filtering IPv6 traffic. e classific-
ation algorithm implemented in the NIFIC device uses the longest prefix match
operation on the source and destination IP addresses. e existing LPM al-
gorithms and architectures are able to achieve high throughput for the IPv4 pro-
tocol, but they are not well suited for the IPv6 protocol because of their time com-
plexity or high memory requirements. erefore, we proposed a new algorithm
for the longest prefix match based on a fast look-up operation using a hash func-
tion and the Tree Bitmap algorithm. e proposed algorithm was mapped to the
hardware architecture and implemented as a pipeline of processing elements. e
resulting hardware architecture is able to achieve the wire-speed throughput for a
100 Gbps network. Moreover, the results show that our implementation of Hash
LPM is able to achieve constant time complexity and use much less hardware
resources than TCAM or the Tree Bitmap algorithm alone.

Keywords: Packet Filter, Hash, Tree Bitmap, FPGA, NIFIC

1 Introduction
e growth of computer networks provides ever expanding opportunities for sus-

picious activities. e amount of worms, viruses and network attacks is steadily
growing. Moreover, with the increasing speed of data networks, network secur-
ity devices need more computation power to be able to process traffic on current
multi-gigabit network links. Standard so ware tools cannot be used even for cur-
rently common 10 Gbps networks.

One of the common and widely used network security devices is a packet filter
which performs filtration of incoming traffic according to a configuration given
by a set of rules. e high-performance hardware-accelerated packet filter NIFIC
[2] was developed by the Liberouter project of CESNET. e packet filter uses
a COMBOv2 [4] card to achieve wire-speed throughput for two 10 Gbps lines
and supports up to 1000 filtration rules. e core of the device is a classification
algorithm that is based on problem decomposition [FPGA09]. e NIFIC packet
filter has been deployed as a hardware firewall for the Liberouter intranet network.

e NIFIC packet filter provides high throughput and supports a large num-
ber of filtering rules. However, so far it has been limited only to the IPv4 protocol.

is technical report describes an extension of theNIFIC packet filter that enables

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies V: Selected Technical Reports, p. 155–166
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support for the IPv6 protocol. e implementation of IPv6 support requires ex-
tending the longest prefix match (LPM) part of the classification algorithm in
order to be able to perform the IPv6 prefix look-up. We analyzed the possibilities
of existing algorithms and architectures for LPMwith regard to the speed of IPv6
address processing and the amount of resources consumed in the FPGA chip on
the COMBOv2 acceleration card. Finally, we decided to develop a new algorithm
which is based on the Tree Bitmap algorithm and uses hash functions to increase
processing speed. e proposed algorithm is well scalable and is able to balance
between time and space complexity.

e technical report is divided into five sections. e introduction is followed
by an overview of the classification algorithm used in the NIFIC packet filter.
Section 3 describes existing algorithms for LPM look-up and Section 4 introduces
the new Hash LPM algorithm. Section 5 contains experimental results showing
the performance of the algorithm and Section 6 concludes the report.

2 e Classification Algorithm

e whole algorithm of packet classification is described in detail in [4] and [2],
we therefore only give a short summary here. As mentioned in the introduction,
the classification algorithm is based on the problem decomposition, where the
classification of a packet is divided into several steps. e crucial parts of the
classification are the longest prefix match algorithm, which finds the most specific
prefix value for IP addresses, and the perfect hash [5] function with purposeful
collisions, which is used for the rule number search.

e classification algorithm follows:

1. Header extraction. Relevant header fields are extracted from the packet header.
2. Longest prefix match (LPM). e extracted IP addresses are processed by the

LPM algorithm in parallel to find the best matching value from a given set
of prefixes. en each prefix is mapped to a unique number, the bit width of
which is guaranteed to be smaller than the original one. We take advantage of
this bit-width reduction feature also for the rest of the header fields, therefore
all header fields are processed by some kind of the LPM algorithm. We use
different approaches like the Tree Bitmap [Tree], TCAMs or a simple table
for different header fields. e result of the LPM algorithm run on all header
fields is an output word - the concatenation of all single LPM results.

3. Perfect hash. e result of the LPM algorithm serves as an input to a spe-
cially constructed perfect hash function which uses the random acyclic graph
search. is function uses purposeful collisions for mapping all pseudo-rules
(the combination of LPM outputs, which should match to single rule) to one
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rule number.
4. Final comparison. e result of the perfect hash may be a false positive (a

packet always matches to some rule), therefore the final comparison of header
fields with the rule is needed. If the comparison is not successful the packet
did not match any rule.

e algorithm was implemented using the NetCOPE1 platform, a simplified
hardware implementation of the classification algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

Header

Field
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Perfect

Hash
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sion

Rule

Table

Treebitmap 32 b

Treebitmap 16 b

Table & others

TCAM

Others

LPM word

All header !leds

Rule

number

Valid ActionPacket
Ports

IPv4

MAC

Figure 1. Implementation of the classification algorithm

An incoming packet is parsed by the Header Field Extractor and the header
fields are sent to the LPM stage to be mapped to a unique number. Different
implementations of LPM are used:

— MAC addresses are processed by associative memories (ternary content ad-
dressable memory, TCAM).

— IPv4 and ports are processed by Tree Bitmap algorithms [3].
— Other fields are processed by tables or other small and fast engines.

e results of LPM engines (prefix numbers) are concatenated into a single
word and sent to the perfect hash block. In this block, the perfect hash algorithm
is performed and the rule number is given as the output.

e rule number is sent to the final comparison block where this number is
used as the address to the rule table. e rule saved in the rule table contains all
header fields from the original rule and an action which should be performed with
the matching packet (pass, drop). e packet header fields parsed by the HFE are
then compared to header fields saved in the rule. If the match is positive, the valid
action is given as the output.

1 http://www.liberouter.org/netcope/index.php
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3 Related Work – LPM
e most difficult part of extending the classification with IPv6 support is the

implementation of LPM for IPv6 addresses. As was mentioned in the previous
section, the IPv4 prefix number look-up is performed by Tree Bitmap engines
and MAC addresses are processed by TCAMs. Both approaches could be also
used for the IPv6 prefix look-up.

Using TCAMs for the prefix look-up is a straightforward and widely used ap-
proach that can be easily implemented. e TCAM LPM engine works as shown
in Figure 2. e TCAM memory could return more than one positive match but
because the data are ordered by the prefix length, the most specific prefix can be
found and the unique number of this prefix is returned as the result.

2001:0db8:ab81:76ef::1428:57ab

2001:XXXX:XXXX:XXXX:… 1

2

DATA PREF

2001:0db8:XXXX:XXXX:…

2

2001:38a1:6332:XXXX:… 3

Result

Pre x number

Pre�x numberIPv6 Address TCAM LPM Engine

Figure 2. Implementation of the IPv6 prefix look-up by TCAM engine.

As there is no external TCAM on the COMBOv2 card, the TCAM is imple-
mented inside the FPGA. e implementation has a significant drawback: it con-
sumes a large number of FPGA logic resources (LUTs - Lookup Tables), and the
consumption grows linearly with the number of supported IPv6 prefixes. ere-
fore the TCAM in the FPGA is usually small and can support only a limited num-
ber of IPv6 prefixes.

e Tree Bitmap algorithm is described in detail in [3]. Our implementation
of the algorithm is based on the prefix tree, which is divided into sub-tree nodes
where every node stores information for four bits of input data. In fact, the whole
structure is a tree of trees. In each node, the following information is stored:

— Pointers to the successive nodes – if there are any.
— Prefix numbers for valid corresponding prefixes.

e Tree Bitmap engine goes through each sub-tree node until there is no
successive node. When a valid prefix is found, its number is saved. If more valid
prefixes are found during the traversal, the old one is always re-written by the one
that has just been found, therefore the number corresponding to the most specific
prefix is returned as the result.
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Figure 3. Implementation of the IPv6 prefix look-up by the Tree Bitmap engine.

Figure 3 illustrates the principle of the algorithm.
e implementation of the Tree Bitmap engine has two significant disadvant-

ages. Firstly, it needs one clock cycle to process a single node. As the IPv6 address
is 128 bytes long, it takes 32 clock cycles to process the whole address. erefore,
the only way for achieving the full throughput is via the parallel usage of several
Tree Bitmap engines. Secondly, the representation of the whole address needs up
to 31 different nodes (4 bits of input data per node) in the worst case scenario,
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which results in high memory requirements.
e matching speed of the Tree Bitmap algorithm could be increased by pro-

cessing more bits within one clock cycle, but only at the cost of even higher
memory requirements. e size of one Tree Bitmap node grows exponentially
with the amount of bits processed within one step.

4 Hash-based LPM Algorithm

e TCAM implementation is not a satisfactory solution for the IPv6 prefix look-
up due to the limited number of IPv6 prefixes that may be supported. e Tree
Bitmap implementation is not suitable either, because of high memory require-
ments for representing a single IPv6 prefix, which also limits the number of sup-
ported IPv6 prefixes.

Other algorithmic approaches, such as Patricia Trie, Luela Trie, Hexa and
other currently used longest prefix match algorithms are also not suitable for this
task because of the same reason as the Tree Bitmap: they need many successive
steps to process a single IPv6 address.

AS a consequence of this, we designed a new algorithm with a good balance
between the processing speed andmemory requirements. Our goal was to achieve
the wire-speed throughput for two 10Gbps ports and to reduce, as much as pos-
sible, the size of the memory which is used to store IPv6 prefixes.

Figure 4. Stages of the Hash LPM algorithm.

e proposed algorithm consists of three stages, which are shown in Figure 4.
At first, multiple hash functions are used to match prefixes of different lengths in
parallel (Prefix hash of length 1 to k). For every length P1, P2, . . . , Pk, one prefix
can be found. Because of the use of hash functions, the prefix is matched in con-
stant time. In the second step, the longest prefix is selected and sent to subsequent
matching using the Tree Bitmap algorithm. e Tree Bitmap algorithm starts the
processing at the address given by the hash value calculated in the first stage, and
compares only bits which were not processed by the hash function.
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As hash functions are used to match a part of the IP address, the traversal
through the tree of IPv6 prefixes is significantly faster than the Tree Bitmap al-
gorithm alone. Using a hash function, the algorithm can jump directly to any
level of the tree within a single step, so sequential processing by the Tree Bitmap
algorithm is significantly reduced and higher throughput is achieved. Moreover,
throughput is simply scalable by the number of parallel hash functions, because
the maximal amount of the Tree Bitmap steps is given by the distribution of hash
lengths in the tree of prefixes.

A pass through the prefix tree for parallel hash functions h1, h2, h3 and h4

is shown in Figure 5. e lengths of prefixes for h1, h2, h3 and h4 are labeled
PHL_1, PHL_2, PHL_3 and PHL_4. We can see in the figure that hash func-
tions can go directly to the level of the tree marked with the dashed line. en
the child nodes can be reached by the Tree Bitmap algorithm. For the IP address
in Figure 5, hash function h2 matches the longest prefix and goes directly to level
PHL_2. A er that only two Tree Bitmap iterations are used in order to find the
longest prefix in the tree.

Figure 5. IP address look-up in the tree of IPv6 prefixes.

e proposed algorithmwasmapped to the hardware architecture in Figure 6,
and supports the longest prefix match for both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. e pro-
cessing of IP addresses starts in the Hash Prefix Units (HPU), which are used for
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the fast look-up of an IP prefix in the memory. Every HPU works with a different
prefix length. As can be seen in Figure 6, the number of HPU units is different for
IPv4 and IPv6 addresses because of the dissimilar depths of corresponding prefix
trees.

Figure 6. e hardware architecture for the Hash LPM algorithm.

e result of the HPU is the address of the Tree Bitmap node which is the
starting point for the processing in Tree Bitmap Units (TBU). e address is sent
to the TBU through multiplexers. One multiplexer is used to switch between the
IPv4 and IPv6 parts of the architecture, and a second multiplexer is used to select
the longest prefixes matched by the HPUs. e lengths of prefixes in HPU are
organized in the same order as multiple XOR inputs. erefore the control logic
of multiple XORs can be simple and does not increase the latency of the system.

TBU units use an address from the input interface to read the Tree Bitmap
node from the memory and perform one iteration of the Tree Bitmap algorithm.
Both TBU units are pipelined and share one dual-port memory. e result of
every TBU is a matched prefix or address to the next Tree Bitmap node. As every
node describes four bits of IP address and two TBU units are available in the
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architecture, up to eight bits can be matched by the Tree Bitmap algorithm just
a er the hash match in the HPU.

e proposed architecture is fully pipelined and is able to return one result
of the longest prefix match in every clock cycle. Moreover, the implementation
of the architecture is able to operate at 156 MHz in the Virtex-5 LX155T FPGA.

is means that more than 150 million prefix matches can be performed within
one second and the architecture can be used for wire-speed processing of a 100
Gbps network. For the NIFIC device, the performance requirements are much
lower, because NIFIC has only two 10Gbps input ports. Consequently, source
and destination IP addresses can be matched by the same hardware unit without
a performance loss.

5 Results
To evaluate the proposed algorithm and architecture, we made a speed and area
comparison of the Hash LPM algorithm with already implemented LPM engines.

We compared the speed of the longest prefix match look-up using a TCAM
LPM engine, a single computation unit of the Tree Bitmap algorithm and the
Hash LPM algorithm.

e results of the comparison are in Table 1. e TCAM engine needs only
one clock cycle per single look-up, therefore the IPv6 address could be processed
in every clock and the throughput for 100 MHz (almost maximum frequency of
TCAM and Tree Bitmap engines) is 67 Gbps.

On the other hand, the Tree Bitmap algorithm needs 32 clock cycles for IPv6
processing, therefore the throughput of a single computation Tree Bitmap unit is
only 2.1 Gbps for the implementation running at 100 MHz.

e Hash LPM algorithm is implemented as a pipeline of computation ele-
ments. e pipelining makes it possible to reach high frequency and also to give
the result of a prefix look-up every clock cycle. e implementation running at
100 MHz therefore has the throughput of 67 Gbps. However, the throughput of
100Gbps can be achieved for implementation running at a frequency higher than
156 MHz.

Apart from the speed comparison, we also made a comparison of consumed
resources for all three LPM engines, where the look-up engines were implemented
to process two 10 Gbps lines at wire speed. e Tree Bitmap engine is therefore
composed of 10 Tree Bitmap computation units to achieve 20 Gbps throughput.
We synthesized the implementations for different numbers of minimum suppor-
ted IPv6 prefixes to Virtex-5 LXT155T technology (97280 LUTs, 97280 flip-flops,
212 BlockRAMs). e results are summarized in Table 2.

e results show that TCAM and Tree Bitmap engines could be used only
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Table 1.Comparison of processing speed for TCAM, Tree Bitmap andHash LPM

IPv4 IPv6
TCAM f [MHz] 100 100

Cycles 1 1
T [Gbps] 67 67

Tree bitmap f [MHz] 100 100
Cycles 8 32
T [Gbps] 8.4 2.1

Hash LPM f [MHz] 100 100
Cycles 1 1
T [Gbps] 67 67

Table 2. e amount of resources for different numbers of minimum supported
IPv6 prefixes

TCAM Tree Bitmap Hash LPM
IPv6 addr. LUT FF BRAM LUT FF BRAM LUT FF BRAM
64 3207 402 0 4669 4158 20 1820 1697 8
128 5883 467 0 4839 4168 35 1820 1697 8
256 11225 596 0 4859 4178 70 2740 2407 10
512 21847 853 0 4889 4178 130 3632 3117 13
1024 43310 1366 0 4859 4178 255 3632 3117 13
2048 86277 2391 0 4859 4178 510 4568 3827 15
4096 – – – – – – 6296 5247 20
8172 – – – – – – 12620 10217 38

for a maximum of hundreds of IPv6 prefixes, for a larger number both engines
consume large amounts of resources – LUTs in the case of TCAM and BRAMs in
the case of the Tree Bitmap engine.

e Hash LPM algorithm is suitable even for thousands of IPv6 prefixes. It
consumes 13 % of LUTS, 11 % of flip-flops and 18 % of BRAMs for 8172 suppor-
ted IPv6 prefixes.

6 Implementation of IPv6 Filtering in NIFIC

In the first phase, we decided to re-use already implemented TCAM look-up en-
gines to make the implementation of the IPv6 classification as fast as possible. As
was shown in the previous section, the implementation of the IPv6 prefix look-up
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by TCAMs consumes a large amount of FPGA resources, therefore we made the
following two changes. Firstly, the classification by MAC addresses is omitted to
save resources. Secondly, only the high 64 bits of IPv6 address could be used for
classification, so the TCAMmemory size is halved. ese two restrictions make it
possible to support up to 128 unique 64 bits long IPv6 prefixes for classification.

is first phase implementation is already integrated into the NIFIC packet filter
and will be released as a stable package by the end of 2010.

However, the support of only 128 64-bit IPv6 prefixes is not suitable for a
larger IPv6 rule set. Consequently, in the second phase the Hash LPM engine
was integrated to the NIFIC packet filter architecture. e so ware support for
the Hash LPM engine is currently under development.

7 Conclusion
is technical report describes an extension of the NIFIC packet filter with the

IPv6 protocol support. Since existing LPM algorithms are not suitable for IPv6
classification, we proposed a new Hash LPM algorithm which is based on a fast
look-up by the hash function and several sequential Tree Bitmap steps. e pro-
posed algorithm addresses time-space tradeoffs and is able to balance the amount
of consumed hardware resources, the memory size and the processing speed.

For the proposed Hash LPM algorithm, a pipelined hardware architecture
was designed and implemented in a Virtex-5 LXT155T FPGA which is present
on the COMBOv2 acceleration card. e implementation allows for wire-speed
throughput on 100 Gbps links and supports thousands of rules involving IPv6
addresses. Moreover, as can be seen from the experimental results, the proposed
architecture consumes significantly less hardware resources in comparison to the
TCAM or Tree Bitmap implementations.

On the basis of these findings, the NIFIC packet filter extension with IPv6
protocol was divided into two phases. In the first phase, the LPM for the IPv6
was implemented using a TCAM, with the limitation that only the high 64 bits of
an IPv6 address could be used for classification. In the second phase, the TCAM
engine was replaced by the new Hash LPM algorithm.

e first phase is available as a package in the testing repository, the second
phase is still under development because the configuration so ware is not finished
yet.
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Abstract
e SIP server, as well as other servers providing services in an exposed net-

work, o en becomes the aim of attacks. As the SIP server is considered to be
the key component of the SIP infrastructure, it is necessary to assess the level of
security and robustness, to be able to face the prospective threats. is technical
report deals with a system generating penetration tests, which are used to check
up the SIP server and test its vulnerability. e tests represent a group of the
most used and effective attacks nowadays, they enable composing an analysis of
security risks and to point out the weaknesses of the tested system. e report
also includes the description of applications that are used for the generating of
the tests. e system is designed as a modular web application, which enables an
access without dependency on the operating system and adding next test mod-
ules. At the end, the results achieved in practical testing are summarized and next
functions suitable for the future system extension are proposed.

Keywords: VoIP Security, SIP server, Penetration test, Scanning, Monitoring,
Manipulation, Flood DoS, SPIT, Countermeasures

1 Introduction
Systems designed to test and monitor networks or other components are quite
wide-spread these days. Examples of the principle ones are Nessus [1], Retina [2],
Snort [3] and others. e majority of these systems allow for testing the whole net-
work infrastructures and protocols used for communication between components.
None of these solutions, however, enables a complex testing of VoIP infrastruc-
ture and SIP servers which are the key and most vulnerable components of the
network. e system we developed, under a working title SPT (SIP Penetration
Testing), was designed as a penetration tests simulator for SIP servers. Based on
the analysis of intrusions, the person who initiated the testing (“the tester”) re-
ceives feedback in the form of test results, as well as recommendations about how
to mitigate potential security risks that were discovered. e advantage of this
solution is that the system simulates real attacks from the external network, i.e.
the system does not need to be placed in the same network as the target compon-
ent DUT (Device under Test). is is frequently one of the prerequisites to be
able to use other testing tools. e SPT system was implemented as a web ap-
plication accessible through a standard web browser and therefore independent
of the operation system’s platform.

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies V: Selected Technical Reports, p. 167–181
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As the solution was developed as a part of the research intent of the CESNET
association, this system will also be incorporated into its network and will be ac-
cessible a er signing in using the federated identity (eduID.cz) [4]. is should
also prevent the system from being used for purposes other than testing. Once
signed in, the tester enters the required data into a web form and chooses the tests
to be run. e output of the application once the tests have been completed is
an e-mail report to the tester. is report contains the results of the tests; and,
in case some penetrations were successful, it also contains recommendations and
measures to mitigate such attacks in the future. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of
the SPT system. e following chapter describes the individual testing methods
in detail, their implementation, algorithms used, and the impact on the target SIP
server.

Internet

CESNET2 Network
VoIP Infrastructure

LAN

Web Form

Mail Results

tester

SPT VoIP PBX

IP Phone

IP Phone
Smartphone

penetration tests penetration tests

Figure 1. SIP Penetration Tests System Scheme.
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2 Application Platforms, Algorithms and eir me Evaluation

Although the system is primarily designed for penetration tests on SIP servers,
in reality it can perform full-scale attacks on a particular component and provide
feedback on it to the tester. us, it is necessary to ensure that the developed
system cannot be abused by a third party. e system was designed as a LAMP
(Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) server [8] and its complete administration, in-
cluding the installation, is carried out via a web interface. For the reasons stated
above, the systemwill be incorporated into the CESNET network and will only be
accessible to authorized persons, once the tester fills in the IP address or domain
name of the exchange SIP server and the email address to which the test results
will be sent to. Using checkboxes, the tester may define the range of the modules
offered for testing. Individual modules are described below in detail.

2.1 Scanning and Monitoring Module

In order to be able to carry out an efficient and precise attack on a SIP server, the
potential attacker needs to find out a great deal of information about a particular
component. is is why we first developed a Scanning and Monitoring (“S&M”)
module for the SPT system, which is used to test the security of the exchange
against attacks aimed at obtaining information bymeans of common and available
tools (Figure 2).

ese tools include for instance Nmap [9] or the even more popular SIPvi-
cious [10]. e SPT system also uses these testing tools. By means of these tools,
it is possible to obtain a list of listening ports, or a list of user accounts created
on the exchange concerned from an unsecured server. Where the server is not
secured sufficiently, they can obtain even the most important information, that is
passwords to individual accounts. When the tester turns on the test to be carried
out, the Nmap application is used first to establish open ports. Given the time re-
quirements of the Tn [s] test, the testing is by default restricted only to several of
the most frequently used ports. Using the web form, the tester can set the range
of the tested ports. However, the total time set for testing using Nmap is 1800 s
(30 minutes). e list of available ports is subsequently included in the assess-
ment report together with recommendations about how to minimize such ports
scanning. Another test which the SPT system can carry out aims at establishing
whether the SIP server’s security allows for obtaining a list of user accounts. For
this purpose, SIPvicious is used. By sending out OPTION and ACK requests, the
application detects what accounts are defined on the SIP server. By default, the
system tries the 100-999 range of accounts. Again, the tester may define his or
her own range of tested numbers Enr, or import a text file containing strings of
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Figure 2. SPT System – S&M Module.

alpha-numeric characters or words Edr.
e time required to check and create a list of Te [s] accounts can be expressed

by Equation (1), where c=0.02603 is a time constant obtained by repetitive meas-
urements on a sample of 1000 potential accounts on different target SIP servers
[7].

Te = c·(Enr + Edr). (1)

e number of valid accounts Ev is derived from Equation (2) where Ei is the
number of accounts that have been reviewed by the system but not defined on the
SIP server.

Ev = (Enr + Edr)–Ei. (2)

Once the system has tested the security of the SIP server against detecting ac-
counts, the possibility to detect passwords for individual accounts is tested. Again,
this testing is carried out by SIPvicious. Using a pre-defined range of possible nu-
meric passwords Pnr or an imported text file with alpha-numeric characters or
words Pdr, it obtains a list of passwords for individual accounts. me require-
ments for this test are expressed in Equation (3).

Tp = Ev(Pnr + Pdr)·c. (3)

As shown in Equation (4), we can now determine the estimated time required
to carry out the complete S&M test Tsm. Using the module, we can verify whether
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the target SIP server is sufficiently secured against such scanning and monitoring
attacks.

Tsm = Te + Tp + Tn. (4)

2.2 Denial of Service Module
One of themost frequently occurring attacks is DoS (Denial of Service). In reality,
it consists of several attacks with the same characteristic feature – to lock up or
restrict the availability of the attacked service so that it does not function properly.
Several types of DoSs [11] can be used to achieve this; our system tests the SIP
server using the most frequently used attack, Flood DoS. e principle of the
attack is to send a large volume of adjusted or otherwise deformed packets to the
target component so that it is unable to provide its core services. As a result of
the attack, CPU load increases and most of the available bandwidth is consumed,
resulting in the SIP server being unable to service regular calls, or only aminimum
amount of them. To generate Flood DoS, the SPT system uses two applications:
udpflood [12] and inviteflood [12]. When using udpflood, the system generates UDP
packets of 1400 bytes which are directed at the SIP default port 5060 of the target
SIP server. e tester defines the number of generated packets and the system
tests whether the packets arrived at the SIP server and whether they cause some
restriction of the service availability, see Figure 3. Since we know the packet’s
size and therefore also the size of the Ethernet frame Fudp, we can, based on the
number of generated packets Pn and the available bandwidth Bw, determine the
time Tudp [s] required to carry out the test, see Equation (5).

Tudp = FudpPn/Bw. (5)

Table 1 provides an overview of the time required for different numbers of
generated packets Pn and different bandwidth Bw. When the other application,
inviteflood, is used for testing, the system generates INVITE requests at the SIP
server which are directed at an existing account. is method is very success-
ful as most of today’s SIP servers require an authentication for INVITE requests.
As the INVITE requests generated by our system do not contain any authentic-
ation string, the SIP server returns the SIP answer “407 Proxy Authentication
Required”.

With the large volume of incoming requests, the load of the SIP server’s CPU
increases. e tester can set the value of a valid account in the system manually,
or it can be randomly selected from the previously obtained list of valid accounts
Ev. As in the previous case, we can, based on the number of generated packets Pn
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Figure 3. SPT system – DoS module.

Table 1. Udpflood Attack me Duration with Different Bandwidths and Num-
bers of Generated Packets.

Bandwidth [Mbit/s] and the Attack me Tudp [s]
Number of Packets – Pn 10 25 50 100

100 000 113.12 45.25 22.63 11.31
200 000 226.24 90.50 45.26 22.62
300 000 339.36 135.75 67.89 33.93
400 000 452.48 181 90.52 45.24
500 000 565.60 226.25 113.15 56.55
600 000 678.72 271.5 135.78 67.86
700 000 791.84 316.75 158.41 79.17
800 000 904.96 362 181.04 90.48
900 000 1018.08 407.25 203.67 101.79
1 000 000 1131.20 452.5 226.3 113.1

and the available bandwidth Bw, determine the time Tinvite [s] required to carry
out the test, see Equation (6).

Tinvite = FinvitePn/Bw (6)

Figure 4 illustrates the impact of the change in bandwidth on the CPU load
when simulating an udpflood attack. e chart also clearly shows resistance of
the two popular open-source SIP servers, Asterisk PBX [5] and OpenSIPS [6],
to the UDP Flood DoS attacks. Both exchanges have been installed on the same
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HW of a Dell PowerEdge R510 server to eliminate any potential differences in
computational performance. To change bandwidths, we use an HW emulator
from Simena Networks. e CPU load on individual exchanges was measured by
means of dstat [13]. e chart shows that OpenSIPS is many times more resistant
to UDP DoS attacks than Asterisk. Total time required to carry out the DoS tests
Tdos is determined as in Equation (7).

Tdos = Tudp + Tinvite (7)

e results and success rate of DoS tests carried out are included in the report
for the tester.

Figure 4. Impact of change in bandwidth on CPU load in case of udpflood attack.

2.3 Registration Manipulation Module

Once the potential perpetrator obtains information about existing accounts, he
canmanipulate these accounts quite easily. e SPT systemwe developed can also
test the SIP servers’ security, i.e. measures against manipulating the registration,
see Figure 5.
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To carry out this test, the system uses reghijacker [12] which substitutes the
legitimate account registration with a fake, non-existing one. is type of attack
can easily be expanded to a so called MITM, Man-in-the-Middle [11]. In this at-
tack, a non-existent user is substituted by a valid SIP registration and all incoming
signaling and media to the legitimate registration will be re-directed to the newly
created registration. In this case, the tester needs to define the value of the SIP
account which is to be stolen in the system and where the authentication of the
REGISTER request is allowed, as well as a password to this account. Where the
tester fails to define these values, the system automatically assigns an account and
its password from the list created while scanning and monitoring the exchange.

e time required to carry out the test Trm is insignificant compared to operational
times of other modules.

Figure 5. SPT System – RM Module.

2.4 SPIT Module
Today, one of the most popular attacks on the Internet is spam. It is estimated
that spams account for 80–90% of total attacks on the Internet. Security experts
predict that Spam over Internet Telephony (SPIT) will be a major threat in the
future. e level of annoyance is even greater than with classical spam. Our team
in CESNET has developed SPITFILE [14], [15] which has served as a testing tool
while developing security against such types of attacks. e SPT system uses the
core of this application, together with Sipp [14], [15], to simulate a SPIT attack
on the target SIP server (Figure 6). In the form, the tester defines a valid SIP
account (the called party to which the SPIT call will be directed) and a password
– credentials of the caller with which the call will be initiated. Where the tester
fails to define these values, the system automatically assigns an account and an
appropriate password from the list created while scanning and monitoring the
exchange.
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Figure 6. SPT System – SPIT Module.

If the attackwas successful, a SIP call is initiated from the caller’s account, and
the end device with the registered account of the called party starts ringing. Once
the call is answered, a pre-recorded message is played and the call terminated.

e time required to carry out the test Tspit is determined by the length of the
pre-recorded message. e final report on the penetration tests which the tester
receives via e-mail, will, besides information on all previous tests, also contain an
analysis and success rate of the SPIT module’s test.

Figure 7. Division of the SPT system into individual modules.
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Figure 7 illustrates the division of the SPT system into individual modules
and shows the time intervals necessary to carry out individual tests in respective
modules. e time requirements of the whole SPT system can be expressed by
Equation (8). Its value depends on many factors and can radically change in ac-
cordance with the type of tests requested by the tester. Its value is for reference
only.

Tspt = Tsm + Tdos + Trm + Tspit. (8)

3 Practical Testing and Countermeasures

Although the SPT system is still in the phase of intensive testing and develop-
ment, basic operational tests of all available modules were carried out. Each test is
accompanied by a short description of the countermeasure’s principles and meth-
ods [12] which should limit or completely mitigate the potential security gaps that
were revealed during the SIP server testing.

Figure 8 describes the basic testing topology. e system is denoted as SPT
and Asterisk as VoIP PBX. Asterisk was installed at a Dell PowerEdge R510 server.

VoIP Infrastructure LAN

VoIP PBX

158.196.81.205

SPT

195.113.113.137

x7003

7003ab

158.196.81.203

x7001

7001

158.196.81.201 x7002

test

158.196.81.202

Penetration Tests

Figure 8. SIP Penetration Tests System Testbed.
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3.1 Scanning and Monitoring Module Testing and Countermeasures

e first step was to record a SIP server’s IP address and the e-mail address to
which the final report is to be sent. Next, the S&M module and subsequently
Nmap and SIPvicious applications were launched. Values for Nmap were set by
default, the value of Enr for SIPvicious was set to the range between 1000–9999.

e device found all three registered accounts Ev 7001–7003 and listed the open
TCP and UDP ports at Asterisk. Once Pnr was set to 7001–7003 and a text file Pdr

containing the test and 7003ab string, the test to obtain passwords to individual
accounts was also successful (Figure 9a). e total time incurred on testing mod-
ule Tsm = 235 s. If we had to protect and prevent the SIP server from scanning and
monitoring, then an implementation of a firewall is the effective solution, or an in-
trusion detection system that is able to distinguish scanning and monitoring. e
second most effective solution is to divide the network logical infrastructure into
VLANs and decompose the provided services into more physical servers (TFTP,
HTTP servers). e prevention of account and password detection is difficult, as
the tools for detection apply the standard SIP methods and it is no easy matter to
distinguish legitimate behaviour from an attack. In this case, it is recommended
to divide the infrastructure into individual VLANs so as to make the detection as
difficult as possible for an intruder.

3.2 DoS Module Testing and Countermeasures

Using udpflood, the tester sent 500000 UDP packets directly to port 5060. e
bandwidth was set to 100Mbit/s,and Asterisk processed 90 % calls. Once the test
was completed, Asterisk recovered to a full operation mode. For the sake of a
comparison, we substituted Asterisk with OpenSIPS in this test. Call processing
under the same attack was entirely error-free. When we tested using inviteflood on
the valid account 7001, we found out that this attack is much more destructive in
terms of computational power. As early as at the 100000th INVITE request when
Tinvite = 9 s, the CPU load for both Asterisk and OpenSIPS reached 100 % and
failed to process a single incoming or outgoing call. Once the test was completed,
both exchanges recovered to a full operation mode (Figure 9b).

e possibilities of how to protect against Flood DoS attacks are the follow-
ing: to divide the network infrastructure into separate VLANs, to have in use
solely TLS, to implement L2 network elements with DoS detection or to apply a
SIP firewall that can detect DoS attacks and minimize their impact.
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Figure 9. SIP Penetration Tests System Testbed. a) Scanning and Monitoring
Tests, b) DoS Tests, c) Registration Manipulation Tests, d) SPIT Tests.

3.3 RM Module Testing and Countermeasures

When testing the possibility for registration manipulation, we entered values of
account 7003 and its password 7003abmanually into the system. Once the test was
completed, we establishedwhether the attackwas successful. e aim of the attack
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was to de-register account 7003 and to direct all incoming calls to a fake account
which does not exist. us, calls were terminated as unconnected. e call to
7003 was not put through at all, so the test was made successfully (see Figure 9c).

e TCP over the TLS is recommended at transport level to prevent registration
hijacking, because the manipulation with TCP requires a higher complexity and
TLS provides encryption. e next option, how to minimize this threat, is to use
REGISTER message authentication. We could decrease the registration interval,
as well, it is quite simple but effective.

3.4 SPIT Module Testing and Countermeasures

As stated above, we used the SPITFILE application, developed by this report’s
authors, to test the exchange’s vulnerability to SPIT attacks. e tester entered
manually into the system the value of a valid account 7002 on which a SPIT attack
was to be initiated, as well as the value of a valid account 7003 and its password
to it (7003ab), which was supposed to initiate the SPIT call. Once the test was
launched, SPITFILE registered on the participant 7003 and then started to gen-
erate a call to account 7002. e end device registered on 7002 began ringing,
and once the call was answered, a recording with an advertisement was played
(Figure 9d).

A few methods exist about how to restrict the SPIT propagation, which are
more or less efficient, but their combination brings quite a strong protection against
the type of attack. Among these methods the utilization of the various automat-
ically or manually editable lists belong, on their base the call is permitted or pro-
hibited, or, alternatively, an interaction with the voice menu can be the effective
protection against call bots. e authors developed their own solution ANTISPIT
[14], [15] which exploits the specific human behaviour and automatically modi-
fies the Blacklist table without the participation of the called party, the approach
is based on the statistical blacklist.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

e aim of the authors was to develop a tool to carry out penetration tests on SIP
servers. e system that was designed and implemented consists of several mod-
ules that are able to generate selected types of attacks which the authors deem
most popular. e system then analyses to what extent is the target component
secured, dra s assessments containing tests’ results and proposes factual recom-
mendations to ensure security against the threat concerned. e assessment report
is sent as a text document to an e-mail. e system is currently under intensive
testing. It is planned that, in the future, it will be extended to include other test-
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ing modules and functions such as, for instance, the testing of the whole VoIP
infrastructure and heavy testing of individual components within the CESNET
infrastructure.
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Virtual Network Monitoring in FEDERICA
Project
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Abstract
In this technical report, we present a framework for virtual network monit-

oring, which was deployed in the FEDERICA project (Federated E-infrastructure
Dedicated to European Researchers Innovating in Computing network Architectures) [1].
It uses a flow-based approach, which acquires NetFlow data from the FEDER-
ICA network and processes it by the open-source collector NfSen [2]. e NfSen
collector doesn’t provide a special tool for the monitoring of virtual networks. In
particular, we have no long-term statistics about the FEDERICA network avail-
ability in real-time, the possibility to inspect the traffic in respect to particular
virtual networks, nor a possibility to generate regular report statistics. ere-
fore we have extended the NfSen collector by the set of tools supporting virtual
network monitoring.

ese tools support real-time access to the long-term monitoring data and
statistics, provides various types of reports, and performs more detailed views of
the virtual network traffic.

Keywords: FEDERICA, virtual network monitoring, NetFlow, FlowMon,
VLAN, NfSen, 802.1Q.

1 Introduction
FEDERICA [1] is an EU founded project focusing on the implementation of an
experimental network infrastructure for testing new networking technologies. It
is based on the principle of virtualization and builds a virtual infrastructure over
the physical layer of the network using virtual links and virtual nodes [3], see
Figure 1.

erefore, FEDERICA, as a large virtual network, has to have a reliable mon-
itoring and supervising system. We need to know what types of data and along
which routes are transferred through this network, monitor the behaviour of par-
ticular nodes, provide FEDERICA users with detailed information about per-
formed experiments etc.

ere are two basic domains which we need to monitor in the FEDERICA
network. e first domain has to do with the monitoring and management of
the FEDERICA network devices. e SNMP technology is well suited for such a
purpose. is type of monitoring consists mainly of:

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies V: Selected Technical Reports, p. 183–196
© CESNET, 2011. ISBN 978-80-904689-1-7
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Figure 1. Scheme of the FEDERICA virtual and physical layers.

— Monitoring of the states and a behaviour of physical and virtual nodes in the
network.

— Management of the network devices and nodes.
— Providing information needed by FEDERICA administrators.

e second domain of monitoring is focused on the flow-based traffic meas-
urement of the FEDERICA network and consists of:

— Detailed information about the traffic in the FEDERICA network.
— Knowledge about the states of the virtual network infrastructure.
— Providing information needed by researchers using FEDERICA.

In the next section, we introduce a virtual network monitoring system and a
FlowMon probe, which was used for the generation of flow data (in the form of
NetFlow version 9). We describe an overall architecture of the monitoring sys-
tem, and we also present an extension of the NetFlow version 9 format capable
of monitoring virtual networks. Section 3 describes the NetFlow collector NfSen
and our use of this tool for the monitoring of virtual networks. Section 4 focuses
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in detail on the plugins for the NfSen collector, which we developed during our
work. ey provide valuable statistics and details about the traffic and behaviour
of the observed network.

2 Virtual Network Monitoring System

During the initial phase of the project, we had to choose an appropriate methodo-
logy for independent network traffic monitoring. Solutions based on in-line mon-
itoring, such as a router inside the monitoring network generating the NetFlow
data, were not acceptable because the measurement can be influenced by various
situations in observed network, like network tuning, testing, etc. We decided to
use a dedicated monitoring solution, which would be completely independent of
the various network states.

Another aspect of network traffic monitoring is that it is better to avoid using
internal NetFlow engines in network nodes (routers, switches). Such network
nodes may become unstable and we can get incomplete information. On the other
hand, the monitoring at the level of network links is independent of the various
states in the network nodes and precisely reflects the network behaviour.

2.1 FlowMon Appliance

erefore, we decided to choose a completely independent network monitoring
appliance FlowMon [5], which is not connected to the observed network directly,
but just receives a copy of the transferred traffic via specialized devices like net-
work TAPs (Test Access Port) or monitoring ports. Such a device should provide
reliable network statistics in the form of NetFlow data independently on the state
of the network.

e FlowMon probe we used was specially customized for the FEDERICA
project (added VLAN support).

e FlowMon probe provides the following capabilities:

— eight network monitoring ports,
— simple management via web and secure shell interface,
— support of NetFlow version 5 and 9 formats, IPFIX format,
— VLAN tags monitoring,
— IPv4, IPv6, VLAN and MPLS support.

e possibility to monitor VLAN tags in the observed traffic was crucial, be-
cause the virtual links and virtual networks in the FEDERICA project are identi-
fied by the VLAN tags as defined in IEEE 802.1Q standard [6], see Figure 2. e
ordinary devices (as routers) generating NetFlow data are not able to inspect and
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Figure 2. Scheme of 802.1QVLAN standard andVLAN representation inNetFlow
format.

report VLAN tag information. erefore the FlowMon appliance was enhanced
to be able to report VLAN tag information in the NetFlow data.

A similar issue arises at the other end of the NetFlow metering process. Al-
though the NetFlow version 9 format defines VLAN tags (see RFC 3954 [7]) and
we are able to transfer VLAN tags to the NetFlow collectors, the NfSen Net-
Flow collector cannot handle and store them. erefore, we have overloaded the
DST_AS field of the NetFlow version 9 record and used it for storing the VLAN
tags. Consequently, we were able to work with these VLAN tags at the side of the
NfSen NetFlow collector.

Figure 3 provides an overview of the layered architecture of the FlowMon ap-
pliance. e bottomNetwork Layer is responsible for the generation of the network
traffic copy and passing it on in the form of packets to theNetFlowGeneration Layer.

e NetFlow Generation Layer processes the packets, and FlowMon exporters
aggregate them to the NetFlow data including VLAN tags. Exported flows are
stored in the Collector Layer to the NFDUMP [4] data files for further processing.

e top layer is responsible for the processing and presentation of the Net-
Flow data to FEDERICA operators and users. We use a customized NfSen col-
lector extended by the set of specialized VLAN profiles, alerts and monitoring
plugins, as described later.
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Figure 3. FlowMon appliance architecture.

2.2 FlowMon Deployment at Prague Node

Figure 4 depicts the structure of the core FEDERICA PoP (Point of Presence) in
Prague equipped with the FlowMon appliance, and the connection of FlowMon
probe ports to the particular lines. ere are four backbone lines connecting
the Prague PoP with the FEDERICA core PoPs in Athens, Erlangen, Milan and
Poznan. e FlowMon probe monitors eight fiber links (each FEDERICA line
consists of two fiber links representing both directions of the traffic).

3 NfSen Customization for Virtual Network Monitoring

e NetFlow data generated by the FlowMon exporters are handled by the Nf-
Sen collector [2]. is collector is responsible for the NetFlow data acquisition,
storing and basic visualisation. We have enhanced its functionality for support-
ing virtual network monitoring. In the following, we will describe in detail these
features, provided to the FEDERICA administrators and users.
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Figure 4. Deployment of the FlowMon appliance at Prague node.

3.1 Customized NfSen Profiles
NfSen profiles are specific views on the stored NetFlow data. A profile is defined
by its name, type and one or more profile filters, which are any valid filters ac-
cepted by the NfSen tool. We provide a predefined set of profiles and groups of
profiles in the FlowMon web interface offering various views on the FEDERICA
traffic data. e users can choose from the following profile groups:

— Links – this profile group provides an overview of all links (Athens, Erlangen,
Milan and Poznan) monitored by the FlowMon probe at Prague and also
allows for viewing each link separately. e network operator can use these
profiles e.g. for the detection of any problems on a particular link.

— Monitoring – this profile group provides an overview of all network traffic seen
by the monitoring devices in the FEDERICA network, and also individual
views of each monitoring device.

— OSPF – this profile group contains an overall view of an OSPF (Open Shortest
Path First) routing traffic in the FEDERICA network and also limited views
of the OSPF traffic seen at each monitored link.

— Slices – this profile group provides an overview of the traffic in all FEDERICA
slices, and also views of the traffic in selected slices.

— VLANs – this profile group provides an overview of all VLAN traffic and also
views to the traffic in selected VLAN networks. is type of profile is presen-
ted in Figure 5.

— VMware – this profile group provides an overview of the traffic generated by
all VMware machines and also views of the traffic related to selected VMware
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machines.

Figure 5.NfSen Profile representing network traffic in particular virtual networks.

Because the VLAN networks can be created dynamically in the FEDERICA
network, we have developed a tool for an automatic detection of new VLAN traffic
in the FEDERICA network. is tool detects a new VLAN network and creates a
new profile for this VLAN automatically.

3.2 Automatic Alerting

e standard NfSen collector interface provides a tool for automatic alerting. e
network administrator can define a set of alerts based on the conditions depending
on the NetFlow data. e alert itself can execute a specific action based on specific
conditions.

In the case of the FlowMon monitoring center for the FEDERICA network,
we have predefined a set of alerts useful for the link’s state surveillance. If there
is an outage in the network traffic in the particular FEDERICA link, an alert is
triggered and the network administrators receive an email informing them about
the outage details.
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3.3 NfSen Plugin API

NfSen may be extended with plugins to provide additional functionality. We can
add two types of plugins - backend plugins and frontend plugins.

e backend plugins are loaded into the NfSen background when the Nf-
Sen collector is started and provide several functions including periodic data pro-
cessing, alerting conditions and alerting actions. e frontend plugins display
visually any results of the backend processing through web interface. Backend
plugins are implemented as Perl modules and frontend plugins as PHP files. Both
plugins may exchange relevant data over the standard UNIX socket. In the fol-
lowing section, we will describe plugins we developed to support virtual network
monitoring in the FEDERICA network.

4 Collector Plugins Supporting the Virtual Network and
VMware Monitoring

e goal of our work was to extend the NfSen collector by specialized plugins,
which perform regular reporting and provide an advanced monitoring interface,
with special focus on virtual networks. is new interface supports real-time ac-
cess to the long-termmonitoring of data and statistics, and performsmore detailed
views of the virtual network traffic.

We divided this work into two separate plugins. e first of them is focused
on the monitoring and analysis of the virtual networks. e second plugin per-
forms a detailed analysis and comparison of NetFlow data and SNMP data from
VMware virtual hosts. Both plugins should provide FEDERICA users with de-
sired statistics and knowledge about the current and past states of the FEDERICA
network.

4.1 NfSen Plugin Supporting Virtual Network Monitoring

e first plugin is focused on the monitoring of virtual networks inside the FE-
DERICA. Although the traffic in the FEDERICA network is divided into mul-
tiple virtual networks (VLANs), the NfSen collector has no standard tool for de-
tailed VLAN traffic analysis. erefore, the main goals of this plugin are to pro-
cess stored VLAN tags (as described in Section 2.1) and provide detailed statistics
about VLAN traffic, provide graphical representation of monitored data, and also
provide regular reporting to the FEDERICA users.

e detailed architecture of the NfSen Virtual Network Monitoring Plugin is
shown in Figure 6. e plugin consists of three frontend parts and two backend
parts. VLAN traffic overview is shown at Figure 7. e frontend parts are the
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Figure 6. Scheme of the NfSen Plugin Supporting Virtual Network Monitoring.

following:
— e statistic module represents the traffic data from the virtual network in

the text form. It generates the statistics focused on the particular parts and
VLANs of the network, on the various types of traffic, etc. is module uses
SQL queries for requesting statistic data from the backend part of the plugin.

— e graphs module provides advanced graphical interface for the traffic data
analysis using various types of graphs and graphical representation for the
traffic data. We use the JQuery library [8] for graph generation.

— e reporting module automates the data mining and analysis of the traffic
data. e users have a possibility to choose an automatic email delivery of
the reports in the regular intervals.

e backend part consists of the following parts:
— A database update module, which periodically (in hourly intervals) updates

the PostgreSQL database and computes the particular statistics about the vir-
tual network traffic. We use shell scripts, which query the stored NetFlow
data, preprocess the particular network statistics and store them to the data-
base. ese scripts are regularly started by the cron service.

— A reporting module, which generates regular reports and sends them to the
selected email addresses.

4.2 NfSen Plugin Supporting NetFlow and SNMP VMware Monitoring

e second plugin is focused on the monitoring of traffic generated by the VM-
ware machines inside the FEDERICA network. is plugin correlates the SNMP
data provided by the particular VMwaremachine together with theNetFlow traffic
data acquired by the FlowMon probe. Such correlation provides the overall view
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Figure 7. VLAN’s traffic displayed by the NfSen Plugin Supporting Virtual Net-
work Monitoring.

to the state of the FEDERICA network, and to the performed experiments in the
particular VLAN networks and slices.

e detailed architecture of the NfSen NetFlow and SNMP VMware Monit-
oring Plugin is shown in Figure 8. e plugin consists of three frontend parts and
three backend parts. e frontend parts are the following:

— e NetFlow graphs part asks the plugin backend for the NetFlow graphs of
the chosen slice and VLAN networks in a selected time window and presents
them to the user.

— e SNMP graphs part asks the plugin backend for the SNMP data of the
chosen slice and VLANnetworks in a selected time window and presents them
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Figure 8. Scheme of the NfSen Plugin Supporting NetFlow and SNMP VMware
Monitoring.

to the user.
— e statistics part asks the plugin backend for the statistics of the TOP 10

talkers and the list of conversations corresponding to the selected slice and
VLAN networks.

e backend part consists of the following parts:
— An RRD update module, which periodically (in 5 minute intervals) updates

the RRD database [9] for each existing VMware host in the FEDERICA net-
work, for which the SNMPdata are available. is module is regularly started
by the cron service.

— An RRD graphs module, which generates RRD graphs reports and passes
them on to the plugin frontend.

— A Top N module, which queries the NFDUMP tool for the TOP 10 statistics
and for the list of conversations in the selected time window.
Precise time synchronization is very important for the correct representation

of the NetFlow and SNMP data. erefore, the NTP daemon is installed and
running at the FlowMon appliance and VMware machines.

An example of the overview page representing the slice scheme and the traffic
overview is at Figure 9 and detailed plugin output representing both NetFlow and
SNMP data is at Figure 10. We can see an experiment periodically performed in
the CESNET slice. e Iperf tool is used to generate and transfer a large amount
of traffic between the PoPs in Prague, Milan and Poznan.
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Figure 9. Overview of the slice scheme and slice traffic represented by the NfSen
Plugin Supporting NetFlow and SNMP VMware Monitoring.

5 Conclusion
In this technical report, we have presented our work in the FEDERICA project.
Our main contributions are (i) the design of the flow-based monitoring system
for the FEDERICA network, (ii) an implementation of the monitoring system to
the FEDERICA network, (iii) extensions of the NfSen collector by the tools for
virtual network monitoring and (iv) operating this monitoring systems in the FE-
DERICA network.

In detail, we have designed a NetFlow monitoring system and deployed a
customized FlowMon probe 8000 in the Prague PoP. We then customized the
NetFlow collector by a set of FEDERICA profiles and automatic alerts.

Further, we implemented two collector plugins. One provides detailed in-
formation about virtual networks in the FEDERICA network and regular report-
ing about network statistics by representing stored NetFlow and VLAN data.

e other plugin focuses on the NetFlow and SNMP VMware monitoring, and
provides parallel views to both type of statistics.

With these tools, the administrators of the FEDERICA network have a better
overview of the state of the virtual networks, and could easily access information
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Figure 10. A detailed comparison of NetFlow traffic and VMware SNMP records
in the CESNET slice represented by the NfSen Plugin Supporting
NetFlow and SNMP VMware Monitoring.

about any particular VLAN traffic. e end users of the FEDERICA network
thus obtain a detailed view of their experiments performed inside the FEDERICA
network.
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4K Video and Audio Packet Format for
UltraGrid
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Abstract
is report describes a packet format for low-latency transmissions of both un-

compressed and compressed 4K video for UltraGrid platform. e goal of the
format is to be generic enough to support also other types of video and audio
stream, including high-definition video, 2K video and ultra-high-definition video.

e packet format uses RTP headers to support legacy monitoring and analysis
tools.

Keywords: 4K video, packet format, UDP, RTP, real-time transmission, un-
compressed video, compressed video, uncompressed audio, compressed audio

1 Introduction
is memo defines a format for the real-time transmission of high-definition (HD)

and post-HD video streams, including both uncompressed and compressed data.
e packet header structure is defined as simply as possible, with a fixed structure

to simplify processing both in hardware and so ware. e format adopts RTP
header structure [1] to facilitate the interoperability with existingRTPmonitoring
and recording tools. Since RTP packet numbering is highly insufficient for high-
bandwidth data, as witnessed also by other proposals such as RFC 4175 [2], we are
introducing the concept of a data buffer and data position within the buffer. is
mechanism is also flexible enough to support both transmissions of uncompressed
data (for HD video defined in RFC 4175 [2] in such detail so that it is not usable
for almost any low-latency compression) and compressed transmissions including
intra- and inter-frame compression.

2 Use Scenarios
e proposed packet structure is suitable for generic high-bandwidth real-time

multimedia streaming. e reason behind our proposal is that, while several
payload formats have been proposed for RTP during the last five years for high-
bandwidth data (as further discussed in Section 7), they are mostly targeting un-
compressed video and are not flexible enough to support other media types or
even low-latency media with low compression ratios, and therefore high band-
width (such as DXT compression). Another important practical aspect is that

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies V: Selected Technical Reports, p. 199–209
© CESNET, 2011. ISBN 978-80-904689-1-7
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high-bandwidth data is o en sent in multiple channels, be it four 2K tiles for 4K
video or multichannel uncompressed audio. e relative position of these chan-
nels needs to be preserved during the processing in the RTP mixers. us the
standard RTPmechanisms, such as the CSRC field, cannot be reused for this pur-
pose.

e scenarios that are relevant for this proposal include:
— 4K and Super-HD video (up to 4096×3072 or 3840×2160, respectively)

• uncompressed 4 tiles in a single multiplexed stream
• uncompressed 1 tile in a single stream
• compressed 1 tile in a single stream

— 2K and HD video (up to 2048×1536 or 1920×1080, respectively)
• uncompressed in a single stream
• compressed in a single stream

— post-4K video formats
• uncompressed multiple tiles in a single multiplexed stream
• uncompressed 1 tile in a single stream
• compressed 1 tile in a single stream

— audio (44–192 kHz sampling frequency, 16–32b per sample) with a large
number of channels (up to 1024 with the sub-stream ID defined here)
• uncompressed in a single multiplexed stream
• compressed in a single multiplexed stream
• multiplexed in a single stream into the video stream (e.g., HD-SDI format

sent “as is”)

3 Definitions
e key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL

NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULDNOT”, “RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OP-
TIONAL“ in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14, RFC
2119 [3] and indicate requirement levels for compliant RTP implementations.

4 Packet Header
e proposed packet header is composed of a standard RTP header and the pro-

posed payload header, as further discussed in this section.
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4.1 RTP Header
is proposal adopts RTP packet header (RFC 3550 [1], shown also in Figure 1)

for backward compatibility with existing RTP tools. Based on the RFC 3550
recommendation, the packet header is not extended and an additional payload
header is defined.

Figure 1. RTP packet header format [1]. V … version. P … padding. X … exten-
sion. CC … CSRC count. M … marker. PT … payload type.

Because of the limited assignments of payload type in RFC 3551 [4], the pay-
load type MUST be set to 20 for video and 21 for audio. Intentionally, we use
these two values which are unassigned by the RFC 3551 (it is RECOMMENDED
to use unassigned values even in case of an overflow of the number of dynamic
payload types). e actual type of data contained in the payload is specified in
the payload header defined below. e RTP header MUST NOT use any exten-
sion header and the X field MUST NOT be set. All other fields MUST be set
according to the RTP specification in RFC 3550. e RTP stream SHOULD be
accompanied by the RTCP stream.

4.2 Video Payload Header

e proposed header (shown in Figure 2) occupies a fixed size of 20 bytes/octets
to facilitate its efficient processing in hardware. For high-bandwidth data, it is
assumed to use, at least, the maximum standard Ethernet frame size (1500B), or,
preferably, a Jumbo or Super-Jumbo frame size (up to 9000B or even more); thus
we consider packetization overhead marginal. e packet header doesn’t contain
any extending mechanism: if applications need it, it SHOULD be defined as a
part of the payload again; this principle reflects what has been successfully used
in RTP.
Sub-stream ID: 12 bits

identifies substreams within a stream of related data. Such streams with mul-
tiple substreams typically represents the tile position for 4K tiled video (le -
top, le -bottom, right-top, right-bottom). is ID MUST NOT be rewritten
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Figure 2. Video payload header.

by network stream mixers (in the RTP sense), unless the data is processed
accordingly.

Buffer number: 24 bits
specifies the number of the buffer to which the data belongs. Together with
the position in the buffer, it provides full packet sequence information and
avoids problems with short RTP sequence numbers. At 60 video frames per
second and one buffer per frame, it provides for 19.4 hours of continuous
streaming before the numbering turns over.

Payload position in buffer: 32 bits
defines the position of the packet payload within the application buffer. It is
expressed in bytes/octets.

Buffer length: 32 bits
expresses the buffer length in bytes/octets. 232 B should be sufficient to fit
mid-term future video formats, up to a 4×4 matrix of a 4K video (e.g., the
buffer MAY contain up to 3 uncompressed frames 16384×12288 with 3 color
components and 16 b per color component, which comes to a total of 1152GiB
per one frame).

Horizontal resolution: 16 bits
describes the horizontal resolution of the video.

Vertical resolution/audio resolution: 16 bits
describes the vertical resolution of the video.

FourCC: 32 bits
describes the pixel format, codec and compression format using a common
FourCC database1. For video streams with embedded audio, a new FourCC
may need to be defined.

1 http://www.fourcc.org/fourcc.php
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4.3 Audio Payload Header

e proposed header for separate audio streams (shown in Figure 3) occupies a
fixed size of 20 bytes/octets to facilitate its efficient processing in hardware. Only
the fields different from the video payload header are described here.

Figure 3. Audio payload header.

Sub-stream ID: 12 bits
identifies the substreams within a stream of related data, typically audio chan-
nels (e.g., stereo, 5.1, 7.1). is ID MUST NOT be rewritten by network
stream mixers (in RTP sense), unless the data is processed accordingly.

Audio quant.: 6 bits
describes the size of the audio samples. Typical values include 16/24/32, but
for DCD it MAY also be 1 (i.e., delta-sigma conversion).

Audio sample rate: 26 bits
described the sampling frequency for the audio signal. Frequencies up to
16777216Hz are supported, which should be sufficient even for DCD conver-
sion.

AudioTag: 32 bits
describes the audio format using Audiotag2.

5 Packet Payload

e packet payload MUST be sent unmodified in the payload from buffer to
buffer, complying with the FourCC specification for each buffer. For simplicity
and efficiency reasons (this specification is intended for high-bandwidth applica-
tions with possibly very high packet rates), payload headers and other extensions
SHALL NOT be included.

2 http://www.audiotag.org/tags.php
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6 Other Recommendations

6.1 Packet Loss Detection

Packet loss detection can be implemented based on RTP packet numbering. e
intention behind using the RTP packet header is to provide backward compatib-
ility with existing RTP monitoring (namely packet loss and jitter) and QoS ap-
plications.

For the maintenance of the sliding window (buffer) for the reception of pack-
ets, it is possible to store a pointer to the last buffer position received as a continu-
ous block (i.e., without holes caused by packet loss or reordering). is approach
is equivalent to the TCP, which specifies the last continuous byte received plus
one (i.e., next byte expected).

6.2 Packet Reordering

e buffer number and the position within the buffer can be used to insert re-
ordered packets directly onto their position in the receiving buffer.

6.3 Packet Size Recommendation
In order to minimize the number of packets transmitted per second, which is im-
portant especially for so ware-based implementations, e maximum available
frame size SHOULD be used.

6.4 Forward Error Correction

Because the primary focus of this proposed specification is low-latency media
transmission, forward error correction (FEC) provides a useful means tominimize
the effects of packet loss on the receiver side without the need for data retransmis-
sion (which is not an option especially on long distance network links). e FEC
packet format is specified in RFC 5109 [5] primarily using XOR-based parity and
can be used with the packet format proposed in this memo. However, as the
data is not restructured for the network transmission, only a single level (level 0)
of protection is supported. Also, the high packet rate for high bit-rate streams
with smaller packet size may result in larger reordering where the RTP number-
ing range is not sufficient to identify matching packets. If this becomes the case
in practice, the FEC structure will need to be extended. ere is also an extension
specific for Reed-Solomon codes [6].
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7 Related Work

7.1 Related Standards

— RFC 3550 (RTP: A Transport Protocol for Real- me Applications) [1] con-
tains a description of the Real-time Transport Protocol and its usage for real-
time multimedia streams transmissions. We opt for adopting of the RTP
protocol principally due to its data transport being augmented by a control
protocol (RTCP) to allow monitoring of the data delivery, and to providing
minimal control and identification functionality.
On the other hand, the RTP protocol, as it was accepted by e Internet
Society in 2003, is deficient for our purposes, at least in two aspects. e RTP
sequence numbering is highly insufficient for high-bandwidth uncompressed
video transmissions. e default 16 b sequence number overruns in 1.2 s
with a 9000 B large payload of 3840×2160, 8 b 4:2:2 YUV video at 30 fps.
Also, the description of the transmittedmedia provided by the payload type in
the RTP is insufficient. e RTP payload types assignment has already been
closed by IANA (see [4], Section 3), although it barely describes specially
uncompressed and compressed video payloads used in contemporary high-
end video transmission applications (see Section 7.2).

— RFC 3551 (RTP Profile for Audio and Video Conferences withMinimal Con-
trol) [4] defines content-specific format descriptions and encoding rules for
many audio formats (DVI4, G722, G723, G726-40, G726-32, G726-24, G726-
16, G728, G729, G729D and G729E, GSM, GSM-EFR, L8, L16, LPC, MPA,
PCMA, PCMU,QCELP, RED, VDVI) and video formats (CelB, JPEG,H261,
H263, H263-1998, MPV, MP2T, nv) with minimal control, i.e. there is no
negotiation of transfer parameters. However, while the minimum control
paradigm applies also for UltraGrid (and also iHDTV,MVTP-4K and iVisto),
the limited space of payload types and the closed registration by IANA does
not allow us to use static payload types effectively. Because static payload
types are desirable for our application, we use unassigned values of 20 and 21
and further use FourCC in the payload header defined in our specification.

e use of unassigned values is RECOMMENDED by the RFC 3551 also for
dynamic types if the dynamic range 96–127 is not sufficient.

— RFC 3190 (RTP Payload Format for 12-bit DAT Audio and 20- and 24-bit
Linear Sampled Audio) [7] extends the definition of the L16 audio format
and encoding rules provided in RFC 3551 for high-quality audio. Although
UltraGrid adhered to the recommendations provided in this RFC for high-
quality audio transmissions over RTP (see [8] for details), the RFC does not
facilitate transmissions of compressed audio content at all.
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— RFC 3497 (RTP Payload Format for Society ofMotion Picture and Television
Engineers (SMPTE) 292M Video) [9] solves the insufficient RTP sequence
numbering by adding an additional 16 bits for the sequence number to the
payload header. Hence, 32 b are available for the sequence numbering similar
to our scheme. e packetization of the video data into the RTP payload is
performed over individual scan lines of the video. e design of the payload
format in the RFC 3497 is, however, tailored specifically for a SMPTE 292
video and is limited by the 12 b line number header field to represent only up
to 4094 scan lines of video (which, in case of SMPTE 292, inherently includes
line blanking and ancillary data).

— RFC 4175 (RTP Payload Format for Uncompressed Video) [2] defines the
payload format for a range of high-definition video formats such as SMPTE
274Mor SMPTE 296M.RFC 4175 solves the 16 b sequence number deficiency
in the same way as does RFC 3497. e packetization of the video data into
the RTP payload is again performed over individual scan lines of the video.

e data belonging to a particular scan line within a frame of a video is de-
scribed by a 15b line number and a 16b offset within the line in question.
Hence, the payload format is sufficient to support even future video formats
up to a 4×4 matrix of 4K video with 3 color components and 10 b per color
component. However, the scan line based packetization of the video data
renders the packet format unsuitable for compressed video transmissions.

— RFC 4421 (RTP Payload Format for Uncompressed Video: Additional Col-
our Sampling Modes) [10] is not directly related to our needs and to RTP
payload format for video transmissions in general, as it only adds RGB color
sampling modes to the video transmissions signalling defined in [2].

— RFC 5109 (RTP Payload Format for Generic Forward Error Correction) [5]
specifies the concept of FEC packets for RTP, primarily using using XOR
parity. e data is split into media packets and FEC packets. For media
data structured into levels according to their importance, an uneven level of
protection (ULP) is available.
An extension specific to Reed-Solomon codes is available as the RTP Payload
Format for Reed Solomon FEC Internet-Dra [6].

— Specific packet formats for compressed media: ere are a number of RFC-
based standards for compressed media beyond RFC 3551. e purpose of
the format-specific packetization is to allow for specific properties, such as
increased resilience and improved reconstruction of the data in case of packet
loss/reordering. is is, however, achieved at incurring the loss of generality
of the format. e following list is not complete and is intended only to give
pointers to further reading:
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• RFC 2038 (RTP Payload Format for MPEG1/MPEG2 Video) [11],
• RFC 2435 (RTP Payload Format for JPEG-compressed Video) [12].
• RFC 3189 (RTP Payload Format for DV (IEC 61834) Video) [13].
• RFC 3984 (RTP Payload Format for H.264 Video) [14].

7.2 Applications

While the primary application that the packet format has been designed for is
UltraGrid, there are other applications and hardware devices with a similar func-
tionality that could benefit from it as well.
UltraGrid3

So ware application designed for low-latency HD video streaming over IP
networks. e project was started by Gharai and Perkins in 2002 and mul-
tiple clones have been developed by CESNET4, KISTI5 and i2CAT6 since
then. Recent releases also feature support for 2K and 4K video and compres-
sion, while still focusing on low-latency high-bandwidth media transmission.
UltraGrid also implements a data compatibility mode for iHDTV transport.

MVTP-4K7

HD-SDI over IP hardware converter based on FPGA, aimed at very low-
latency 4K video transmissions developed by CESNET.

iHDTV8

So ware implementation of HD video over IP networks created by a consor-
tium of ResearchChannel and the University of Washington and later made
open-source9. It features a custom data transmission format based on UDP
streaming and a very lightweight header structure [15].

NTT i-Visto10

Commercial hardware implementation of HD-SDI over IP by NTT. It uses
proprietary UDP-based packetization and was intended to deliver iHDTV
compatibility.

3 http://csperkins.org/research/ultragrid/
4 http://ultragrid.sitola.cz/
5 http://www.gloriad-kr.org/hdtv/
6 http://wiki.i2cat.net/doku.php/

i2cat:public:clusters:audiovisual:uhdgroup:ultragrid
7 http://www.ces.net/project/qosip/hw/mvtp-4k.pdf
8 http://www.washington.edu/ihdtv/
9 http://ihdtv.sourceforge.net/

10 http://www.i-visto.com/
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NTT JPEG200011 for 4K video
Commercial hardware implementation of JPEG2000 compressed 4K video
over IP for both real-time transmission and recording/playback applications
by NTT. It uses a packet format specified as a part of the product document-
ation.
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Abstract
In this report, we study various use-cases related to the possibilities of virtual
cluster deployment. First, a short summary of already implemented use-cases is
provided, as well as current and/or planned development. e second part con-
tains amore detailed description of two use-cases identified as themost important
for MetaCentrum day-to-day operations and selected for further development in
2010.

Keywords: cloud, grid, virtualization, NGI

1 Introduction
Common grid job scheduling systems are not yet ready to manage virtual ma-
chines deployed on a computing infrastructure. In order to support scheduling of
virtual machines onMetaCentrum clusters, we have developed systemMagrathea,
which allows scheduling systems to deal with several virtualmachines deployed on
a physical cluster node, build them according to user or system requirements, and
schedule jobs to such virtual machines with minimal requirements on the modific-
ation of batch systems. e original architecture of the system is described in [1].
We have extended the system to support management of virtual clusters – groups
of virtualmachines – see, e.g., [3]. In the report [3], a new service called Booot was
introduced – this service is used by the Magrathea system for online virtual node
installation, using images and metadata node descriptions stored in a newly cre-
ated image repository. In the paper [4], service SBF, capable of managing VLANs
across the CESNET network was introduced, together with the possibility to en-
capsulate a virtual cluster to such a dynamically created VLAN. e infrastructure
is thus ready to build clusters of virtual machines out of user-supplied operating
system images, and to handle the clusters in a way very similar to dealing with
ordinary jobs.

While the set of use-cases when originally designing the system was quite lim-
ited (mostly based on the idea of connecting a cluster hosted on the grid to the
user’s own resources in a seamless way), we have come to realize that the tech-
niques developed may be used in many interesting usage scenarios.

In this report, we study various use-cases related to the possibilities of virtual
cluster deployment. First, a short summary of already implemented (i.e., mainly
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the original) use-cases is provided, as well as current and/or planned develop-
ment. In the second part, a more detailed description of several new use-cases
will be given. ose use-cases extend the idea of a virtual cluster connected to a
local network environment and evolve the virtualization effort to a stage where
it can be used for the development of new system images that can be deployed
on the whole MetaCentrum infrastructure, so as to allow users to run strongly
customized environments.

2 Original Use Cases

During the past few years, we have implemented the following usage scenarios of
the system of virtual clusters in MetaCentrum.

Two static domains. Two virtual machines run on a physical one, just one vir-
tual machine is allowed to run a user job. e active domain is given most of the
available hardware resources (CPUs, memory), while the other domain runs with
minimal resources, just to stay visible for the scheduling system. is setup can be
used for dynamic switching between two different Linux flavours, with minimal
requirements on batch system modification. e batch system must merely cor-
rectly handle the situation, when the virtual machine is usable according to batch
system monitoring, but is not available for job submission because the physical
machine is occupied by the second virtual machine.

e virtual machines can be statically installed on the physical substrate. A
new extension, which will support more than two virtual machines on one phys-
ical machine, is planned for development in the next year. Moreover, current
Magrathea versions are capable of installing virtual machines on-the-fly, therefore
the virtual machine images can also be injected to the physical resources on de-
mand.

Preemption. Preemption is an extension of the first scenario. One domain
is set as “privileged” and can preempt a job running in the second, “ordinary”
domain. is setup is used in MetaCentrum when providing privileged access
for cluster owners. Many cluster owners allow the cluster to be used by other
infrastructure users on the condition that the owners have the priority to run their
jobs on the hardware.

In this setup, jobs submitted by the cluster owners can be started in this priv-
ileged domain on the cluster, awaiting only a negligible penalty until the domains
are rescheduled. Jobs in the ordinary domain are suspended while the owners’
jobs run and are resumed a er the privileged job is finished.

A similar setup is also used for large parallel jobs, requiring the co-allocation
of more cluster nodes, mitigating the difficulty of scheduling jobs that are strongly
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heterogeneous in the number of required cluster nodes/CPU cores. When an in-
frastructure is utilized to the limit, suspending jobs blocking several cluster nodes
creates an opportunity for a large parallel job to run.

Virtual cluster. A cluster containing nodes on virtual machines, built from
node images stored in a central image repository. e cluster is built using a
standard batch system interface, with a very minimal difference from a standard
job submission – the cluster is an ordinary job from the scheduling point of view.
Virtual cluster nodes are built on request, according to user requirements on node
properties (which may include, e.g., Linux flavor). Various usage scenarios are
supported, starting from cluster nodes based on the standardMetaCentrum node
image – in such a case, the cluster serves as a reservation of nodes for a user or user
group, and jobs submitted later to the cluster are managed by the central batch
system. In the second scenario, cluster nodes are built from non-default images
(nevertheless images supported by MetaCentrum) providing just the possibility
to run sets of jobs or a parallel job on a different cluster image. In the last scen-
ario, the node image is supplied by users, the OS installed on the cluster nodes
is independent of the management tools provided by MetaCentrum and also job
management on these nodes is completely under user control.

Private cluster. A virtual cluster encapsulated in a private VLAN. Two ba-
sic motivations were identified in [3]: (1) the separation of user-supplied images
from CESNET IP network, for the purpose of not taking responsibility for user-
supplied images in the network of the infrastructure provider, and (2) hiding net-
work complexity, when two clusters separated on national networks can be con-
nected by a single virtual layer 2 network, providing the clusters with a logical
local network. In the first scenario, the cluster consists of user supplied images,
potentially with images managed only by the user (i.e., insecure from an infra-
structure administration point of view). Such a cluster is encapsulated into a
private VLAN, and it is enriched with an additional node which serves as a VPN
access-point. e user can propagate the cluster under his/her own address space
(thus taking responsibility for its network traffic). In the second scenario, nodes
of private clusters serve as an extension of the user’s local network environment,
conforming local addressing and naming schemes.

3 Current Developments in Virtual Cluster Support

e virtualization use-cases described in the previous section were supported in
a PBSPro installation which has been serving as a central batch system for Meta-
Centrum during the last few years. In 2010, we started switching from PBSPro to
a Torque batch system. All MetaCentrum-specific functionality from PBSPro was
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ported to Torque, all scenarios originally supported by PBSPro are currently im-
plemented in Torque, and all new development described in this section is already
based on the Torque installation.

3.1 Transparent Expansion of a Private Cluster

It is most common that MetaCentrum users have their own capacities to run their
computations and solve common tasks. MetaCentrum is used by such users in a
time-to-time basis – for exceptionally resource demanding projects only.

3.1.1 User Environment and Requirements

Users run their own workstations, or small clusters shared with their local groups.
is use case is aimed to the latter one, a user running a local cluster, an environ-

ment typically managed by a local administrator and strongly customized to the
users’ needs.

It is very inconvenient for the users that the usage of their own resources
differs (o en substantially) from the usage of the MetaCentrum infrastructure.

e MetaCentrum goal here is to enable users to include MetaCentrum resources
into the pool of their own machines in a way so that the infrastructure is managed
in the same way: allowing them to use their domestic job planning system, their
local storage, etc. MetaCentrum resources would be used on demand, to add
computation power in requirement peaks.

Let us study the specifics of the users’ own systems, with relationship to stand-
ard MetaCentrum modus operandi.

— Users interact with the computing resources via a local resource manager
(batch system), planning jobs to their site resources.

— e batch system type and configuration, so ware installations, data storage
and handling and other conventions are provided by the local administrator
and the users are familiar with them. e configuration and tools used are
not restricted by requirements necessary in large distributed environments,
for instance storage need not be scalable, or security practices may be quite
loose.

— Local security policy must be followed. Frequently, it involves local network
policy (IP segment based filtering for example). e same policy can apply
for the so ware used – licence bounded to the machine and/or institution.

— e user prefers interaction with the local administrator (ideally dropping in
a neighbouring office), rather than a remote interaction with a MetaCentrum
user support unit. e scientific expertise of the users is frequently firmly
bound to a local configuration and tools. A typical local administrator is a
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scientist doing this task as a part-time job, having the application expertise,
and able to tune the environment to local specific needs.

3.1.2 e Architecture

e solution is based on our previously published work [3] and its current devel-
opment. e architecture contains the following services and components:

— Private virtual cluster – the MetaCentrum service providing resources in the
form of virtual machines connected by a private virtual network.

— User images – the MetaCentrum service allowing users to run their own op-
erating systems in virtual machines.

— Seamless networking, based on the architecture of virtual networking de-
scribed in [3]. e virtual cluster VLAN is connected to the user’s LAN at
network Layer 2. In contrast to the original use-case, in this scenario there is
no need to setup the user’s end of anOpenVPN tunnel, all the work is done by
the underlying network and MetaCentrum services. at part will be further
described in the next use case.

3.1.3 Adding Grid Resources to the Local Cluster

In order to add variable amounts of resources to the local cluster, the adminis-
trator will perform following steps.

— e administrator of the local cluster creates a virtual machine image based
upon the standard installation of a local cluster node. e MetaCentrum
support unit can provide assistance with this task. e image typically doesn’t
need any changes – it can be very similar to an image for the installation of
a new physical cluster node. It can use the local DHCP/DNS, filesystem,
authentication and authorization setup, and other configurations.

— In case of a peak in the user’s demand, the local administrator requests Meta-
Centrum resources for the group by means of submitting a special job that
builds up virtual cluster nodes on the MetaCentrum infrastructure. e re-
sources are provided in the form of virtual machines running the appropriate
image.

— e administrator configures the virtual cluster to be connected via seamless
networking to the home IP segment of the local cluster. e MetaCentrum
virtual machines appear as new nodes of the cluster, having local network
setup and accessible via local network policy.

— e local administrator adds new nodes to the local batch system as new re-
sources. It is important to map correctly the characteristics of virtual ma-
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chines to resource descriptors of the batch system (architecture, number of
CPUs, amount of memory).

— Local users just find more resources and shorter queues in the local cluster
batch system. ey needn’t know anything about MetaCentrum and its ser-
vices. e new cluster nodes can experience higher network latency (based on
the physical location of the MetaCentrum hosting environment used), which
must be taken into account for latency-sensitive applications (parallel jobs,
network filesystem).

3.1.4 A Practical Example

We tested this use case scenario on a departmental cluster located in Pilsen, owned
andmanaged by theUniversity ofWest Bohemia (UWB),NewTechnologyCenter
(NTC) department. e center perfectly fits the use case described above. It has
its own cluster (12 nodes) connected to a dedicated local IP segment behind a
firewall. e cluster uses the local NFS filesystem and non-scalable security and
system configuration (a small number of users with very low fluctuation). e
cluster is administered by one of the users.

User Image. e node setup is suitable for direct transition into the virtual
cluster image – no local data resource is used except the scratch area, all data
including so ware and home directories are on NFS. e user image for virtual
machines was created as a one-to-one copy of the real node, just adding configura-
tion and scripts to automate basic first boot time configuration (getting IP address
and hostname, setting up scratch). e system is based on Debian Linux, and its
configuration was easily changed to use XEN paravirtualization.

Network Setup By using a private virtual cluster directly connected to the
departmental network, wemeet the requirement that virtual machinesmust follow
local security policy. From that point of view we just extended a local VLAN to
the virtual nodes. Virtual nodes are connected at Layer 3 as new departmental
machines for the purposes of routing, IP addressing, DNS, and other services like
DHCP.

Technically, it presented a non-trivial network setup to connect the Meta-
Centrum VLAN dedicated to the virtual cluster with the UWB VLAN assigned
to the NTC cluster. We plan to automate such a setup procedure by designing
and implementing new features of MetaCentrum network manager SBF [4].

e machines hosting the virtual nodes were physically located in the Brno
MetaCentrum site. is poses two issues:
— Network latency implications: as we have previously tested [3], NFS behaves

poorly if a server is in Pilsen and the clients are in Brno. Fluent computations
performed in our experiment are not data intensive so we don’t expect filesys-
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Figure 1. NTC use case network setup

tem latency to cause significant inefficiencies. is is a potential problem of
the use case which must be further elaborated. e situation is complicated
by the fact that, in the real-life operations, the resources for virtual nodes
are dynamically assigned by the MetaCentrum resource pool spanning many
cities, so the virtual nodes can have various latencies.

— Data security – the virtual network of the cluster is separated by Layer 2 net-
working devices and the underlying technology [5] and not accessible to ma-
chines except the virtual cluster members. On the other hand, we extend the
local departmental VLAN through the CESNET national network and it can
be understood as a security risk.
User’s Point of View. e setup of new virtual nodes provided by Meta-

Centrum poses the same procedure as adding new real nodes. e requirements
of this use case were met: users can access MetaCentrum resources transparently.

Currently, the local administrator must control the allocation of resources
(adding and removing virtual nodes). ere is no reason why the local batch
system cannot automate this task. Some batch systems (including the Sun Grid
Engine used in the NTC) have a built-in support for this feature and the Meta-
Centrum virtual cluster service should consider the possibility to provide this
functionality in the future.

e setup described above also revealed some obstacles we had to overcome.
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We solved the problem of IP address assignment for newly created domains
by using a special DHCP setup in which we reserved a pool of IP addresses for
the NTC cluster extension. Each domain is identified to the DHCP server with
the dhcp-client-identifier option with a fixed prefix and random suffix. e
prefix identifies the pool, the suffix one ensures IP address uniqueness.

Another issue must be solved with ssh host keys in order to prevent logging-in
problems because of storing references to known hosts in .ssh/known_hosts files.
Because the hostname of a newly created domain is not known during domain
installation, the only possibility would be to set up the keys during the domain
boot, once the IP address is assigned by the DHCP server. We simply decided to
use one ssh key pair for all the new virtual domains of this cluster.

e user accounts are stored in installation images, therefore no dynamic cre-
ation is needed.

3.2 Custom Virtual Cluster for Video Processing

In the second use case, we focused on a particular application group, mainly
centered around the video processing business (Kit Digital, KitD). e solution
is built on top of previously described components and services (a private virtual
cluster connected to the users’ own network) and its most interesting aspects are:
— Seamless networking – as described in the previous use case, we evolved our

networking solution for private virtual clusters and implemented a solution
where the connection between the cluster’s and user’s VLANs is realized by
network devices. So there is no need for the user’s end of an VPN tunnel
as in a previously published setup [3]. e SBF, our network management
component, was extended by the ability to control the new entity called client
port. at is a point where the flow from the MetaCentrum VLAN is passed
over to the user’s network. It can be a physical Ethernet port with tagged or
untagged VLAN packets. We thus moved the demarcation line from a ded-
icated service virtual node used in the previous setup to the network device
managed by SBF.

— Networking outside the academic network – in this use case we prototyped provid-
ing a private virtual cluster outside the CzechNREN, connecting to the Inter-
net via NIX.CZ. e achieved speed (more than one Gbps) is reasonable. We
selected GRE tunnelling as the underlying technology because it is widely
supported on different types of network devices while still processed in a
hardware layer (at least in the case of Cisco, for tunnels with different source
addresses).

— Windows based worker nodes – the user images of OS are based on Windows,
and thus we demonstrate the ability to provideMetaCentrum resources trans-
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parently to such a user group. Our worker node management system and im-
age repository needs to be extended by features of hardware virtualization,
in order to provide this possibility as a regular service.

Figure 2. KitD use case network setup

e networking part of this use case leads to a prototype of a new functionality
of SBF, the network setting system. We plan to support client ports in the next
version as a standard feature of SBF and implement it in a more generic manner
than in the prototype. e client port should have manageable attributes like port
type (tagged/untagged) and encapsulation type.
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4 Future Work
Recently, several use cases have appeared that should simplify the day-to-dayman-
agement ofMetaCentrum clusters. e implementation of the following use cases
is le as future work.

4.1 User Selectable Environments for the Czech NGI

In the current setup, a virtual machine can be built on either a user’s or a sched-
uler’s request only in the case of a virtual cluster setup. e setup covers the
scenario when a single job requires a specific environment (i.e., a specific cluster
node image), on the other hand, running the single-node cluster just in order to
run a single job is very inconvenient.

In order to support the automation of this case, we have prepared a simple
script providing this functionality based on a virtual cluster setup, while pre-
serving the original PBS command line interface (the qsub command). is script
includes single node cluster creation, submission of a specified job into the node,
and cluster deletion when the job is finished. Albeit this solution solves the ori-
ginal problem, it is not generic enough for other anticipated scenarios and in the
next phase it will be incorporated into the batch system directly, to provide a bet-
ter connection between the cluster representation and the job inside the cluster.

4.2 Virtualization in Day-to-day Management of MetaCentrum Resources

e following scenario is motivated by tuning cluster images for a particular ap-
plication domain. e image will be based on a node image provided by Meta-
Centrum, but modified to fulfill the requirements of one application domain or
user group. In some cases, the modified image cannot be used by other groups
(when changes are not backward compatible) or could result in a less stable im-
age (e.g. when testing a new NFSv4 client). A new image could be stored in the
image repository and can be used upon the specific request of a particular user.
In some cases, a standard virtual cluster scenario can be used, but in most cases,
a virtual machine should be created on-the-fly only for such a job. is request
leads directly to the scenario described in the previous section.

In the second scenario, updates of a standard cluster image are discussed.
Currently, a default cluster image is preinstalled on all nodes, and each update of
the cluster imagemust be coordinated and supervised by the cluster administrator.
We will investigate the possibility of reusing Booot functionality in this scenario,
which could allow us to reinstall the cluster node before a new job is started on
the cluster node.
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5 Conclusion

is year, development in the area of virtual clusters has been mainly oriented
towards usability improvements, motivated by real user group needs. In the next
phase, we will more closely investigate scenarios motivated by production group
requirements, as described in the previous section. New development is planned
also in the area of virtual machine management, as the Magrathea system will be
extended to support more than two concurrently running virtual machines. is,
together with support for new hardware (especially large NUMA machines, cur-
rently not handled by Xen efficiently, and GPGPU-enabledmachines) will require
modification of the complete virtualization layer, while a possible installation of a
parallel scratch system could allow for easier support for the migration of virtual
machines.
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Towards Peer-to-Peer Scheduling Architecture
for the Czech National Grid
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Abstract

e Czech National Grid Infrastructure MetaCentrum has been using central
scheduler infrastructure for approximately the last ten years. is facilitated a
simple administration and the direct support for large jobs running across several
geographical sites. e knowledge of the complete state allowed the scheduler to
provide high quality decision making, incorporating features like fairshare. On
the other hand, this central setup created a single point of failure issue and also
reached its scalability limits.

In this paper we describe our work towards a new distributed architecture
that maintains high scheduling quality while also solvingmost of the single server
issues.

Our new distributed architecture provides both local autonomy and high
scheduling quality. Users can still submit jobs locally, even when cross-site con-
nectivity is lost. Individual schedulers work primarily with their local server, but
still maintain a global state, which allows them to mimic centralized scheduling
features. e architecture still supports central accounting and fairshare across
the entire grid.

Implementation is based on the open-source Torque batch system, which
replaced the previous commercial PBSPro central server installation. Torque
provides a similar codebase, as it has a common ancestor with PBSPro in Open-
PBS. Torque therefore provides a familiar interface for both users and developers.

is technical report is an extended version of the paper published for the
Cracow Grid Workshop 2010.

Keywords: Torque, batch system, peer-to-peer, PBSpro, job scheduling

1 Czech National Grid
e Czech national grid infrastructure is composed from mostly computational

resources. ese are usually clusters that are spread across the country, concen-
trated in several geographical sites (Figure 1).

MetaCentrum is currently experiencing rapid growth in both computational
resources and the user base. is was the prime reason for the new distributed
architecture proposal.

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies V: Selected Technical Reports, p. 223–233
© CESNET, 2011. ISBN 978-80-904689-1-7
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Figure 1. MetaCentrum sites.

e expected growth is mostly due to newly connected sites. New sites not
only increase the instability of the network but, additionally, new site owners ex-
pect a certain amount of autonomy fromMetaCentrum. e unavailability of the
local cluster when connectivity to the central server is lost is usually unacceptable.

As of November 2010, the Czech national grid includes approximately 1500
CPUs with clusters in four cities in 7 total sites. e grid is currently processing
over 100 000 jobs each month.

2 Central Server Architecture
Previously, the used architecture consisted of a single server installation coupled
with a scheduler (Figure 2). is systemwas based on a commercial PBSPro batch
system, which was modified to facilitate the needs of the Czech national grid.

One central server allows the scheduler to work with full state information
from the entire grid. is provides the scheduler with enough information to
make informed decisions, like keeping empty space for starving jobs. Because the
scheduler has complete control over the entire grid, it is simple to provide features
like fairshare or multi-site jobs with additional effort.

2.1 MetaCentrum PBSPro Improvements

e original PBSPro system was greatly enhanced to handle the entire grid and
its requirements. Many stability improvements were implemented to limit the
systems downtime. e original scheduler was enhanced to support all features
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Figure 2. Central server architecture

required in the Czech national grid.
A detailed analysis of the original system and the possibilities for the trans-

formation into a P2P distributed architecture were discussed in [3] and [4]. We
will be discussing the specifics of features ported for the intermediate architecture
and the current state of the implementation.

2.1.1 Configurable Support for Starving Jobs

Starving job support was rewritten, the server now supports setting a time limit
on each queue. If any job is waiting in the queue longer than the specified time
limit, it is considered starving. Starving jobs are scheduled onto all nodes (both
free and occupied) which are then reserved and cannot be accessed by any non-
starving jobs (until the starving job has been executed).

Job priorities still take precedence over the starving state and therefore a
starving job will not be scheduled before a non-starving job with a higher pri-
ority.

2.1.2 Support for External Resources

Very dynamically changing resources (like the number of so ware licenses, or
current disk space) are kept separate from standard resources counted on the
server. A special daemon (pbs cache) maintains these values and allows for the
fast readout of current values. e scheduler is using these external resources in
conjunction with standard resources obtained from the server.
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2.1.3 Nodes Dedicated to Queues

Queues can be configured to imply certain properties and therefore only access a
specific subset of the computation nodes. Vice versa, nodes can be configured to
be dedicated to a certain queue.

2.1.4 Kerberos Support

A Kerberos support was included into the system, upon submission the users cre-
dentials are transferred to the server and, upon execution, all job parts have the
correct credentials assigned and maintained.

2.1.5 Virtual Machines
e system was enhanced with virtual machine support. Physical machines now

host two virtual machines. One of the machines represents a high priority ma-
chine while the second one represents a low priority. Access to these machines is
divided, using queues. is allows the system to provide preemptible and backfill
queues [1].

2.1.6 Automatic Node Upgrade

If a computational node detects a new version of its binary, it will restart at the
earliest possible time.

2.2 Disadvantages

A single central server implies several problems. A central solution always intro-
duces the issue of a single point of failure. If a server outage occurs, the entire
grid is offline. If a scheduler outage occurs, no new jobs can be run.

Despite the fact that the systems stability was improved significantly, network
outages still cannot be avoided. Each outage cuts out a portion of the grid from
the server, preventing the affected users to submit new jobs and the scheduler
to run jobs on the affected site. Because the Czech national grid covers a large
geographic area, the batch system has to work with increased timeouts. Each
network outage therefore also slows down the server, which has to wait for each
of the affected nodes (until they time out).

e scheduler itself was already reaching its scalability limits in terms of the
number of jobs scheduled and, coupled with the expected increase of sites and
total job count, it was apparent that we needed to create a replacement.
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3 Distributed Architecture
e new architecture was designed to overcome the limitations of the central

server setup. A detailed analysis was presented in the technical report [3], we
will therefore only concentrate on the current state and its evaluation. But be-
cause the central server architecture offered us excellent scheduling quality, our
primary goal was to maintain this high level of scheduling quality.

Features that require a complete cluster state had to be mimicked in the dis-
tributed environment. For example, fairshare information requires the complete
cluster state to compute, therefore we have to either use a slightly outdated fair-
share information that will be calculated externally, or ignore the imprecision
caused by the distributed architecture.

Features that were provided by the concurrent access to the whole grid have
to be reimplemented with the distributed architecture inmind. For example cross-
site jobs will now require the cooperation of several servers. e same applies for
running a job on a different site than the one it was submitted onto.

e distributed version provides a natural solution to the single point of fail-
ure issue, together with improved scalability. is is critical for coping with the
rapid growth of computational capacity and job count.

3.1 Distributed P2P Architecture
e proposed architecture (Figure 3) divides the grid into a set of semi-independ-

ent sites, each with its own scheduler and server and each maintaining its set of
computational nodes. Each scheduler only schedules the local server’s jobs. If a
problem arises that cannot be solved locally, the schedulers will cooperate to solve
the issue.

is includes various scenarios, from local server saturation (no free compu-
tational nodes) to handling requests for features that are not provided by local
computational nodes, or running multi-site jobs.

e architecture targets the scalability of hundreds, up to thousands, of sites.
is relies on the assumption that only a small fraction of jobs will require the

cooperation of many sites/schedulers.

3.2 Intermediate M:N Architecture

e proposed architecture is a very big architectural jump from the original single
central server setup. To solve the immediate needs of the Czech national grid, we
proposed a new intermediate architecture (Figure 4).

e intermediate architecture does not separate the sites from each other, but
instead employs a full M:N communication network between schedulers and serv-
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Figure 3. P2P architecture.

Figure 4. M:N architecture.

ers where each scheduler communicates with each server and vice-versa. is al-
lows the schedulers to maintain a solid overview of the global grid state while
still scheduling only a subset of the total jobs amount at a time. Network out-
ages only affect cross-site jobs, because each server is still fully functional when
cross-site functionality is lost and can still manage its own local computational
nodes.
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4 Transformation Towards P2P Scheduling Architecture

Together with the architecture change, we also decided to change the batch sys-
tem. PBSPro is a commercial so ware licensed per CPU. is is something that
really cuts into the cost of adding new clusters into the grid.

4.1 Torque

A er evaluating several batch systems, we decided to select Torque1 batch system.
One of the major reasons why Torque was selected is the fact that Torque is mostly
compatible with PBSPro.

Torque shares a common ancestor with PBSPro2, both of these batch systems
are based onOpenPBS [6]. is ensures that both internal and external interfaces
are very similar, although the projects have diverged a lot since they have been
forked.

Torque is a lively project with patches continuously being submitted from
various sources. It is also the most commonly supported backend for grid inter-
faces like glite [9] and globus [8].

We based our work on top of Torque’s FIFO scheduler, instead of using an
external scheduler like Maui [5]. e provided FIFO scheduler has a very simple
and clean codebase, which allowed us to quite rapidly port custom extensions
from PBSPro into Torque. e simple codebase allows us to implement even very
experimental features, like the distributed architecture.

4.2 Prototype

e first action towards the optimal architecture implementation was a proto-
type of the M:N architecture based on Torque. A server daemon was modified
to wake up all schedulers and the scheduler daemon was enhanced with the abil-
ity to schedule multiple servers sequentially.

To improve the initial performance, and also to test the suitability of sim-
ilar modifications, we implemented a mutual exclusion protocol that allows the
scheduler to claim the server for a short period of time. is exclusivity is only
enforced for job modifying commands. User tool requests for job modifications
are processed immediately a er the server is released.

e scheduler’s logic was completely rewritten to support server state caching,
job moving and trivial resource counting (which wasn’t present in the original
FIFO logic).

1 http://www.clusterresources.com/products/torque-resource-manager.php
2 http://www.pbspro.com
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4.3 Evaluation
A er the first prototype was implemented, we needed to evaluate the perform-
ance of this prototype. is included both the Torque batch system performance
(specifically in comparison with PBSPro) and the impact of the new architecture
implementation.

To evaluate the performance, we used a testing platform with 205 light virtual
machines (5 servers, 200 computational nodes) based on Linux containers [7].
Each measurement consisted of 5000 empty /bin/true jobs being submitted into
this virtual cluster.

ese tests gave us a very good overview of the initial scalability.
We were primarily concerned with the total time it took to execute all 5000

jobs, but we were also interested in the progress (Figure 5). e progress graphs
visualize the amount of jobs submitted into the cluster, waiting in queues, running
and jobs already finished. e graphs also map the run traffic (amount of run
requests), the move traffic (amount of move requests) and the state overview of
the cluster nodes (free/busy count).

Figure 5. Measurement of job processing.

Progress graphs were very valuable tools for tweaking Torque settings, such
as scheduler wakeup frequency.
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4.4 Distributed Architecture Impact

Multiple servers per scheduler (Figure 6a) have an almost zero impact on speed.
Schedulers work in an almost completely synchronous manner, waiting for each
run requested to be either confirmed or rejected. erefore, processing an equi-
valent amount of jobs (split between servers) will result in an almost identical
time.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Performance impact of multiple servers (a) and multiple schedulers (b).

Adding multiple schedulers (Figure 6b) to one server causes overhead on the
server (more status requests). While the schedulers work in a fully synchronous
mode, the server is very asynchronous, using callbacks and delayed tasks. Fortu-
nately, the overhead added by one scheduler is quite reasonable, approximately
1–3 %.

5 Further Feature Enhancements

With a functional prototype and a good overview of the intermediate architecture
scalability and behaviour, we continued with the porting of all PBSPro improve-
ments into Torque. is also included features that were missing in Torque itself
(implemented in PBSPro a er the so ware was forked from OpenPBS).

5.1 Multi-Node Jobs Limitation

Nodes can be configured to not accept jobs requestingmultiple nodes. e sched-
uler will skip such nodes when scheduling multi-site jobs.
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5.2 Resource semantics
e Torque batch systemhad no internal support for resource counting or schedul-

ing. e only supported resource semantics were processes and resource enforce-
ment on the computational node using the (rlimit) per-process system limits. Both
the server and scheduler were enhanced with full generic resource support. e
server has the ability to read reported resources from nodes, store them and verify
each run request against these resources. For the sake of convenience, the reported
resources can also be mapped to a different name on the server.

Beyond the already supported resources, a generic counted resource can be
specified on the nodes and the server will keep track of this resource usage.

5.3 Virtual Clusters and VPN
Full support for features that were already provided by PBSPro was reimplemen-
ted in Torque, including support for virtual machines [1] and virtual clusters [2].
An active development of new features is now carried on top of Torque.

One of the new features already developed on top of Torque is the support of
on-demand virtual clusters. e grid now provides an infrastructure of physical
machines and virtual machine images (described using provided features). Upon
a user request request, virtualmachine images are selected (fitting the specification
provided by the user), installed and executed on the physical machines selected
by the scheduler.

If so desired, a virtual private network can be created between these machines
(the machines can also be connected to an already existing VPN).

6 Conclusion
We have designed a new distributed P2P batch system architecture, which will be
used as the future base of job scheduling in MetaCentrum.

We implemented an intermediate distributed architecture to satisfy the imme-
diate needs of MetaCentrum. is architecture resulted in providing us a tempor-
ary solution for quick deployment in the current MetaCentrum that would still
solve scalability and stability problems of the original PBSPro installation.

As presented, this solution provides solid scalability and will even allow con-
nection of new sites into MetaCentrum.

Deploying this solution onMetaCentrum will give us valuable feedback from
real usage that will be extremely useful for the fully distributed P2P architecture.
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